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This research report is concerned with the analysis of the
capacities of three different freeway on-rarnp designs—namely,
on- ramps with no acceleration lane and stop-sign control, on-
ramps with no acceleration lane and yield-sign control, and on-
ramps with an acceleration lane and no sign control. The study
included the development of criteria for defining both possible
and practical capacities, the development of a deterministic
queuing model for predicting possible capacity, the development
of a Monte Carlo simulation model for the study of ramp flow
under varying traffic conditions, the evaluation of vehicle
delays and queue lengths incurred by on-ramp vehicles for various
combinations of ramp and shoulder-lane traffic volumes, and the
evaluation of possible and practical on-ramp capacities for the
three different ramp designs.
Initial research efforts v;ere concerned with the develop-
ment of descriptors of the ramp situation. The distribution of
headways between ramp vehicles was described by a hyper-exponential
model. All ramp vehicles were assumed to enter the ramp system
xiii
at a constant speed, controlled by the critical geometry of
the area rather than by traffic. Ramp vehicle behavior in the
system was defined by four factors—the spacing relationship
with the preceding vehicle, acceleration-deceleration capabili-
ties, the availability of gaps in the shoulder lane, and-
distributions describing gap-acceptance phenomena.
Shoulder-lane headways were described by a shifted-
exponential model. Each shoulder-lane vehicle was assigned a
speed upon entry into the system that was only dependent upon
the volume of traffic in the shoulder lane. It was further
assumed that the shoulder-lane vehicles proceeded through the
ramp area at the speeds and headway spacing assigned at genera-
tion, without any interference from ramp traffic.
The various traffic descriptors were expressed in the
mathematical mode and assembled for analysis into two different
types of models—a deterministic queuing model for the analysis
of possible ramp capacity, and a Monte Carlo simulation model
for the analysis of practical capacity.
Because both models v;ere constructed in the mathematical
mode they were readily programmed for computer solution. The
programs were coded in the FORTRAN IV and MAP languages for
the IBM 7090/7094 System and were run on an IBM 7090.
The results obtained from the queuing-model analysis were
reported in graphical form. The possible capacities of each of
the three ramp designs were plotted as functions of shoulder-
lane volume. Delay and queuing characteristics for a v;ide range
of ramp and shoulder-lane volume combinations were obtained from
the simulator. Practical capacities were defined for each of the
three rainp designs by analyzing the delay characteristics rela-
tive to the criteria established for practical capacity in the
definition of the same. Queue storage requirements on the ramp
were found by an analysis of queuing characteristics at
practical-capacity volume levels.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years thousands of miles of freeway-type highways
have been constructed to provide for the safe, convenient and
efficient transportation of persons and goods. Access to these
high-type traffic-carrying facilities is provided by on-raraps
that are designed to merge ramp traffic into the high-spaed,
high-volume traffic stream. The efficiency of traffic movement
on freev;ays, and 'the extent to which the potential capacity of
freeways can be realized, depends in part on the adequacy of
the access facilities. Improperly designed entrances limit the
volume of traffic that can use an expressway and generate con-
gestion that often extends back onto the local system.
Purpose and Scope of Study
The purpose of this study was four-fold:
1, To develop criteria for defining possible and practical
on-ramp capacities:
2, To develop general models for the analysis of flow
through the merge area?
3, To evaluate vehicle delays and queue lengths that are
incurred by on-ramp vehicles for various combinations of freeway
and ramp volumes; and
4. To define the possible and practical capacities of
freeway on- ramps for each of three design-control situations.
Freeway on-ramp capacity is controlled at one or more of
three locations along the typical ramp. These locations are
—
(1) the entrance to the ramp from the local system or another
freeway, (2) the ramp proper, and/or (3) the merge area at the
freeway terminal of the ramp. This study was devoted to an
analysis of the latter location, the merge area at the freeway
terminal, as it is more commonly the restricting element of
the ramp.
Only ramps with geometric conf iguz'ations such that on-ramp
merge maneuvers are not compounded v/ith off-ramp diverge maneuvers
were considered. Thus the analysis is pertinent to the on-ramps
of diamond interchanges and to the outer-loop connectors of
cloverleaf interchanges. The typical ramp-terminal designs and
controls which are used on existing freeways were analyzed and
compared—no acceleration lane with stop-sign control, no
acceleration lane with yield-sign control, and an acceleration
lane with no sign control. The layouts assumed for these con-
trol situations are shown in Figure 1 for no acceleration lane
with stop-or yield-sign control and in Figure 2 for an accelera-
tion lane with no sign control.
The conduct of a field study of the scope proposed was
impractical v/ith respect to both cost and time. In addition
data from numerous traffic studies of existing access facilities








































































existence of these data, plus the availability of a modern high-
speed digital computer, suggested the development of simulation
and queuing models for analyzing ramp capacity.
CRITERIA FOR ON-RAMP CAPACITY
The term "capacity, " as it is applied to highway traffic
facilities, is not uniquely descriptive. In general, it
pertains to the ability of a facility to accommodate traffic;
but vit]rj;Dut some criteria indicative of the level of performance
associated with a volume of flow, the statement of a numerical
capacity limit is incomplete.
Two variables, commonly considered as yardsticks of
performance, are vehicle delay and queue length. Vehicle delay
can be expressed in t^rms of the average delay incurred by a
vehicle for various combinations of ramp and freeway volumes,
or as the probability that delay exceeds some established level.
Queuing characteristics can be defined by the mean queue length,
or in terms of some percentile value such as the S5th, 90th, or
95th percentile queue length. Although definite limits should
be established for the delay indices, there is no reason to
establish numerical limits for general application in the case
of queues. A design engineer should merely use defined queuing
characteristics to establish storage requirements for ramp
traffic, v;hen the ramp is operating at a capacity level estab-
lished relative to delay characteristics.
In an attempt to establish a unifonn capacity concept the
American Association of State Highway Officials (1) adopted
definitions of highway capacity at two levels of performance.
These definitions follow:
"Practical Capacity represents the maximum
number of vehicles that can pass a given point
on the lane or roadv/ay during one hour under the
prevailing roadway and traffic conditions, without
unreasonable delay or restriction to the driver's
freedom to maneuver,
"
"Possible Capacity is the maximum number of
vehicles that can pass a given point on a lane or
roadway during one hour under the prevailing road-
way and traffic conditions, regardless of their
effect in delaying drivers and restricting their
freedom to maneuver,
Although these definitions were intended for uninter-
rupted traffic facilities, the rationale can be applied to ramp
situations. In addition, the Highway Capacity Manual (2)
definitions for capacities of signalized intersections suggested
an index for describing reasonable delay. These definitions
state
:
"The Practical Capacity of an intersection
approach under signal control is the maximum
volume that can enter the intersection from that
approach during one hour v;ith most of the drivers
being able to clear the intersection without
waiting for more than one complete signal cycle,
"
"Possible Capacity is the maximum number of
vehicles that can actually be accommodated under
the prevailing conditions with a continual back-
log of \7aiting vehicles."
Numbers in parentheses refer to entries in the List of
References.
Two modifications to the practical capacity definition were
necessary before it v;as applicable to the ramp situation. The
first modification involved the number of drivers being delayed.
The qualitative index "with most of the drivers being able to
clear the intersection" \>7as replaced by the quantitative index
"with 85 percent of the drivers being able to clear the inter-
section. " The second modification involved the length of delay
incurred by the drivers. Since signals are not commonly used
for traffic control on on-ramps the time unit "one signal
cycle" v;as replaced by an approximately equivalent time period
of "60 seconds," The definition proposed for the practical
capacity of a freeway on- ramp is as follows
:
The practical capacity of a freev;ay on-ramp
is the maximunf volume of vehicles that can enter
the through highway during one hour V'/ith 85 per-
cent of the drivers being able to leave the ramp
without being delayed for more than 60 seconds.
The definition of the possible capacity of a signalized
intersection v-^s applicable to the ramp situation ^^Jithout
modification.
Another consideration that should not be overlooked involves
the effect that traffic from the ramp might have on shoulder-
lane traffic flov;. A ramp volume that forces the shoulder-
lane volume above the capacity of the lane can hardly be con-
sidered to be within the capacity of the ramp. In other words
if a ramp capacity, determined in accordance v^ith the proposed
definitions, causes the volume downstream from the intersection
area to exceed the capacity of the lane, the calculated capacity
should be disregarded. In such a case the capacity should be
reported as the difference between the capacity of the shoulder
lane and the actual volume being carried in tl;ie shoulder lane.
As an alternative it would be reasonable to consider the
volumes in all lanes downstream of the merge area. If the
total volume carried in all lanes dov/nstream of the merge area
exceeds the capacity of the available number of lanes, it would
be necessary to reduce the ramp capacity to a value such that
the sum of the volumes of all lanes approaching the merge area,
plus the merging ramp volume, does not exceed the sum of the
capacities of all lanes.
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REVIEW OF 0N-RAI4P CAPACITY
Variables Influencing Ramp Capacity
The capacity of a freeway on-ramp is affected by the three
basic elements of a traffic system—the roadway, the vehicle,
and the driver— as well as by the traffic and environmental
conditions that prevail. Each of these influencing elements
can be further subdivided. Roadway character is fully described
by geometric aspects such as lane width, gradient and curvature,
by geometric design of the acceleration lane (primarily length),
and by the type of control (stop-sign, yield-sign, or no sign
control )
.
Vehicle characteristics that are of concern in the analysis
of on-ramp capacity are primarily the length of the vehicle and
the acceleration-deceleration potential of the vehicle. In
most cases the acceleration-deceleration characteristics are
not critical due to the fact that driver comfort requirements
usually control.
Driver characteristics are very important in the analysis
of on-ramp capacity. 'I'he reaction time of a driver affects his
ability to maintain a constant position in a stream and to take
advantage of merging opportunities. The acceptance of gaps in
the shoulder-lane stream, a phenomenon having direct effect on
ramp capacity, follows a probability distribution, instead of
11
being constant, due to variation betv;een and v;ithin ramp
vehicle drivers. This variation is accounted for in part by
the minimum head^-rays that a driver demands in a stream, and
by the maximum acceleration-deceleration rates that a driver
desires to use.
The influence of traffic environmental conditions on the
capacity of on-ramps cannot be overlooked. The potential excess
capacity of the shoulder lane is directly related to the volume,
speed and composition of the freeway stream, whereas the ability
of the ramp stream to utilize this excess capacity is a func-
tion of its own volume, speed and composition.
Procedures For Analysis of On-Ramp Capacity
At least four different techniques for predicting freeway
on-ramp capacities have been reported in the literature. These
techniques are briefly defined by the author as the "shoulder-
lane capacity-volume" approach; the "regression model pre-
diction" approach, the "shoulder-lane gap-use" approach, and
the "simulation" approach.
In regard to the first of these techniques the Highway
Capacity Manual (2) suggests that it is common practice to
define the capacity of an on-ramp as the difference between the
capacity of the freev;ay and the traffic volume on the freeway
ahead of the ramp. It does point out, however, that such a
capacity could only be achieved when the unused capacity is
available in the shoulder lane. This latter concept is presented
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in equation form in the AASHO Policy on Geometric Design of
Rural Highways (1) with additional adjustments for the percent-
ages of trucks in the shoulder lane, and ramp traffic streams.
The expression for the practical capacity of a single lane
entrance with an acceleration lane and no sign control is given
as,
C - V (1 + t )
s~ s s
C = — /
^2 1 + t
where :
C = practical capacity of ramp, vphy
^2
C = practical capacity of shoulder lane, vphr
®2
V = actual through volume in shoulder lane, vph;
t = trucks in shoulder lane expressed as percentage
of total lane volume divided by 100; and
t = trucks on ramp expressed as percentage of total
ramp volume divided by 100.
The truck corrections are based on an assumption that each truck
is equivalent to two passenger cars.
More recent research by Moskowitz and Newman (13) in
California was devoted to the refinement of this capacity-volume
approach to the definition of on-ramp capacities. Their results
generally pertain to situations in which the on-ramp merging
maneuver is compounded with a following off-ramp diverging
maneuver; however, when the distance to the following off-ramp
is long enough the on-ramp is essentially an isolated merging
13
area. The major contributions of this research were graphical
models for the prediction of shoulder-lane volume as a function
of several variables—the number of lanes per direction of flow,
the total freeway volume, the distance upstream to the last on-
ramp, and the distance dovmstream to the next off-ramp. Mosko-
witz cautions that previous to the application of the proposed
method of analysis the ramp area should be checked to insure
that:
1. The rate-of-flow in the shoulder lane does not
exceed 1800 vph;
2. The number of weaving vehicles does not exceed
2100 vph in any 500-foot segment of the weave
section* and
3. The average rate-of-flow across all lanes does
not exceed 1800 vph per lane.
Results from another recent freeway capacity study conducted
under the auspices of the Bureau of Public Roads have been
reported by Hess (4). The regression model prediction techni-
ques presented as a consequence of this comprehensive study
departed from the capacity-volume concept. Two multiple regres-
sion models were developed to predict a so-called free-flow merge
capacity for one-lane on-raraps where a free-flow merge is defined
by Hess as a merge under a
"condition where freeway traffic is moving in a
uniform manner somewhere in the 35- to 60-mph range.
Large fluctuations in speed are few and traffic is
experiencing no conflicts severe enough to cause
intermittent braking or congestion. Ramp traffic flow,
though possibly slower in speed than the freeway, is
continuous without backing on the ramp. The merge of
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the two streams is normally smooth within
the usual adjustments in speed necessary for
this maneuver^ No specific overall speed
should be associated with "free flow, " as the
design and type of interchange will have an
important effect on the speed at any one
location. The free-flow periods chosen for
this study are of 15-minute duration and these
volumes are expanded to one hour by multiplying
by four (15-minute f.f. exp. ) The operation
during a free-flow period is assumed to be capable
of continuance, barring increasing demand, backup
from downstream, or vehicular accidents. Yet •
volumes will be in the practical to possible
capacity ranges so that increased demand could
cause a breakdown in the operation."
Free-flow ramp capacity is defined as the difference between
free-flow merge capacity and shoulder-lane volume. The first
of the regression models, that are given below for the prediction
of the free-flow merge capacity, was derived from data obtained
at 73 various locations and can be apglied to all types of inter-
changes except left-hand connections. A second model was
obtained by dropping from the analysis 18 locations with short
ramps or with sharp cuirvature near the ramp nose. These models
were presented as follows t
Y^ = 528 + 8.5Xj^ - 16.5X2 * "^'^^3 ~ ^•°^4 "^ 0.22X +
O.OVlXgT
and
Y2 = 441 + 10. OX^ - 18. OX^ + 9.5X2 - 5. OX + 0.014X +
0.68Xgr . •
where the dependent variables are defined as t
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Y. = free-flow merge (vph) based on model derived
from data collected at 7 3 ramp locations, and
Y„ = free-flow merge (vph) based on model derived
from data collected at 55 ramp locations.
The indeoendent variables were defined as follows t
X, = percent freeway utilization
Freeway Volume (vph) v i nn
~ No. of lanes x 2000 vph/lane '
X- = percent commercial vehicle in merge
G.V. (Ramp + Shoulder lane) vph inQ.
Expected merge volume (vph)
X = ramp/merge ratio
=
Ramp Volume (vph)
^ j_qq.Expected merge volume (ramp + shoulder lane) vph '
X^ = angle of convergence (degrees)
= the interior angle between the right edge of the
shoulder lane and the left edge of the rampy
X^ = length of acceleration lane (feet)? and
X = metropolitan area population (lOOO's), with a
maximum value of 5000 being used in the formula.
2Hess reported multiple R 's of 0.68 and 0.71, thus indicating
that the prediction models explained 68 and 71 percent of the
variation in the 73- and 55-location data sets, respectively.
The associated coefficients of variation were 0.108 and 0.098.
The third method for the analysis of on-ramp capacities,
the shoulder-lane gap-use technique, was proposed in the Highway
16
Capacity iManual (2) for analysis of possible capacity. This
method involves predictions of the shoulder-lane volume, of the
number and sizes of gaps between vehicles in the shoulder lane
(time spac~ings from front bumper to front bumper of contiguous
vehicles), and of the number of ramp vehicles that will use each
shoulder gap in the shoulder-lane stream assuming a continuous




C = \ V X P(T. ) X N(T. )





C = possible ramp capacity (vph);
^1
T = any gap time interval (sec)?
T
. = shortest gap time interval acceptable (sec);
T „ = longest gap time interval possible in a streamax m(approaches oo ) sec;
P(T^) = proportion of total number of gaps in a stream
that fall in the size range, T ; and
N( T^ ) = average number of vehicles that can use a gap
of length, T. , when the queue on the ramp is
long enough to insure that the entire gap will
be used at the discretion of the ramp vehicle
driver (vehicles).
Although this model is presented specifically for the analysis
of ramps with no acceleration lane and stop-sign control it is
17
appropriate for the analysis of all other types of on-rainp
designs provided the necessary data is available.
Pearson and Ferreri (16) also reported the results of a
study of the possible capacities of on-ramps located on the Sch-
uylkill Expressway in Philadelphia using the gap-use technique
of analysis. Lane-distribution and gap-use data were obtained
directly from traffic studies conducted on the Schuylkill
Expressway. The shoulder-lane gaps were assumed to follow a
negative-exponential distribution such that the proportion of
gaps in any given interval v;ere determined from the following
mathematical model
:
- y t, -y t
P(T.) = e - e "^ y
where > „
T. = any given gap interval?
P(T.) = proportion of total number of gaps in the
* stream that fall into the interval, T. r
7 = average flow rate of vehicles in the shoulder
lane (vehicle/second);
t. = the lower limit of the gap interval, T. (sec)r and
t = upper limit of T (sec).
The final technique for the analysis of freeway on-ramp
capacities, the simvilation technique, is relatively nev; to the
highway traffic field. Simulation has been described by Harling (9)
as "the technique of setting up a stochastic model of a real
system which neither over-simplifies the system to the point
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where the model becomes trivial nor incorporates so many
features of the real system that the model becomes untractable
or prohibitively clumsy. " Basically a ramp simulation model is
the abstraction of the ramp system—including the roadway, the
vehicle, the driver, and the traffic and environmental condi-
tions—into a mathematical form. The dynamic solution of the
inter-related components of the model on a high-speed digital
computer effects the simulation of the abstracted system. As
vehicles are introduced into the system, moved through the system
in a manner dictated by the rules of operation, and exited from
the system, each of the desired characteristics is recorded.
The successive processings by which these operations are effected
can be scheduled either at uniform increments of time or at
critical times. If they are scheduled at uniforiTi time increments
the simulated system is scanned at the end of set time periods
—
for example, ever^^- one-half second—and the vehicles advanced
the appropriate distance for that time period. If the processings
are scheduled at critical times the system is only scanned ot
those points in time in V7hich significant events, such as ramp
vehicle arrivals or departures, occur.
At least two simulation models prepared for the analysis of
on-ramp situations, have been reported. The first of these models,
a uniform time increment simulator, V7as prepared for the analysis
of ramp areas v;ith compounded on-off movements by Findley, Levy,
Glickstein, and PerchonoK (7, 8, 9, 10) of the Midwest Research
Institute in cooperation V/ith the Dureau of Public Itoads, It
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was structured in such a manner that it required the following
inputs describing the situation to be simulated
i
1. The volume of entering and exiting vehicles,
2. The distribution of vehicles between lanes,
3. The velocity distribution of vehicles,
4. The gap-acceptande distribution of merging and
weaving vehicles,
5. The acceleration rate of entering vehicles,
6. The deceleration rate of exiting vehicles, and
7. The distribution of exiting vehicles between lanes.
This simulator, which was programmed for the lEiM 704 digital
computer, returned output describing:
1, The''volume of vehicles traversing the system in
each lane,
2, The volume of vehicles entering the freeway from
each on-ramp,
3, The volume of vehicles leaving the system at each
off- ramp,
4, The number of vehicles stopping on the acceleration
lane,
5, The lengths of cpjeues on the ramp,
6, The number of vehicles desiring to leave the
system that cannot,
7, The distribution of through-vehicle traverse times,
8, The distribution of ramp-vehicle times,
9, The average velocities by lanes, and
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10, The number of weaves occurring between adjacent
through lanes.
The second ramp simulator, prepared by Wohl (19, 20), was
designed as a critical period simulator and was programmed for
the IBM 704. Although Wohl did not completely describe the
simulator inputs they undoubtedly included shoulder-lane volume and
headway distribution, ramp volume and headway distribution, and
gap-acceptance data. Output from simulation runs made at
various combinations of ramp and shoulder-lane volumes consisted
of ramp-vehicle delay data which could be used as a criteria for
the establishment of levels of ramp capacity.
Results of Previous Studies
The results- of on- ramp capacity analyses by various techni-
ques, as they were obtained from the literature, were compared
in accordance with the on-ramp design and/or the types of
traffic control. Comparisons were made between:
1. The possible capacities of on-ramps with no
acceleration lane and stop-sign control as
defined by capacity-volume and gap-use
techniques y
2. The possible capacities of on-ramps with
acceleration lanes and no sign control as
defined by the same two technic_[ues • and
3. The free-flow merge capacities of on-ramps
on diamond interchanges and on the outer-
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connectors of clover-leaf interchanges,
as defined by the regression prediction
model technique.
The results from the various studies were converted to a
common format for comparison. The format selected was ramp
capacity versus shoulder-lane volume. In making such a
conversion the significance of some of the capacity-volume
analysis techniques was lost as part of each of these analysis
techniques was the prediction of traffic distribution between
lanes.
No Acceleration Lane and Stop-Sign Control
The possible capacities obtained from the previous studies
as noted above for on-ramps with no acceleration lane and stop-
sign control are compared in Figure 3. These results are
obviously inconsistent. The solid-line curve obtained from data
in the Highway Capacity Manual (2), using the shoulder-lane
capacity-volume analysis technique, is based on a shoulder-lane
capacity of 1800 vehicles par hour and undoubtedly predicts
ramp capacities that are too high. Although the curve represents
a real excess capacity potential in the shoulder lane, ramp
vehicles cannot and/or will not accept the available gaps in
such a manner as to utilize all of the excess capacity.
The results of an analysis by the gap-use technique, also
obtained from the Highway Capacity Manual, are represented by
the dashed line of Figure 3. Again discussion is warranted. It
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is highly unlikely that successive vehicles could depart from
a stop-sign controlled ramp with headways much shorter than
four seconds, if they complied with the intent of the stop sign.
Assuming that vehicles could exit from the ramp with average
headway of four seconds, a maximum ramp capacity of 9 00 vehicles
per hour could be realized with no vehicles in the shoulder lane.
The low capacities indicated by this technique at higher shoulder-
lane volumes are also questionable. At a shoulder-lane volume
of 1100 vehicles per hour the Highway Capacity I^tonual indicates
that 30 percent, or 330, of the gaps in the shoulder are longer
than five seconds and that as many as four percent, or 44 gaps,
are in excess of ten seconds in length. Without question there
is excess capacity in the shoulder lane that the ramp driver can
and will ^se. The curve (See Figure 3), however, indicates zero
capacity for shoulder-lane volumes of 1100 or more vehicles per
hour.
The final curve shown in Figure 3 was recently derived by
Pearson and Ferreri (16) using the shoulder-lane gap-use tech-
nique with data collected on the Schuylkill Expressway in
Philadelphia. Although their model does not have the objection-
able features contained in the previous model, several aspects
warrant discussion. Pearson and Ferreri defined the results
of their analysis as practical capacity, whereas a review. of
their procedures indicates that they have really derived possible
capacities for the various shoulder-lane volume conditions. The
procedure involved a determination of the number of gaps in each
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size range for an indicated shoulder-lane volume; and calcula-
tion of the average number of vehicles that use each gap size,
assuming of course that there are at least as many vehicles
queued on the ramp as the gap-acceptance model predicts will
use a gap. It is apparent that the delays that would result
from the long traffic backlogs are not reasonable. Because the
delays are not reasonable and because a continual backlog of
vehicles on the ramp is required, the resulting capacities are
possible capacities.
A second point of concern involves the average gap-use
model developed by Pearson and Ferreri. The model was of a
linear, two-space form,




t. = size of available gap in the shoulder-lane
stream, and
N(t. ) = average number of vehicles that will use a gap
of size, t. sec.
Although this model should be linear with changes in gap length
for all gaps in excess of that length for which the probability
of acceptance is one, it cannot be linear for changes in gap
length in the gap-size range where probabilities of acceptance
are less than one. In this range the model must follow a form
that generates a curve that is convex-upward. At higher
shoulder-lane volumes most of the available gaps fall in the
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non-linear range of the curve with the result that average
gap use is lower than that predicted by the linear model,
A third point of interest developed as a consequence of
programming and running the gap-use analysis technique on an
IBI'i 7090 digital computer. The possible capacity model that
was obtained using Pearson's data as inputs for the analysis
was found to be perfectly linear when transformed to a semi-log
form as shown in Figure 4. The original model, however, was
given in a linear form with rectangular coordinates. This
indicates that Pearson and Ferreri failed to select the best
functional form to fit to their data.
Farther research in an attempt to find a reason for the
linear log transformation brought forth a fourth and final point'
of interest. It was found that the transformed log model could
be derived as a rational and theoretically sound queuing model
(15). The necessary assumptions were the same as those made
by Pearson and Ferreri—namely, that shoulder-lane headways follow
a negative-exponential distribution and that average gap use is
linear with respect to gap length. Since shoulder-lane head-
v;ays follow a negative-exponential distribution, the oortion of
-7t.
the headv;ays that exceed any length, t., is e where 7 is
the average rate of traffic flow in the stream. The portion of
headways between vehicles that exceed t., where t. is any
length greater than t., is e -' . Hence the portion of the
headways between shoulder-lane vehicles that lie between t. and
-r t^ - 7t
.

















































stream for any time period is equal to the flow volume for that
period, the number of gaps that fall in the range t, - t is
-7t -7t ->
V( e - e -^ ), Further development of the c[ueuing
models is dependent upon Pearson's average gap-use curve pre-
sented in Figure 5. Three significant limiting gap times are
indicated in the Figure. These are»
1. t, - the minimum shoulder-lane gap acceptable
to a ramp vehicle,
2. ty - the lower limit of a gap range that on the
average will accommodate one ramp vehicle, and
3. t^ - the time increment required by each
additional ramp vehicle.
It is assumed that the gaps falling between the limits of t,
and t2 will accommodate 0.25 vehicles on the average. The queuing
model for possible capacity can now be derived by determining
the number of gaps in each time interval, multiplying each of
these numbers by the average number of gap users per gap, and
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GAP LENGTH IN SECONDS
FIG. 5- AVERAGE GAP-USAGE MODEL FOR STOP-SIGN
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C = possible ramp capacity (vph);
^1
V = shoulder lane volume (vph);
s
7 = unit flov rate of shoulder-lane stream
expressed in whatever unit of time is used
fo:; t,, t-, and t^r and
t,, t
, and t- are as defined previously. With the appropriate
substitutions.
0.25 (e-'-^"'- e-=-55' ) + e'^-S^' (1 - e'^-S"')''"
v;he re
7 = Vg / 3600.
Acceleration Lane and No Sign Control
The possible capacities of on-ramps v;ith acceleration lanes
and no sign control are compared in Figure 6, The solid curve,
defined by the Highway Capacity Manual ( 2 ) capacity-volume
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analysis technique, is based on a shoulder-lane capacity of
1800 vehicles per hour. Since this technique does not consider
the relative facility with which the ramp stream can utilize
excess shoulder-lane capacity there is no distinction between
the possible capacities of on-ramps with different geometric
and traffic control designs. There would be a distinction,
however, if ramp capacities were plotted as a function of total
one-way freeway volume. This distinction ^^70uld result from
the' fact that traffic distribution between lanes varies with
the geometry and/or type of control on the on-ramp.
The dashed possible-capacity curve of Figure 6 was defined
by Pearson and Ferreri (15) from data obtained in an early ramp
capacity study by Moskowitz (14). It is apparently based on
the capacity-volume analysis technique, but shoulder-lane
capacity varies in the ramp area—decreasing slightly as the
percentage of ramp traffic in t.he shoulder-lane immediately
downstream of the merge area increases.
Diamond and Outer Cloverleaf Connector On- Ramps
Free-flow capacities are presented in Figure 7 for on-ramps
located at diamond interchanges and on the outer connectors of
cloverleaf interchanges. These capacity curves were derived
by Moskowitz and IIev,TTian (13) by determining the varying combi-
nations of ramp and shoulder-lane volumes that effect free-flow
merge capacities. As there was scatter in the generated data,
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FIG. 7- FREE-FLOW CAPACITIES OF FREEWAY ON-RAMPS
(FROM J. W. HESS)
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The resulting equations for the diamond on-rarnp and for the
outer cloverleaf connection were/ respectively:
C = 17.029 V ^•^'-
r s
and




C = free-flow ramp capacity (vph), and
V = shoulder -lane volume (vph).
No coefficients of determination v/ere given for these fits,
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DESCRIPTORS OF THE RAT^P SITUATION
The place and geometry of the ramp area is established by
design, but the maneuvers within the ramp area are combinations
of random processes modified by regulation and control and of
course by the design. IVhile in the vicinity of the ramp area,
drivers must coadjust, modifying both speed and path as they
traverse the area to a local destination.
Although there are many variables involved in the operation
of the ramp area traffic system all of them can be classified
under five headings—roadway characteristics, vehicle character-
istics, driver characteristics, traffic and environmental condi-
tions, and rules of operations.
Roadway Characteristics
Geometric Layout
The two on-ramp geometric layouts analyzed in this study
were presented in Figures 1 and 2. The dimensions assumed for
the no acceleration-lane design v;ere based on a survey of plans
of existing facilities including the Congress Avenue Expressway
in Chicago, the Schuylkill Expressway in Philadelphia, and the
Merrit and VJilbur-Cross Parkways in Connecticut, Although no
exact locations v;ere defined for the entry point to the system.
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for the stop-line, or for the point of entry into the shoulder-
lane, the proposed design was adequate to provide 108 feet for
deceleration from ramp speed to a stop at the stop-line. In
addition the assumption was made that the vehicle traveled a
distance of 9 2 feet from the stop-line to the point of entry
into the shoulder lane.
The dimensions for the acceleration-lane design were based
on a survey of recommended ramp designs. With a 450-foot
acceleration-lane proper and a 300-foot taper, ramp vehicles
had approximately 500 feet of acceleration distance available
before encroaching on the shoulder-lane. This distance was
just adequate to provide for acceleration from a stop at the
ramp nose to the maximum average shoulder-lane speed. Again
the ramp geometry was adequate for the driver to decelerate
from the ramp speed to a stop at the ramp nose with a cotnfortable
rate of deceleration v;hen such a maneuver was deemed necessary.
Traffic Control
Three separate traffic-control conditions were analyzed.
Both stop-sign and yield-sign control devices were established
on the no acceleration-lane layouts; no sign control was
established on the acceloration-lane layout. Results reported
from previous research studies indicated that stop-sign con-
trol devices on ramps often function as yield signs or as a
cross between a stop-sign and a yield-sign. For the purposes
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of this study each device was required to function in compli-
ance with the regulations defined in the I-lanual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices .
Vehicle Characteristics
All of the vehicles traversing the ramp system, whether
on the ramp or on the shoulder lane, ^^7ere assumed to have the
geometric and operating characteristics of passenger cars.
Overall length was established at 16.5 feet, the approximate
average for all passenger cars, although this is considerably
shorter than the AASHO defined P design vehicle (1),
In addition each vehicle V7as assigned constant accelera-
tion and deceleration potentials of five and six miles per
hour per second, respectively. In reality acceleration and
deceleration rates have distributions that are functions of
the vehicle, the driver, the roadway, and the environment* but
because of inadequate data and for simplicity, these variables
were defined as constant vehicle characteristics.
Driver Characteristics
PIEV Time
Although the driver is probably the most complex and
certainly the dominant element in the ramp traffic system he
was modeled as a relatively simple machine v;ith a capability
for completing the "PIEV" process in 1.5 seconds. Although
it is knovm that perception, intellection, and volition time
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requirements^ under emotional stress, vary among and within
drivers, as well as among situations, lack of information on
this distribution led to the selection of the above average, and
hopefully, representative constant time.
Minimum Time and Space Clearances
The minimum time and space clearances that a driver demands
as a buffer between himself and a lead vehicle are undoubtedly
closely related to his PIEV time. Various minimum clearances
were established. A driver normally would not position his
vehicle with less than five feet of clearance to a leading
vehicle, and he would not move into a shoulder-lane gap behind
a shoulder-lane vehicle v;ith a time clearance of" less than
0,5 seconds. Minimum clearance time for ramp vehicles
following a leading ramp vehicle through the system varies v;ith
the ramp design and the type of traffic control? the minimum
was established at 2.0 seconds with no acceleration lane and
yield-sign control, whereas it was set at l.S seconds with an
acceleration lane and no control. In the latter case sudden,
abrupt stops are less likely to occvir. No limits were established
for the stop-sign condition as the minimum clearance to a
leading ramp vehicle never controls. Minimum headv7ay spacings
in the moving ramp and shoulder-lane streams were also defined,




Gap' acceptance was the final driver characteristic to be
modeled. From several studies of this phenomenon conducted in
recent years (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 18, 19, 20), it was possible
to develop two families of gap-acceptance models—one for on-
ramps without acceleration lanes and one for on-ramps with
acceleration lanes. In both cases distiriction was made between
gap acceptance by stopped first-in-line vehicles and gap
acceptance by vehicles that were moving as they passed the
first-in-line position.
The gap- acceptance models for on-ramps without accelera-
tion lanes are shov/n in Figure 8, In the case of stop-sign
control on this type of ramp all vehicles v;ere assumed to stop
in the first-in-line position before departing from the ramp
system. The gap-acceptance model for this condition, derived
from data collected by Pearson and Ferreri (16) on the
Schuylkill Ejqsressway, was of the mathematical form,
t-t
r




Pr(Acpt) = probability of accepting a gap of length, t;
t = anv gap greater than t . r
>uld6
= the average acceptable shoulder-lane gap.
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With appropriate parameter substitutions the gap acceptance
model £or no acceleration and stop-sign control was written
as,
t^- 3.3
Pr(Acpt) = 1 - e ^-5-3.3
or
(1.021 - 0.3l3t)
Pr(Acpt) = 1 - e .
Of course this same model holds for stopped first-in-line
vehicles departing from a ramp with no acceleration lane and
yield-sign control,
A similar model was proposed by Weiss and Maradudin (18)
for vehicles that do not stop in the first-in-line position




^ , , (0.67 - 0.33t)Pr(Acpt) = 1 - e
,
was accepted as a suitable descriptor of gap acceptance at
on-ramps with no acceleration lane and yield-sign control.
Gap-acceptance models for on-ramps with acceleration lanes
and no sign control are shown in Figure 9. The data used to
develop models descriptive of this phenomenon were collected
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Midwest Research Institute (3). Separate models were defined
for vehicles that depart from the system after stopping in the
first-in-line position and for vehicles not required to stop
in the first-in-line position. Both models follow the
mathematical form,






t = any gap length between the limits of t .
and t ; "^^'^
max
t .^ =: minimum acceptable aaor andmin ~ - -
t = minimum gap length for which probability of
acceptance is one.
With appropriate parameter substitutions the models for gap
acceptance after a stop and with no stop are respectively:
Pr(Acpt) = In (t-Itt) * o2.50' , , 8.00 V
1^ ^2^50^
= 0.787 + 0.859 ln(t)«
and






Traffic and Environmental Characteristics
Traffic and environmental characteristics are presented
together as they are closely related. Changes in environmental
conditions such as weather, lighting, roadside development, etc.
tend to modify traffic characteristics. For the purposes of
this research environmental • conditions were assumed ideal
without any statement as to the meaning of "ideal,"
Traffic Distribution Between Lanes
Numerous lane-distribution studies have been conducted.
Most of these studies (2, 7, 10, 11, 12, 16) reported traffic
distribution between lanes as a function of total one-direction
freeway volume only. Two recent studies—one published by
Moskov.'itz and Newman (13), and the other published by Hess (4)—
reported that lane distribution is dependent upon such variables
as number of freev;ay lanes, total freeway volume, distance up-
stream to last off- ramp, distance dovmstream to next off-ramp,
traffic volume off at last off-ramp, traffic volume off at
next off-ramp and ramp traffic on the ramp under consideration.
After a thorough review of the available data, a decision
was made to use Hess's models which were derived from data
obtained in a comprehensive, nationwide ramp-capacity study
under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Public Roads. The results
are presented in t\ira forms for both the four-lane and six-lane
freevrays. In Figure 10 lane distributions, given as a func-
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FIG. 10- DISTRIBUTION OF TRAFFIC VOLUME BETWEEN LANES
IN ONE DIRECTION AT APPROACH TO RAMP (FROM
J. W. HESS)
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be used for approximate estimates of shoulder-lane volume.
When more refined estimates are desired the following equations
can be used:
1, Four-lane freev;ays
Vg = -1.21 + 0.244Vg - 0.085V^^ +
^"^^dr^^dr'
2. Six-lane freeways
V = 55 + 0.363V^ - 0.ia4V^ + 0.022D,^ + 0.030V
s f r dr ar
where :
V = shoulder-lane volume (vph).
V = total one-VTay freex^/ay volume (vph).
J = ramp volume (vph),
r «*-
V = volume on adjacent upstream off-ramp (vph),
V, = volume on adjacent downstream off-ramp (vph),
and
D = distance to adjacent dovmstream off-ramp.
2
The multiple R 's for these four-lane and six-lane models
were 0,92 and 0.30, respectively; the coefficients of variation
v;ere reported as 0.086 and 0.134.
Nomographs for the solution of these models are reproduced



























































Several probabilistic models are available as descriptor's
of headways in traffic streams. The more common ones are the
negative -exponential distribution (3), the shifted-exponential
distribution, the hyper-exponential distribution (6, 17), and a
modified binomial distribution (3,20), For the purposes of
this study the shifted-exponential model was used to describe
headways in the shoulder-lane stream, and the hyper-exponential
model was used to describe ramp headways.








P (h Sl t) = probability that a headway is equal to
or greater than t.
js
t = any time,
t = average headway in stream,
= 3600/hourly volume, and
D = minimum allowable, headway in the stream.
By trial-and-error process D-values were defined for various
shoulder-lane volumes to effect an apparent good fit to the
headway curves for multi-lane traffic streams given in the
Highway Capacity Manual (2), The varying D-values were
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described as a function of the shoulder-lane volume by the
expression,
D = 0.31 + .OOOIV .
s
A plot of the resulting headv7ay distribution is presented in
Figure 13.
The hyper-exponential headway distribution used to describe
the ramp traffic stream was originally proposed by Schuhl (17)^
but the necessary statistical evaluation was performed by
Kell (6). This distribution is based on the theory that a
traffic stream is made up of two populations of moving vehicles—
a restrained population and a free-moving population—each with
its own headway distributior;^. The overall headv;ay distribution
is therefore defined by the e:<pression,
t -A
_( —i_)
P(h>t)=(l-«)e "^I'^l + e ^2 ""2
. t -A _







a = the proportion of the traffic stream in
the restrained population,
1 - a = the proportion of the traffic stream in
the free-moving population,
T^ = average headway of the free-moving population,
T- = average headv7ay of the restrained population,
A, = the minimum allowable headway of the free-
moving population, and


























Kell evaluated the parameters of this model on a two-lane urban
street on which there was negligible passing opportunity. Because
the characteristics of a one-lane ramp are not unlike those of
the directional channels of an urban street, Kell's model was
assumed to afford an adequate description of headways in a
ramp stream. The statistical models for estimating the parame-
ters of the headway model are given in the subroutine named
RPDATA contained in Appendix B.4; and the resulting headway
distributions are shown in Figure 14.
Speed Models
Although speeds are known to follow approximately normal
distributions in freeway flow, this variable was described by
much simpler models for speed in the ramp and shoulder-lane
streams. Ramp entrance speed was assigned a constant value of
30 miles per hour, on the assumption that ramp geometry governs
speed regardless of traffic conditions. Shoulder-lane speeds
were estimated by an equation approximating two models developed
at the Midwest Research Institute (7). The models reported
by this group were
i
SP = 51.062 - 0.0085V
s
and




























SP = shoulder-lane speed in the ramp vicinity,
and
V = shoulder-lane volume (vph),
s
The values for the coefficients of determination were only
0.337 and 0,545 respectively; v;hereas the coefficients of
variation were 0,18 and 0.16. '^e model actually used in this
study.
SP = 52.0 - O.OOSV^
,
was an approximate average of those given above.
.Rules of Operation
The rules of operation embody a queuing discipline and
rules for the driver-vehicle under various traffic conditions.
Queuing Discipline
The definition of an appropriate queuing discipline is
relatively simple. The geometry of the ramp area is such that
service is provided to ramp traffic on a first-come, first-served
basis, Tliat is, no trailing vehicle can preempt service priority
and pass a leading vehicle to accept a gap in the shoulder lane.
Vehicle and/or Driver Behavior
A driver arriving at the entry point to the ramp system
should immediately decide his course of action. If there is no
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acceleration lane and stop-sign control exists, the driver's
decision should be to decelerate to a stop. Since there were
108 feet available between the point of entry into the ramp
system and the stop-line in this study, this maneuver could be
effected at a comfortable rate of deceleration. All drivers
were assumed to utilize the same acceleration rates and require
the same minimum time and space clearances previously established.
In the cases of no acceleration lane with yield-sign
control and an acceleration lane with no sign control, the
driver's decision process at the point of entry into the system
is somewhat more complex. Upon passing this entry point he
should evaluate both shoulder-lane and ramp traffic conditions
and establish his course of action. His decision may be to
stop upon, or before, reaching the stop-liner or his decision
may be to proceed through the ramp area and into the shoulder
lane. To arrive at the latter decision the driver has to pro-
ject the positions and speeds of all other vehicles in the
system, as v;ell as his own, to the most critical point in both
time and space. His decision to stop or proceed is based
entirely upon gap acceptance. He may determine the acceleration-
deceleration pattern, v-'ithin the capabilities established for his
vehicle, that V7ill maximize his probability of accepting a gap.
It is probable, however, that a driver v^ill not follow the
speed pattern that maximizes the gap available to him (maxi-
mizing the lag maximizes . the probability of accepting the gap),
but he undoubtedly considers the best situation that he can
create for himself before making a decision.
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Some restrictions were necessary, however, to control
this complex situation so that a model could be developed; and
it was assumed that the driver v;ould not stop on the accelera-
tion lane or at any point on the shoulder-lane side of the
stop-line. It was also assumed that in every instance he would
stop at the stop-line if an alternate course of action would
result in a speed at any point on the shoulder-lane side of the
stop-line that would be lovjer than the speed that would be
attained at that point during acceleration from a stop at the
stoo-line.
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I4ACR0 MODELS FOR ON-RAKP CAPACITY
The ramp situation was described in micro detail in the
previous chapter. Every important aspect of the ramp traffic
system \i;as formulated as a descriptive behavior model or as a
rule of operation. This chapter is devoted to the development
of a macro framework in which to assemble the micro models as
functioning systems. The components were first pulled
together into queuing models for analyses of the possible
capacities of each of the various design-control combinations-
no acceleration lane with stop-sign control, no acceleration
lane with yield-sign control, and an acceleration lane with
no sign control. Following this, Monte Carlo simulators were
constructed for analysis of the practical capacities of these
ramp configurations.
Queuing Model for Possible Capacity
By definition possible capacity is the maximum number of
vehicles that can be accommodated v;ith a continual backlog or
queue of vehicles, V.Tienever the opportunity occurs for n
vehicles to enter the shoulder-lane stream there must be at
least n vehicles queued on the ramp to utilize this capacity
potential. Although the delay associated with such a traffic
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condition may be unreasonable, it was not included in the
capacity analysis,
A single general queuing model was written to describe
the possible capacity of freeway on-ramps regardless of the
design, and regardless of the type of control, if any. This
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^ i
v;here the various terms are defined as:
= possible capacity of on- ramp (vph);
= shoulder-lane volume (vph)?
index of potential capacity of a given
gap (vehicles);







FCt^) = proportion of total gaps that fall
between and t^j
F(t.)._, = proportion of total gaps that fall between
1 i-i to n
^ ^ ^ ^1-1 1
= mean of the gaps that fall between
t._, and t.








n = some very large number approaching co
.
Of the several funcffons that had to be evaluated before
a numerical solution could be obtained, only one is common to
all three ramp situations under consideration. This single
function is F(t. ), the proportion of gaps that fall between
t
.
_, and t , It is defined by the shifted-e^qsonential shoulder-
lane headway model. For a given volume the probability that a
gap will be longer than any t. is defined as follows*
t. - D ^
P(h^t.) = e "^ " °
,
where P(h ^ tj) , t, and D are as defined in the previous chapter.
Of course, this e^spression can be simplified:







5 = l/(t - D),
and
k. = e .
Since the proportion of gaps that fall into any time range is
equal to the difference between the proportion of gaps that are
longer than the lower limit and the proportion that are longer
than the upper limit,





?(t. ) = k (e ^"^ - e M .
"^Yie remaining functions in the ramp capacity model, P( t . )
and R( f
, ), denote the expected probability with which gaps
falling between t._, and t. will be accepted and rejected,
respectively. Since all of the gaps between any two limits
are evaluated in mass, it was necessary to define a representa-
tive gap. The mean of the gaps in the range is probably the
most appropriate function for this purpose. It is defined by
the e:<pression^
- 6 t. , - 5t,
t
.
. e - t . e ,
T
.
= -Arl i + 1
1-1 1e - e
i
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Numerical evaluation of P( t ^) was obtained by substi-
tuting T . into the appropriate gap-acceptance equation,
R( T ) was set equal to (1 - P( t ^)). The general assumptions
for operation at possible capacity are similar for the three
design-control situations. As each opening occurs in the
shoulder-lane a stopped queue is assumed to be on the ramp.
The first driver in the queue nuist make his decision to accept
or reject the gap using the appropriate gap-acceptance model,
(Tliere was one decision model for a stopped first-in-line
vehicle on a ramp with an acceleration lane and a second model
for stopped first-in-line vehicles on ramps without accelera-
tion lanes.) IVhen the first vehicle of a ramp queue accepts
a gap, he must fall in behind the shoulder-lane vehicle with
a time clearance of 0.5 seconds. Although this is a very
short time spacing the leading shoulder-lane vehicle will be
traveling at a higher speed in most instances and will
consequently increase the clearance. With yield-sign or no
sign control, trailing ramp vehicles enter the shoulder lane
at intervals of 2.0 and 1.8 seconds, respectively, provided
the remaining lag in the shoulder lane is acceptable to them.
This acceptance decision is based upon non-stop gap-acceptance
models separately defined for the acceleration-lane and.no
acceleration-lane situations. Of course, with no acceleration
lane and stop-sign control every vehicle is required to come
to a stop in the first-in-line position before entering the
shoulder lane, and as a consequence these drivers use the same
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gap-acceptance decision model regardless of their position at
the beginning of the gap. Vehicles accepting successive posi-
tions in the same gap enter the shoulder lane at equal inter-
vals of 4.45 seconds.
The limits over which the possible-capacity queuing model
v;as evaluated for each of the design-control conditions were
defined by the appropriate gap-acceptance models and by the
established minimum clearance times. These limits are
presented in Table 1.
The solution of the possible-capacity queuing model for
the three design-control conditions was programmed for the
IBM 7090 computer using FORTRAN IV coding. Source programs
for this analysis are given in Appendix A.
Table 1














i 8,25 + (i-l)(4.45) 5,80 + ( i-1 ) ( 2,0 ) 4,80+( i-1 ){l.8)
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J'tonte Carlo Simulation of Practical Capacity
The practical capacity of a freeway on-ramp was defined
earlier as the maximum volume of vehicles that can enter the
through highway during one hour with 05 percent of the drivers
being able to leave the ramp without being delayed for more than
60 seconds. Assuming that the flow of ramp traffic into a free-
way is governed only by the shoulder-lane traffic stream, it
was possible to build a relatively simple simulation model for
analysis of the situation.
General Mechanics of the Simulator
The Simulator Time Clock . The flow of ramp traffic onto a
freeway via the shoulder lane can be defined as a t\iX5-v;ay (or
simple) merge with the shoulder-lane stream acting as the
master, and the ramp stream functioning as a slave. Although
it is somev7hat of a simplification of the "real world" the
shoulder-lane stream was treated as an independent phenomenon
that is in no way altered by the existence of the ramp situation.
Shoulder-lane vehicles v;ere generated, using a shifted-exponential
headway model, and moved through the ramp area at a constant
speed defined by a deterministic speed model. Thus within the
ramp area the shoulder-lane traffic stream v;as made up of
abstract objects moving along at a regular speed v;ith random
time spacings between them. Concurrently, the ramp vehicles
were generated by means of a hyper-eiq>onential headway model.
Each of these vehicles was also assigned a constant speed which
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was subject to immediate adjustment dependent upon the design
of the ramp, the type of control, leading ramp traffic, and of
course traffic conditions on the shoulder lane, "^e genera-
tions of these two traffic streams were completely independent
of each other; inter-connection was effected by a time clock
established as part of the simulator monitor at a point where
the shoulder-lane stream and the ramp stream merged in the
shoulder lane.
The time clock was also used as a limiting index. Whenever
the time required for a simulation run exceeded two times the
free-flow time requirement, the simulation run was terminated
and traffic flov; rates v;ere output. This ramp flov; rate is an
indication of possible ramp capacity.
Sampling the Simulated Traffic . A simulation run was
initiated v;ith an empty system. That is, there vjere no vehicles
in the simulation area v;hen relative simulation time v;as zero.
If the traffic characteristics of the first few simulated vehi-
cles had been recorded and considered in the analysis of the
level of performance, they would undoubtedly have biased the
results. In order to guard against this bias the simulator was
loaded prior to the actuation of t>ie surveillance system. This
pre-loading v;as effected by simulating the flow of 300 ramp
vehicles through the ramp area; of course the shoulder-lane
flow was simulated simultaneously, but the number of shoulder-
lane vehicles involved in the pre-loading operation was a
function of the ratio of shoulder-lane volume to ramp volume.
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During this initial period no delay or queuing characteristics
were recorded. The number of ramp vehicles that were simulated
for pre-loading purposes v;as established arbitrarily; but it
was assumed that 300 vehicles (an average of approximately one-
half hour of real traffic flow) v/as adequate to establish
equilibrium conditions in the ramp area.
Follov;ing the pre-loading operation the surveillance
system was actuated and an additional 1000 ramp vehicles v;ere
generated and observed. In this case the sample size was
established by a dollars constraint rather than by statisti-
cal design. After estimates of running times had been prepared
from the results of a pilot study, sample sizes v;ere established
to conform with the available project funds,
^"^ Descriptors of Traffic Performance . The level of perform-
ance in the ramp system is defined for every combination of
ramp and shoulder-lane volumes and for each design-control
situation by 7 variables. Listed under the headings of queuing




1. percent of vehicles finding a queue on ramp
2. average queue length
3. 85th percentile queue length
4. 90th percentile queue length




7. probability that delay exceeds 60 seconds
Although these variables appear obvious, there may be some
peculiarities that could lead to confusion. Hopefully any such
confusion will be averted by the descriptions of the methods
of measurement employed. These measurement techniques are
presented in the latter part of this chapter under the heading
"Simulator Subroutines."
The Simulator Program
The on-ramp traffic simulator v;as programmed utilizing
both open and closed subroutines under the cor^^rol of a monitor
or master program. The main advantage of this type of struc-
turing is the relative simplicity with which small segments
of the overall model can be isolated, programmed, tested, and
debugged. In fact, by documenting each of the segmented
programs with descriptive comments, written in English, it was
possible to prepare a completely intelligible simulator program
V7ithout first preparing a flow diagram. The advantage of a
program that can be readily digested by both the engineer and
the computer is obvious.
The Master Program . The master program performed several
functions. It served as a library for the storage of definitions
that were essential if the program was to be a self-contained
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document; it initialized the computer at the start of each
simulation runr it served as the simulator monitor during the
simulation run: and it prepared a statistical summary and a
report describing the simulated situation at the end of each
simulation run. With the exception of the monitor function,
the work of the master program was of a clerical nature. The
portion of the master program that served as the simulator
monitor, however, was the "brain" of the simulation system,
providing for the complete coordination of the subroutines that
described the dynamic traffic situation.
Simulator Subroutines . A series of open and closed sub-
routines under the control of the monitor effected the simu-
lation of the traffic system. Two subroutines entitled RPDATA
and RAT'lP in combination with five random number generators
called RRAiSID provided the mechanism for the generation of
ramp-stream headways; similar subroutines entitled SHDATA,
SHLANE, and SRAND provided for the generation of headways in
the shoulder lane. The RPDATA and SHDATA subroutines were
utilized once at the beginning of each simulation run to calcu-
late values for the parameters of the respective headv;ay distri-
butions. These parameters are functions of the particular
volume conditions being simulated.
Random-number generators named RRAND and SR/iND were used
to generate pseudo-random numbers v;ith which to sample the
theoretical ramp and shoulder-lane headv;av distributions. The
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particular random-number generation technique utilized by
RRAND and SRAND was formulated at New York University, and
programmed in the MAP language for use on the IBM 7090 by
Dr. Richard R. Kenyon of Purdue University, A random number,
R. , is generated by the formula,
R. = e * R^_^ (Modb'^),
v/here
:
e = any odd number;
R-^ = a random number of the form (8*K)+5 where
K is any integer; and
b" = 2 when programmed in i-iAP for IBM 7090,
The time required for the generation of a single number is
75 microseconds, and the sequence of numbers does not repeat
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until 2 numbers have been generated. A nice feature of
psuedo- random number generators is the fact that the identical
sequences of numbers can be reproduced by merely starting the
sequence with the same value for R_ each time. Of course,
when identical sequences of random num?oers are used to sample
a given theoretical headway distribution, identical sequences
of headways result. Unfortunately there was no option avail-
able to reset the prepared random number generator ?oetv.'een
simulation runs, Tlnus, in order to effect the generation of
identical traffic flow combinations it was necessary to prepare
five separate RRAND and five separate SRAND subroutines. The
simulator has the capability of making five simulation runs
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each time it is processed by the computer. At the start of each
run a "run designator" was assigned an index between one and
five depending upon the number of the n.in. Each time a random
number was required from either the RRAND or SRAND generators
a "run designator monitor" checked the run number and called
for the next sequential random number from either the RRAND
family, designated RRANDl through RRAND5, or the SRAND family,
designated SRANDl through SRAND5.
The random numbers obtained from RRAND and SRA^TD were
used in a simulated sampling scheme for obtaining random se-
quences of headways from theoretical ramp and shoulder-lane
headway distributions. V/hen it was necessary to generate a
shoulder-lane headway the expression describing the distri-
bution of shoulder-lane Jieadways was set equal to the next
random number from SRAND, That is, the exoression,
t -D




e ^ - ^ = R. .
1
Thus, t= (D-t) * In (R^) +D,
where D and t are as defined in the previous chapter.
Two random numbers were required to sample the harper-
exponential ramp headway distribution. The first number v;as
used to select the portion of the hyper-exponential distribu-
tion to be sampled with the second number. The latter steo of
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the sampling procedure was the same as that described above
for the shoulder-lane headways.
Queue surveillance was effected by tv.o un-named, open sub-
routines—one designed to detect the presence of a queue each
time a new ramp vdiicle was generated Into the system, and the other
designed to measure the length of the queue. The subroutines
for the stop-sign controlled ramps differed somev;hat from
those for ramps with yield-sign and no sign control. In the
case of stop-sign control a queue was said to exist if upon
the arrival of the nev; ramp vehicle the first-in-line position
was still occupied by a leading ramp vehicle. In the case of
yield-sign or no sign control a queue was said to exist if the
new ramp vehicle could overtake a leading ramp vehicle by pro-
ceeding through the system a^s if it were empty. The length
of an existing queue v;as determined by comparing the arrival
times of each new ramp vehicle with the departure times of
previous vehicles. Since the characteristics describing each
vehicle were stored sequentially it was a simple task to
accumulate the number of sequential comparisons required to
distinguish those vehicles that had departure times later
than the arrival time of the vehicle under observation.
Although no distinction v;as made between gap and lag
acceptance, one of the simulator subroutines was designed to
distinguish between a lag and gap as it measured the length
of whichever was available. Upon the arrival of each new ramp
vehicle a comparison was made between rarap vehicle arrival
time and the time of arrival of the last shoulder-lane vehicle.
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If the arrival of the last shoulder-lane vehicle was later
than ramp arrival time, the ramp vehicle faced an available
shoi.ilder-lane lag. The length of this lag was, of course,
the difference between the arrival times of the two vehicles.
It was conceivable, however, that one or more shoulder-lane
vehicles may have passed through the system in the interim
period between ramp vehicle arrivals. If this was the case the
comparison of ramp vehicle arrival time with the arrival time
of the last shoulder-lane vehicle would have yielded a nega-
tive difference. With such an outcome additional shoulder-
lane vehicles were generated until shoulder-lane arrival time
was later than ramp arrival time. The difference between these
times v;as again recorded as the available shoulder-lane lag.
In some cases the ramp driver may have concluded that
the available lag was not long enough and refused to use it.
He then v;aited for subsequent ?oreaks or gaps in the shoulder-
lane stream. Upon the occurrence of an acceptable gap he
departed from the system, and the departure time '.^7as recorded.
The ramp driver's decision process for accepting or
rejecting available shoulder-lane lags and/or gaps was siimilated
vjith three subroutines. Two of these subroutines, designated
as ARAND and ACCEPT, are closed subroutines; whereas the third
one is an un-named, open subroutine contained within the
monitor. The calculated length of the available lag or gap
was directed to the ACCEPT subroutine which returned the
probability that the gap in question was acceptable to a ramp
driver. This probabilitv value was then compared with a random
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number generated by ARAMD. If the probability value v;as larger
than the random number, the lag or gap was accepted; otherwise
it was rejected.
The delay surveillance subroutines were different for
each of the three design-control combinations, but in all cases
delay v;as defined as the difference between actual travel time
and overall travel time with an empty system. For the purposes
of measurement, delay was subdivided into the four following
components t
1. time loss during decelerations from
entering ramp speed;
2. wait time or time spent waiting in a
queue of vehicles in the ramp system
as other than the first-in-line
vehicle;
3. service time or time spent waiting in
the ramp system as the first-in-line
vehicle; and
4. time loss during acceleration to
shoulder-lane speed.
Time loss during deceleration was the difference betv;een
the time required for a vehicle to traverse the deceleration
distance v;hile decelerating, and the time for an imaginary
vehicle to traverse the same distance while accelerating from
ramp speed to shoulder-lane speed, 'Wait time was measured as
the difference betv;een the arrival time of the ramp vehicle
under observation and the departure time of the ramp vehicle
immediately ahead. Of course this measurement was only
pertinent v;hen a ramp vehicle arrived and ^^/aited for a queue of
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vehicles already on the ramp. In contrast, service time was
recorded regardless of the existence or non-existence of a
caieue. When a new ramp vehicle was generated behind a queue,
service time V7as measured as the difference between the de-
parture time of this new vehicle and the departure time of
the previous ramp vehicle. In those instances in which a ramp
vehicle was generated on to an empty ramp service time was
recorded as the difference between the departure time and the
arrival time of the vehicle in question. The final delay-time
component, time loss during acceleration, was measured as the
difference between the time required to accelerate from
departure speed to shoulder-lane speed, and the time required
for an imaginary vehicle to traverse the same space with an
empty system. In some instances deceleration and acceleration
losses became compounded with wait and/or service times. When
this occurred, delay v;as defined by wait time and/or service
time without any attempt to separate the deceleration-
acceleration losses.
Computer Programs . The practical capacity simulators for
the three design-control combinations were programmed to be
processed on the IBM 7090 computer using FORTRAN IV and MAP
coding (5). '•'he distinctive segments of the simulator pro-
grams for the three combinations—no acceleration lane with
stop-sign control, no acceleration lane with yield-sign con-
trol, and an acceleration lane with no sign control—are
presented separately in Appendices B.l, B.2, and 3,3. Several
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closed subroutines common to the three simulators are presented
separately in Appendix B.4 to conserve space. A complete
simulator program for any of the three combinations is
assembled by appending the common subroutines of Appendix B.4
to the appropriate main program segment selected from Appendix
B.l, B.2, or B,3,
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from the queuing and simulation analyses are
presented separately. Solution of the queuing models led directly
to the definitions of numerical, possible capacity limits for
the three freeway on-ramp design-control conditions—no
acceleration lane with stop-sign control, no acceleration lane
with yield-sign control, and an acceleration lane with no sign
control. These numerical definitions are presented in graphi-
cal form. An accompanying table summarizes the associated
queuing conditions. In contrast, the results obtained from
the simulation did not directly define practical capacities.
Each simulation run produced a record describing delay and qrieue
characteristics at various combinations of shoulder-lane and
ramp volumes. Subsequent statistical analyses of the delay
characteristics provided the basis for the definitions of
practical capacity. Related queuing characteristics are des-
cribed by both graphical and mathematical models.
Results of the Queuing Analysis
Numerical Limits for Possible Capacity
The possible capacities of freeway on-ramps obtained from

















































three design-control combinations. Although there was
practically no scatter in the possible capacity plots, statis-
tical analyses were made for the purpose of developing
empirical prediction models. Nearly perfect least-square fits
were obtained using an equation of the form,
2(a + bx + ex )
y = e
The results of these statistical analyses are summarized in
Table 2 for the three design-control combinations. As expected
the on-ramp with an acceleration lane and no sign control had
the highest possible capacity; the lowest capacity was realized
on the on-ramp with no acceleration lane and stop-sign control.
The capacity of the ramp with no acceleration lane and yield-
sign control approaches that of the ramp with an acceleration
lane and no sign control at low shoulder-lane volumes. This
is readily explained. At shoulder-lane volumes approaching
zero flov; the ramp stream can move almost continuously with
minimum time spacings between successive vehicles. Since there
is only a small difference in the minimum allowable spacings
for the two conditions under consideration the potential
capacities approach each other, although they cannot be equal.
With no acceleration lane and yield-sign control the 2,0 seconds
minimum spacing permits a maximum capacity potential of 1800
vehicles per hour; a maximum capacity potential of 2000 vehicles
per hour is possible with the 1.8 second minimum time spacing
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Little or no capacity difference results from differences in
thfe gap-acceptance models for the two situations. At volumes
approaching zero in the shoulder lane almost all gaps are long
enough to be completely acceptable to all ramp drivers.
As shoulder-lane volumes increase from zero, however, the
length of available gaps decreases with the consequence that
more of the vehicles on the ramp with yield-sign control are
forced to stop than on the ramp with an acceleration lane.
Since gap acceptance differences become even more critical
after a stop, the possible capacities of the two ramp situa-
tions become widely divergent.
At high shoulder-lane volumes the possible capacity of
the yield-sign controlled ramp approaches that of the stop-sign
controlled ramp. This can be attributed to the similarity
between stop- and yield-sign control that occurs as traffic
conditions on the shoulder lane become congested. With stop-
sign control, a stop is mandatory before entering the shoulder
lane; with yield-sign control there is no absolute stop
requirement, but due to the shortage of acceptable gaps in the
shoulder lane most ramp vehicles find it necessary to stop
before merging with the shoulder-lane stream. Of course all
vehicles stopped in the first-in-line position on a ramp with-
out an acceleration lane must utilize the same decision model
for gap acceptance regardless of the type of control.
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Queuing Conditions at Possible Capacity
By definition possible capacity can only be achieved when
there is a continual backlog or queue of ramp vehicles of
sufficient length to fill every single shoulder-lane gap that
moves past the ramp terminal. Implications ^f the queuing
conditions that are necessary in order to realize the possible
capacities of the various on-rarap designs are presented in
Tables 3, 4, and 5, Briefly, these tabulations summarize the
extent to which excess shoulder-lane capacity must be utilized
by various length queues if the ramp is to flow at possible
capacity. Since the arrival of shoulder-lane gaps at the ramp
terminal is random^ it is necessary to continually have enough
vehicles stored on the ramp to fill the longest expected
shoulder-lane gap.
For example, with a shoulder-lane volume of 000 vehicles
per hour flowing past an on-ramp with no acceleration lane and
yield-sign control, it is possible that a shoulder-lane gap might
occur that is long enov-igh to accommodate 20 ramp vehicles. It
is therefore necessary that a 20-car queue be continually
available on the ramp if 100 percent of the possible ramp
capacity is to be utilized.
As another example, the possible capacity of a ramp with
an acceleration lane and no sign control is 1316 vehicles per
hour when the shoulder-lane is carrying 100 vehicles per hour.
Approximately 72 percent of this capacity is dependent upon
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This means that there must be a queue with some length in excess
of 20 vehicles (the actual length is not defined) present on the
ramp at all times.
At the other end of the scale, the possible capacity of a
ramp with no acceleration lane and stop-sign control is 226
vehicles per hour when the shoulder lane is carrying 1800 vehicles
per hour. If at least a one-vehicle queue is continually present,
9 3 percent of the total possible capacity can be utilized. It
would require the continual presence of a four-vehicle queue to
utilize 100 percent of the potential possible capacity.
Simulation Results
Generated Versus Requested Volumes
The ramp and shoulder-lane traffic flows were generated by
a simulated-sampling technique whereby theoretical headway
distributions were sampled using random numbers. At the start
of each simulation run parameters of the headway distributions
were established for the particular volumes desired. The
generated volumes varied from the requested volumes due partly
to sampling error, and partly to small errors inherent in the
equations for predicting the volume related distribution parame-
ters.
The requested and generated ramp volumes are compared in
Table 6. In ten of the twelve volume conditions considered the
simulated ramp volumes were slightly lov;er than the requested
volumes. Since each simulation run was continued until 1300 ramp
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF RAMP VOLUMES GENERATED BY Sll'dLATOR
WITH RAI'IP VOLUMES REQUESTE13














vehicles had been generated, and since the same sequence of
random numbers was utilized for each run, identical ramp volumes
were generated each time the same volume was requested. In
contrast the number of shoulder-lane vehicles generated at a
given volume level v;as dependent upon the ramp volume being
generated with the result that the simulated shoulder-lane
volumes were different for almost every run. A comparison be-
tween the requested and the generated shoulder-lane volume is
given in Table 7. Again it should be noted that the majority
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Traffic Perfonnance By Type of On-Ramp
Traffic performance for each of the three different ramp
designs was described for every combination of ramp and
shoulder-lane volumes by seven variables--the percent of the
ramp vehicles that arrive to find a queue on the ramp, the
average length of queue found on the ramp, the 35th, 90th,
and 95th percentile queue lengths found on the ramp, the
average delay incurred by a ramp vehicle, and the probability
that the delay incurred by a ramp vehicle exceeds 60 seconds.
Statistical analyses were performed on the data describing the
percent finding a queue, the average qijeue length, the average
delay, and the probability that delay exceeds 60 seconds* and
least-square prediction models were constructed to explain
the variation in each of these characteristics as a function
of shoulder-lane volume, with ramp volume held constant at
each of several different levels.
No Acceleration Lane— Stop-Sign Control . Anal\^es of the
stop-sign controlled ramp situation were conducted for shoulder-
lane volumes ranging from 100 to IBOO vehicles per hour. The
range of ramp volumes studied at each shoulder-lane volume
varied from 100 vehicles per hour to the possible capacity of
the ramp defined for the given shoulder-lane volume. Since
the maximum ramp capacity that can be realized even at very low
shoulder-lane volumes is only slightly in excess of 700 vehicles
per hour no simulation runs were considered above this limit.
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The results describing the percent of vehicles finding a queue,
average queue length, average delay, and the probability that
delay exceeds 60 seconds are plotted in Figures 16, 17, 18, and
19, respectively. In each case the plots represent empirical
equations fitted to observed data by the "method of least-
squares." A separate analysis was made to determine the rela-
tionship between a given characteristic (average queue, average
delay, etc, ) and shoulder-lane volume at each level of ramp
volume.
The results of the statistical analysis of each family of
curves, and the data included in each analysis, are summarized
in the two consecutive tables following each figure. These
tables are numbered 7 through 14,
The equations fitted to each of the four characteristics
were all of the same general form.




y = the ramp characteristic under consideration, and
X = shoulder-lane volume expressed in vehicles per
hour.
2The regression coefficients, multiple R 's, ranges of analyses,
and the number of observations included in each analysis are
presented in Tables 8, 10, 12, and 14. The apparent amounts
2
of variability (R ) explained by each of the derived equations
2
are very high. In 18 out of 23 fits the R 's had values in
excess of 0.980, and in 24 of the 28 fits they exceeded 0.950.
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2
In no case was an R of less than 0.9 36 obtained. Care should
be exercised, however, in interpreting the significance of
these values. •'"hey are not true estimates of the proportion
of the variability in the y's that is explained by the model;
rather, they are estimates of the proportion of the variability
in the natural logarithms of the y's that are explained by the
following transformed model,
2
ln(y) = a + bx + ex
The observed data sets were too numerous to be plotted
with the empirical fits. Consequently, they are summarized
in Tables 9, 11, 13, and 15. It is apparent that the summaries
in these tables are not complete; data are given for only even
100 vehicle per hour increments 'dt' ramp and shoulder-lane volumes,
In some cases, however, it was necessary to run the simulator
at intermediate volume conditions to obtain an adequate number
of data sets for the statistical analysis, but for convenience
of presentation these intermediate points have been left out
of the summaries.
No Acceleration Lane—Yield-Sign Control . No ramp volumes
were studied in excess of 1200 vehicles per hour although the
maximum possible capacity of a ramp with yield-sign control is
nearly 1600 vehicles per hour under low shoulder-lane volume
conditions. Analysis was restricted to this lower limit due
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parameters of the ramp headway distribution have only been
defined for volumes in the range of 100 to. 1200 vehicles per
hour.
Graphical representations of the empirical models describing
the percent of ramp vehicles finding a queue on the ramp,
average queue length, average delay, and the probability that
a vehicle incurs delay in excess of 60 seconds are shown in
Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23, respectively. Summaries of the
results of the statistical analyses performed to obtain least-
square equations for each of these characteristics are given
in Tables 16, 18, 20, and 22. Similar to the stop-sign
2
analyses, multiple R 's in excess of .960 were obtained for
fits to the natural log transformation of an equation of the
form, »
2(a + bx + ex )
y = e
The data that are described by these empirical equations
are summarized in Tables 17, 19, 21, and 23; but again for
convenience of presentation, only the even 100 vehicle per hour
data sets are given.
Acceleration Lane—No Sign Control . Although a maximum
possible capacity of approximately 1300 vehicles per hour can be
realized on a ramp with an acceleration lane and no sign control,
provided the shoulder-lane volume is very lov;, the range of
analysis v;as again restricted to a maxirnura ramp volume of 1200
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The graphical representations of the empirical models
describing the percent of ramp vehicles finding a queue on the
ramp, average queue length, average delay, and the probability
that a vehicle incurs delay in excess of 60 seconds are presented
in Figures 24, 25, 26, and 27,' respectively. Summaries of ttie
statistical analyses, made in order to obtain least-square esti-
mates of the parameters of the empirical models describing
these characteristics^ are shown in Tables 24, 26, 28, and 30.
All of the relationships were fitted to the same model used
previously for the stop-sign and yield-sign controlled ramps?
2
and again, the amounts of variability ( R ) in the logarithms
of the dependent variables that were described by the transformed
models were in excess of 0.950 in all cases.
The majority of tjja data that are described by these »
graphical and mathematical models are summarised in Tables 25,
27, 29, and 31, but the data sets for volume conditions inter-
mediate between the even 100 vehicle per hour intervals were
excluded for convenience of presentation.
Practical Capacity Analysis
Numerical Limits for Practical Capacity
The empirical models describing the probability that a
vehicle v.'ill inojr delay in excess of 60 seconds were utilized
to define the practical capacities of the three ramp designs.
These models were solved at each level of ramp volume to estab-
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in excess of 60 seconds was 0.15. The resulting ramp volume,
shoulder-lane volume data sets described the relationship
between practical ratnp capacity and shoulder-lane volume.
These data sets are plotted for each of the three ramp designs
in Figure 28. The curves drawn through these points are least-
square fits to a model of the form,
2
( a + bx + ex )
y = e
The complete analyses are summarized in Table 32,
A comparison of the practical and possible capacities
defined in the study revealed that the practical capacities of
stop-sign and yield-sign controlled ramps vary from about 30
percent of possible capacity at high shoulder-lane volumes, to
about 90 percent of possible capacity at low shoulder-lane
volumes. In the case of the ramp with an acceleration lane,
the comparison indicated that practical capacity varied from
approximately 50 percent of possible at high shoulder-lane volumes
to nearly 110 percent of possible capacity at the lowest shoulder-
lane volume studied. It is not reasonable for practical capacity
to exceed possible capacity; but the discrepancy can be
explained.
This discrepancy in the results obtained from the queuing
model and the simulator resulted from an operating condition
that \vas assumed to exist and was built into the queuing model.
The assumed condition did not always materialize, however, when
the possible-capacity levels predicted by the queuing model were
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imposed by the queuing model required every queue of ramp
vehicles utilizing the capacity available in each single
shoulder-lane gap, to depart from a stopped condition. As a
consequence the first driver in each queue based his gap-
acceptance decision on the more restrictive gap-acceptance
model for stopped, first-in-line vehicles. The simulator, how-
ever, did not absolutely require that every queue depart from
a stopped condition. Even as possible capacity was approached,
the driver had the option to modify his speed in the ramp-
acceleration lane area in such a manner as to delay his arrival
time at the entry point to the shoulder lane. By effecting
this moving delay the driver was able to take advantage of the
less restrictive, no-stop, gap-acceptance model. In real life,
drivers undoubtedly follow this practice. The results suggest
that the possible capacities of ramps with acceleration lanes
and no sign control are actually a little higher than indicated
by the queuing model.
Although there v;ere no instances in which the practical
capacities exceeded the possible capacities of ramps with no
acceleration lanes and yield-sign control, the discrepancies
in the above case led to an investigation of the adequacy of
the assumed operating conditions for this latter type of ramp.
A reviev; of the vehicle-counter logs kept by the yield-sign
simulator monitor revealed, however, that even though absolute
stops were not required with yield control, the maneuver
distance available without an acceleration lane was not long
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enough to permit moving delays. As a consequence the necessary
stop condition was forced by the traffic itself at those
volume levels approaching possible capacity as defined by the
queuing model.
Of course, there is no question as to whether or not the
necessary stop condition is satisfied on ramps with no accelera-
tion lanes and stop-sign control, A stop is mandatory for every
single vehicle leaving the ramp when this type of sign control
is utilized.
Queuing Conditions at Practical Capacity
The average queue length models were solved and percentile
crueue data were evaluated at practical-capacity volume condi-
tions. The various queue-length estimates that v;ere obtained
are plotted as functions of shoulder-lane volume in Figures 29,
30, and 31, respectively, for ramps with no acceleration lane
and stop-sign control, no acceleration lane and yield-sign
control, and an acceleration with no sign control. Although
there v;as relatively little scatter in the data describing
the queuing conditions on the stop-sign controlled ramp, a
statistical analysis was performed for the purpose of deriving
prediction models. An empirical equation of the form,
(a + hx)
y = e
was fitted to the data describing average queue lengths using




y _ Q ^ a + bx + ex •
were derived for prediction of 85th, 90th and 95th percentile
queue lengths, Tlie results of the statistical analyses are
presented in Table 33, where it should be noted that the
2 2
multiple R 's (r in the case of the average queue length model)
for the transformed equations were all equal to or greater
than 0.967.
The various practical-capacity queuing characteristics
for the ramp with yield-sign control and the ramp vath an
acceleration lane were described by empirical, least-square
equations of the form,
(a + bx)
y = e
and the results are presented in Table 34. Because of scatter
2m the average queue length data the r values were only 0.916
and 0.88 3 for the yield-sign control condition and the accelera-
tion-lane condition, respectively.
An Bnalysis of comparable queue length indices for the three
design-control combinations at various shoulder-lane volumes re-
vealed that qiieue lengths at oractical-capacity conditions vary
directly with the practical capacity of the ramp. At any given
shoulder-lane volume the cvieues at practical-capacity conditions
are longest with an acceleration lane and no sign control; the
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stop-sign control. This outcome is quite reasonable. A ramp
with an acceleration lane and no sign control feeds ramp traffic
Into the shoulder lane at a higher rate than a ramp with no
acceleration lane and yield-sign control. In the case of ramps
with no acceleration lane^ yield-sign control effects a much
higher ramp flow rate than does stop-sign control. Thus^ although
queue lengths at practical ramp capacity vary with the type of
control for any set level of shoulder-lane volume^ these queues
are dissipated at rates directly related to their length; and




1. Objective criteria were established for the measurement
of the possible and practical capacities of freev/ay on-
raraps. These criteria were stated in definition form.
a. Possible capacity of a freev;ay on-ramp is the
maximum number of vehicles that can enter the
through highway during one hour under the pre-
vailing conditions with a continual backlog of
waiting vehicles.
b. Practical capacity of a freeway on-ramp is the
maximum number of vehicles that can enter the
through high\r;ay during one hour with 85 percent
of the drivers being able to leave the ramp
without being delayed more than 60 seconds.
2. The micro-aspects of freev;ay on-ramp areas and their
traffic were modeled in the mathematical mode, within the
present understanding of traffic flow theory. In some
cases, empirical estimates were substituted for presently
undefined functional relationships.
3. Rules of operation were established for the on-ramp area
that provided a framevrark within which the models describ-
ing micro-aspects were assembled as functional systems.
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a. The rules for operation of the ramp system
at possible capacity were implied by the defi-
nition of possible capacity. These rules
provided for the development of a determin-
istic queuing model that adequately describes
the possible capacity of ramps with no accelera-
tion lane and either stop- or yield-sign control.
'^±s queuing model predicted possible capacities
that were slightly low in the case of ramps with
an acceleration lane and no sign control.
b. More general rules were designed and implemented
as control mechanisms in a computer-oriented ramp
simulator. A wide range of ramp and shoulder-lane
volume combinations were realistically generated
by this model. Traffic monitors constructed as
integral parts of the simulator measured and
recorded several indices of traffic performance.
The most important of these were the percent of
vehicles that found queues on the ramp, average
and percentile queue lengths, average delay, and
the probability that delay exceeds 60 seconds,
4. Statistical models were derived to define the various
indices of performance as functions of ramp and shoulder-
lane volume conditions for each type of ramp design
considered.
5, Practical capacities v/ere defined by obtaining solutions
to the empirically derived models describing the
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probability of delay in excess of 60 seconds. Ramp and
shoulder-lane volume combinations that generated a
probability of 0.15 constituted a practical capacity
situation.
6. The average queue models were solved and percentile
queue data vjere evaluated at practical capacity volume
conditions to obtain ramp storage requirements for ramps
operating at practical capacity.
7. The results obtained from the queuing and simulation
analyses can be extremely useful in the design of new
on-ramp facilities and in evaluating the adequacy of
existing facilities. The procedure for applying these
results to a particular ramp situation involves two
steps
{
a. Obtain an estimate of the amount of traffic that
is using, or is expected to use, the shoulder lane.
This may be done by actual field study or by
using Mess's lane-distribution models given in
the chapter entitled "Descriptors of the I^mp
Situation.
"
b. Obtain possible capacity, practical capacity, and
performance characteristics associated with •
practical capacity from the appropriate models
derived in this study.
8. Monte Carlo simulation is a useful, practical, and
efficient technique for studying freevjay on-ramp
operations. The proposed simulator required approxi-
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mately two minutes for each combination of ramp and
shoulder-lane volumes that was simulated. Although
constant sample sizes of 1000 ramp vehicles were
observed on each run, variations in the ramp flow-
rates resulted in variation of the real time/computer
time ratio. These ratios ranged from 360/1 to 30/1,
Approximately one-half of the computer time v;as spent
pre-loading the ramp system, preparing statistical
summaries of the results, and writing the simulation
report.
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RECOI-mENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
Additional research in the simulation of on-ramp situations
is recommended in two general areas
i
1. Field studies should be conducted to evaluate and
improve the proposed simulator. Specific micro-aspects
that should be described more adequately are:
a. ramp speeds,
b. acceleration-deceleration characteristics, and
c. gap-acceptance relationships,
2. Additional laboratory studies should be conducted with
the simulator toi
a. determine the affect of acceleration-lane
length on ramp capacity, and
b. evaluate the improvements in on-ramp
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APPENDIX A.l
Program for Possible Capacity of Freeway On-Ramp
With No Acceleration Lane and Stop-Sipn Control




C ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE RAMP CAPACITIES.
C NO ACCELERATION LANE — STOP -SIGN CONTROL
C A SHIFTED EXPONENTIAL HEADWAY MODEL IS USED TO
C DESCRIBE THE DISTRIBUTION OF SHOULDER LANE VEHICLES.
C MINIMUM HEADWAYS ARE DESCRIBED
C BY THE MODEL—D=0.30+V0L/10000.
C A CONTINUOUS BACKLOG OF VEHICLES
C IS ASSUMED TO BE ON THE RAMP.
C GAP ACCEPTANCE IS DESCRIBED BY THE MODEL--
C PROB. OF ACPT. = (1 .-EXP( -(T-3
-3 )/(6 .5-3 -3 ) )
)
DIMENSION A(lOOl) ,B(1000) ,C(1000) ,D(1000) ,X(2)
,
IR \MCAP ( 18) ,RCAP (18 , 20 ) , VOL( 18)
C READ IN GAP LIMIT DATA
1 READ(5,5) X(1),X(2),DT
5 FORMAT(3"P5.2)
20 i\LPHA = l./(6.5-3.3)
C A(I) = GAP TIME LIMITS
21 DO 196 N=1,18,1
22 A(l) = X(l)
24 A(2) = X(2)
25 DO 35 1=3,1001,1
30 XI =1
35 A(I) = A(2)+(XI-2.)*DT
40 DO 43 1=1,1000,1
41 B(I) = 0.
42 C(I) = 0.
43 D(I) = 0.
50 SHLVOL = N»100
53 DELTA = 0.30+SHLVOL/lOOOO.
55 BETA = l./( (3600./SHLVOL)-DELTA)
C B{I)=AVERAGE LENGTH OF GAP INTERVAL
60 DO 65 1=1, 1000,1
65 B(I) = ((A(I+1)*EXP(-BETA*A(I+1))-A(I)*EXP(-BETA*
1A(I) ) )/(EXP(-BETA*A{I+l) )-EX^ ( -BETA*A( I ) ) ) )+l./BETA
C B (I )=PROB.ABILITY OF R~JECTING GAP OF GIVEN LENGTH
70 DO 75 1=1,1000,1
75 B(l)=EXP(-ALPHA*B(I)-3.3)
C C(I)=PROBABILITY OF ACCE^'TING GAP OF GIVEN LENGTH
80 DO 85 1=1, 1000,1
85 C(I)=1.-B(I)
151
C A(I) = t'ORTION OF GAPS IN GIVEN INTERVAL
90 DO 95 1=1, 1000,1
95 A(I)=EX?(-BETA*(A(I)-0ELTA))-EXP(-BETA»(A(I+1)-DELTA))
C RAMCAP=rOSSIBLE RAriP CAPACITY
100 RAMCAP(N) =0.
C D{I) = ACCUriULATED PROB,\BILITY OF I-VEHICLES
C ENTERING FROM RAMP
105 DO 170 1=1, 1000,1
110 D(I)=A(I)
115 DO 120 J=l, I, 1
120 D(I)=D(I)*C(J)
123 KI=I + 1
125 DO 160 K = KI, 1000, 1
130 E=A(K)
133 LKI = K-I+1




150 D(I)=D(I) + E
155 IF(E-0. 00000001)165, 160, 160
160 CONTINUE
165 iF(D(i)-o. 00000001)175, 170, 170 T
170 CONTINUE
C D(J) = AMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED
C BY CUEUES I-VEHICLES IN LENGTH
175 DO 185 J=l, I, 1
178 XJ=J
180 D(J) = D(J)*XJ*SHLVOL
185 RAMCAP(N) = RAMCAP{N)+D(J)
C RCAP(N,J) = AMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED
C BY C>UEUES OF J OR LESS VEHICLES WITH
C A SHOULDER LANE VOLUME OF N*100 V^H
188 RCA?(N,1) = D(l)
190 DO 195 J=2,20,l
195 RCA^(N,J) = RCAP(N,J-1)+D(J)
196 CONTINUE
197 DO 198 N-1,18,1
198 VOL(N) = N*100
199 WRITE (6,200)
200 FORMAT (1H1,43X,
139HPOSSIBLE CAPACITIES OF FREEWAY ON-RAMPS)
202 WTilTE (6,204) (N,N=1,20)
204 FORMAT (1H0,53X,17HST0P SIGN CONTROL ,//5X
,
12HSH,14X,40HAMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED BY QUEUES OF,
21X,33HLENGTH EQUAL TO OR SHORTER THAN X, 16X ,5H?0SS
.
,/
33X,6HV0LUME,35X,27HLENGTH of -TUEUE—X VEHICLES, 41X,
43HCAP,/,2X,5H(V^H),20I5,3X,5H(VPH),/)
152
205 DO 210 N=1,18
210 WRITE(6,215) VOL(N) ,(RCA^(N,J) ,J=1,20),HAMCAP(N)








Propyam for Possible Capacity of Freeway On-Ramp
With No Acceleration Lane and Yield-Sl^n Control




C ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE RAM^ CAPACITIES
C NO ACCELERATION LANE — YEILD-SIGN CONTROL
C A SHIFPED EXPONENTIAL HEADWAY MODEL IS USED TO
C DESCRIBE THE DISTRIBUTION OF SHOULDER LANE l^HICLES.
C MINIMUM HEADWAYS ARE DESCRIBED
C BY THE M0DEL~D=0.30+V0L/10000.
C A CONTINUOUS BACKLOG OF VEHICLES
C IS ASSUMED TO BE ON THE RAMP.
C GAP ACCEPTANCE IS DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING MODELS--
C LEAD VEHICLE - PR. ACPT. = ( l.-EXP (-(T-3 .3 )/(6.5-3 .3 ) )
C TRAIL VEHICLE - PR . ACPT. =(1.-EXP HT-2.0)/( 5 .0-2 .0) )
DIMENSION A(lOOl) ,3(1000) ,C1(1000) C2(1000) ,D(1000)
,
IX (2) ,RAMCAP(18) ,RCAP(18,20),VOL(18)
C READ IN GAP LIMIT DATA
1 iaAD(5,5) X(1),X(2),DT
5 FORMAT(3F5.2)
10 ALPHAl = l./(6.5-3.3)
20 ALPHA2 = 1.7(5.0-2.0)
C A(I) = GAP TIME LIMITS
21 DO 196 N=l,18,l
22 A(l) = X(l)
2k A(2) = X(2)
25 DO 35 1=3,1001,1
30 XI = I
35 A(I) = A(2)+(XI-2.)*DT
kO DO 43 1=1,1000,1
kl B(I) = 0.
^2 C1(I) = 0.
C2(I) = 0.
43 D(I) = 0.
50 SHLVOL = N*100
53 DELTA = 0.30+SHLVOL/lOOOO.
5^ BETA = l./((3600./SHLVOL)-DELTA)
C B(I)=AVERAGE LENGTH OF GAP INTERV.AL
60 DO 65 1=1, 1000,1
65 B(I) = ((A(I+1)*EXP(-3ETA*A(I+1))-A(I)*EXP(-DETA*
1A(I) ) )/(EXP(-3ETA*A(I+l) )-EXP ( -BETA*A( I ) ) ) )+l./BETA
C C1(I) = LEADING VEHICLE PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING GAP
C OF GIVEN LENGTH
154
66 DO 67 1=1,1000,1
6? C1(I) = l.-EXP(-ALPHAl»B(I>-3.3)
C B(I) = TRAILING VEHICLE PROBABILITY OF REJECTING
C GAP OF GIVEN LENGTH
70 Do T^ 1=1,1000,1
75 B(I) = EXP(-ALPHA2*B(I)- 2.0)
C C2(I) = TRAILING VEHICLE PROB.'^ILITY OF ACCENTING
C GAP OF GIVEN LENGTH
80 DO 85 1=1,1000,1
85 C2(I) = l.-B(I)
C A(I) = PORTION OF GA^S IN GIVEN INTERVAL
90 DO 95 1=1, 1000,1
95 A(I)=EXP(-3ETA*(A(I)-DELTA) )-EXP(-BETA*(A(I+l)-DELTA)
)
C RAMC.^=POSSIBLE RAMP CAPACITY
100 RAMCAP(N) = 0.
C D(I) = ACCUMULATED PROBABILITY OF I-VEHICLES
C ENTERING FROM RAMP
105 DO 170 1=1, 1000,1
110 D(I)=A(I)
112 NONSTP =1-1
115 DO 120 J=l NONSTP,
1
120 D(I) = D(I)*C2(J)
122 D(I) = D(I)*C1(I)
123 KI=I +.1
125 DO 160 K = KI, 1000,1
13b E=A{K)
133 LKI = K-I+1
13^ NONSTP = K-1
135 DO 140 L=LKI, NONSTP,
1
140 E = E*C2(L)
141 E = E*C1(K)
143 IKI=K-I
145 E=E*B(IKI)
150 D(I)=D(I) + E
155 iF(E-o. 00000001)165, 160, 160
160 CONTINUE
165 iF(D(i)-o. 00000001)175, 170, 170
170 CONTINUE
C D(J) = AMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED
C BY QUEUES I-VEHICLES IN LENGTH
175 DO 185 J=l, I, 1
178 XJ=J
180 D(J) = D(J)*XJ*SHLVOL
185 RAMCA^(N) = RAMCA^(N)+D(J)
C RCA^(N,J) = AMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED
C BY QUEUES OF J OR LESS VEHICLES WITH
C A SHOULDER LANE VOLUME OF N*100 VPH
155
188 RCAP(N,1) = D(l)
190 DO 195 J=2,20,l
195 RCAP(N,J) - RCAP(N,J-1)+D(J)
196 CONTINUE
197 DO 198 N=1,18,1
198 VOL(N) = N*100
199 "''RITE (6,200)
200 FORMAT (1H1,^3X,
139H^OSSIBLE CAPACITIES OF FREEWAY ON-RA>PS)
202 WRITE (6,204) (N,N=1,20)
204 FORMAT (lH0,53X,l8;iYIELD SIGN CONTROL ,//5X
,
12HSH,14X,40HAMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED BY QUEUES OF,
21X,33HLENGTH EOUAL TO OR SHORTER TH^N X , l6X ,5HP0SS.
_,/
33X,6HV0LUME,35X,27HLENGTH of rUEUE—X VEHICLES, 41X,
43HCAP,/,2X,5H(VPH) , 2015 ,3X,5H(VPH) ,/)
205 DO 210 N=l,18
210 vrHITE(6,215) VOL(N) ,(RCAP(N,J) ,J=1 20),RAMCAP(N)








Program for Possible Capacity of Freeway On-Ramp
With an Acceleration Lane and No_Siffli Control




C ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE RAMP CAPACITIES.
C ACCELERATION LANE — NO SIGN CONTROL
C A SHIFTED EXPONENTIAL HEADWAY MODEL IS USED TO
C DESCRIBE THE DISTRIBUTION OF SHOULDER LME VEHICLES.
C MINIMUM HEADWAYS ARE DESCRIBED
C BY THE MODEL—D=0.30+VOL/10000.
C A CONTINUOUS BACKLOG OF VEHICLES
C IS ASSUMED TO BE ON THE RAMP.
C GAP ACCEPTANCE IS DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING MODELS--
C LEADING VEHICLE - PR.ACPT. = .859*LN(T) -0 .78?
C TRAILING VEHICLES - PR.ACPT. = 0.721*LN(T)
DIMENSION A(lOOl) ,8(1000) ,C1(1000) ,02(10^0) ,D(1000)
,
IX (2 ) ,RAMCAP ( 18 ) ,RCA^ ( 18, 20 ) , VOL( 18
)
C READ IN GAP LIMIT DATA
1 READ(5,5) X(1),X(2),DT
5 FORMAT(3F5.2)
C A(I) = GA^ TIME LIMITS
20 DO 196 N=1,18,1
22 A(l) = X(l)
24 A(2) = X(2)
25 DO 35 1=3,1001,1
30 XI = I
35 A(I) = A(2)+(XI-2.)*DT
40 DO 43 1=1,1000,1
41 B(I) =0.
42 C1(I) = 0.
C2(I) = 0.
43 D(I) = 0.
50 SHLVOL = N*100
53 DELTA = 0.30+SHLVOL/lOOOO.
55 BETA = l./((3600./SHLVOL)-DELTA)
C B(I)=AVERAGE LENGTH OF GAP INTERVAL
60 DO 65 1=1, 1000,1
65 3(1) = ( (A(I+1)*EXP(-BETA*A(I+1) )-A(I)*EX^(-BETA*
1A(I) ) )/(EXP(-3ETA*A(I+l) )-EX^(-BETA*A(I) ) ) )+l./BETA
C C1(I) = LE.\DING VEHICLE PR0B,\BILITY OF ACCEPTING
C GAP OP GIVEN LENGTH
68 Al = 1.00/AL0G(4.0)
70 DO 86 1=1,1000,1
157
72 IF(B(I)-4. 00)7^,84, 8^
7^ IF(B(I)-1.00)76,80,80
76 C1(I) = 0.0
78 GO TO 86
80 C1(I) = A1»AL0G(B(I))
82 GO TO 86
84 C1(I) = 1.0
86 CONTINUE
C C2(I) = TRAILING VEHICLE PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING
C GAP OF GIVEN LENGTH
267 A2 = ALOG(2.5)
268 Al = 1.00/(ALOG(8.0)-A2)
269 A3 = A1»A2
270 DO 286 1=1,1000 1
272 IF(B(I)-8. 00)27^, 284, 284
274 IF(B(I)-2. 50)276, 280, 280
276 C2(I) = 0.0
278 GO TO 286
280 C2(I) = A2*ALOG(B(I))-A3
282 GO TO 286
284 C2(I) = 1.00
2 86 CONTINUE
C B(I) = ^ROB.^ILITY OF REJECTING GAP OF GIVEN LENGTH
88 DO 89 1=1,1000,1
89 B(I) = 1.0-C2(I)
C A(I) = PORTION OF GAPS IN GIVEN INTERVAL
90 DO 95 1=1, 1000, 1
95 A(I ) =EXT^( -BETA* (A( I) -DELTA) ) -EXP ( -BETA* ( A(I+1 ) -DELTA) )
C RAMCAP=POSSIBLE RAMP CAPACITY
100 RAMCAP(N) = 0.
C D(I) - ACCUMULATED PROBABILITY OF I-VEHICLES
C ENTERING FROM RAMP
105 DO 170 1=1, 1000, 1
110 D(I)=A(I)
112 NONSTP = I-l
115 DO 120 J=1,N0NST^,1
120 D(I) = D{I)*C2(J)
122 D(I) = D(I)*C1(I)
123 KI=I + 1
125 DO 160 K = KI, 1000, 1
130 E=A(K)
133 LKI = K-lHl
134 NONSTP = K-1
135 DO 140 L=LKI, NONST^.l
140 E = E*C2(L)
141 E = E*C1(K)
143 IKI=K-I
145 E=E*B(IKI)
150 D(I)=D(I) + E
153
155 IF(E-0. 00000001)165, 160, 160
160 CONTINUE
165 IF(D(I)-0. 00000001)175, 170, 170
170 CONTINUE
C D(J) = AMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED
C BY QUEUES I-VEHICLES IN LENGTH
175 DO 185 J=l, I, 1
178 XJ=J
180 D(J) = D(J)*XJ*SHLVOL
185 RAMCA?(N) =i RAMCA?(N)+D( J)
C RCAP(N,J) = AMOUNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED
C BY QUEUES OF J OR LESS VEHICLES WITH
C A SHOULDER LANE VOLUME OF N*100 VPH
188 RCAP(N,1) = D(l)
190 DO 195 J=2,20,l
195 RCAT^(N,J) = RCAP(N,J-1)+D(J)
196 CONTINUE
197 DO 198 N=l, 18, 1
198 VOL(N) = N*100
199 V'RITE (6,200)
200 FORMAT (1H1,43X,
139H^0SSIBL?. CAPACITIES OF FREEWAY ON-RAMPS)
202 WRITE (6,20^) (N,N=1,20)
2^ F0RMAT(1H0,47X,29HACCELERATI0N LANE~N0 CONTROL, //5X
,
12HSH,14X,40HAM0UNT OF CAPACITY UTILIZED BY QUEUES OF,




33X,6HV0LUME,35X,27HLENGTH OF QUEUE—X VEHICLES ,4lX,
43HCAP,/,2X,5H(VPH),20I5,3X,5H(VPH),/)
205 DO 210 N=l,18
210 WRITE(6, :15) VOL(N) ,(RCAP(N,J) ,J=1,20),RAMCAP(N)






Computer 'Pro/rrams For Simulation of
Freeway On-Ramps




Prop;rain for Simulation of Freeway On-Ramp
With No Acceleration Lane and Stop-Slp:n Control
NO ACCELERATION LANE ~ STOP SIGN CONT^iOL
DEFINITIONS




























































= NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF GAP
IS ACCEPTABLE
= ACCELERATION RATE
= DISTANCE TRAVELED DURING ACCELERATION
FROM RAI^ SPEED TO SHOULDER LANE SPEED
= TIME FOR ACCELERATION FROM RAM? SPEED TO
SHOULDER LANE S^EED
= NUMBER RETURNED BY ACCENT. IF ACPTNCT'IS
MINUS OR ZERO, GAP IS ACCEPTABLE. IF
ACPTNO IS POSITIVE, GA^ IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.
= NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT GENER-.TES R ' NDON
NUMBERS TO SAMPLE G.AP ACCEPTANCE
DISTRIBUTION
= RANDOM NUMBER GEN-.RATED BY ARAND
= AVAILABLE SHOULDER LANE GAP
= ACCUMULATED SERVICE TIMES OF j\LL VEHICLES
= ACCUMUI, iTED SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR CUSUE
= ACCUMULATED SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR ^UEUE
= ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF SERVICE TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR '^UEUE
= ACCUMULATED SCUARES OF SERVICE TIMES CF
VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR ^'UEUE
= ACCUiWLATED SCUARES OF SERVICE TIMES OP
ALL VEHICLES
= ACCUMULATED SCUARES OF WAIT TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR CUEUE
= ACCUMUL\TED SCUARE3 OF SYSTEM TIM^IS OF
VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR CUEUE
= ACCUMULATED S'^U.ARES OF SYSTEM TIMES OF




















































SQUARES OF SERVICE TIMES
THAT WAIT
SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
FOR OUEUE
SYSTEM TIME OF VEHICLES THAT
ACCUMULATED SCUARES OF SYSTEM TIMES OF
ALL VEHICLES








ACCUMULATED SYSTEM TIMES OF ALL VEHICLES
AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME OF VEHICLES THAT DO
NOT WAIT FOR QUEUE
A^/ERAG^ SERVICE TIME OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT
FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME OF ALL ^/EHICLES
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF VEHICLES THAT DO
NOT WAIT FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE SYSTEM Ti:^ OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF ALL VEHICLES
AVERAGE WAIT OF ALL W.HICLES
AVERAGE WAIT OF VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT
FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE WAIT OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR
QUEUE
ACCUMULATED WAIT TIMES OF ^/E'?ICLES THAT
WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED WAIT TIMES OF .ALL VEHICLES
TIME FOR ^/EHICLE TO MOVE FROM STOP LINE
TO T^OINT OF ENTRY INTO SHOULDER LANE
TIME FOR FIRST-IN-LINE VEHICLE TO CLEAR
FIRST-IN-LINE POSITION
MINIMUM HEADWAY IN SHOULDER LANE STREAM
DIST.INCE TRAVELED DURING DECELERATION FROM
RAM^ S^EED TO STOP
TIITE TO DECELERATE FROM R.AM? SPEED TO STOP
DECELERATION RATE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTU \L TRAVEL TIME AND
TRAVEL TIME THROUGH AN EMPTY SYSTEM
A DUMMY VARIABLE USED TO SATISFY FORTRAN
IV RULES FOR CALLING SUBROUTINES
TII-TE FOR SECOND-IN-LINE VEHICLE TO MO^/E
UP TO FIRST-IN-LINE POSITION
INDEX OF VEHICLE GENERATED
INDEX OF "UEUE CONDITION



























INDEX FOR VEHICLES NOT WAITING FOR '^UEUE
INDEX FOR VEHICLES WAITING FOR QUEUE
INDE:< FOR OBSERVED ^/EHICLES
INDEX FOR TYPE OF SHOULDER LANE OPENING
- GAP ACCEPTED
1 - LAG ACCEPTED
QUEUE EXISTING AS L-TH VEHICLE ENTERS
SYSTEM
MAXIMUM QUEUE OBSERVED
NUMBER OF SIMULATION RUN
NUMBER OF RAMP VEHICLE DEPARTURES
NUr^BER OF SHOULDER LANE VEHICLES GENERATED
PAST R'\M? ENTR\NCE
NUMBER OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR A QUEUE
NUMBER OF VEHICLES WAITING LONGRR THAN **
SECONDS WHERE ** HAS VALUES OF 30, 60,
90, 120, 150, AND 180
NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF
VEHICLES BY LENGTH OF DELAY
T^ROB.ABILITY OF ACCENTING GAP
TIME FOR PERCEPTION, INTELLECTION, AND
VOLITION AS INFLUENCED BY EMOTION.AL STATE
PERCENT OF A/EHICLES DELAYED LONGER THAN
*** SECONDS WHERE ^^^'^ HAS VALUES OF 30, 6O,
90, 120, 150, AND 180
85 -TH PERCENTILE QUEUE LENGTH
90-TH PERCENTILE CUEUE LENGTH
95-TH T5ERCENTILE QUEUE LENGTH
DISTRIBUTION CONSTANTS
RAl = PORTION UNDER RESTRICTED CONDITION
RTl = MEAN Ri^-STRICTED HEADWAY
RDl = MINIMUM RESTRICTED HEADWAY
RA2 = PORTION UNDER FREE CONDITION
RT2 = MEAN FREE HEADWAY
RD2 = MINIMUM FREE HEADWAY
NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS RAMP
HEADWAYS
RAMP VOLUME C.iLLED FOR ON DATA C \RD
RAMP VOLUME GENEiiATED
RAMP ARRIVAL TIME OF I-TH VEHICLE
TIME OF .ARRIVAL OF I-TH VEHICLE AT THE
FIRST-IN-LINE POSITION
TIME OF DEPARTURE OF THE I-TH ^/EHICLE
FBOM THE SYSTEM


















































= RAMP HEADVJAY GENER '.TF.D 3Y RAMP SUBROUTINE
= NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS RAl, RTl,
RDl, RA2, RT2, AND RD2
= NAMES OF SUBROUTINES THAT RETURN RANDOM
NUMBERS TO SAMPLE HEADWAY DISTRIBUTIONS.
SINCE THERE ARE FIVE SUCH DISTRIBUTIONS
* TAKES ON VALUES OF 1 , 2, 3, ^, AND 5
= A RANDOM NUMBER RETURNED 3Y RRAND* TO BE
USED TO SELECT EITHER THE RESTRICTED OR
THE FREE PORTION OF THE RAMP HEADVJAY
DISTRIBUTION
= A RANDOM NUITBER RETURNED BY RRAND* TO BE
USED TO SAM-^LE EITHER THE RESTRICTED OR
THE FREE PORTION OF THE RAMP HEAD'^'AY
DISTRIBUTION AS DEFINED BY RRDNOl
= RAMP S^EED
= ARRIVAL TIME OF LAST SHOULDER LANE VEHICLE
= .ARRIVAL TIME OF NEXT SHOULDER LANE VEHICLE
= STD. DEV. OF SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT DO NOT V/AIT FOR A C^UEUE
= STD. DEV. OF SERVICE TIMES OF ^/EHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR A CUSUE
= STD. DEV. OF SERVICE TII-TES OF ALL OBSERVED
VEHICLES
= STD. DEV. OF WAIT TIMES OF ALL OBSERVED
VEHICLES
= STD. DEV. OF WAIT TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR A GUEUE
= STD. DEV. OF WAIT TI>TES OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR A r^UEUE
= STD. DEV. OF SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR A CUEUE
= STD. DEV. OF. SYSTEM TIM?;S OF VEHICLES
THAT V/AIT FOR A GUEUE
= STD. DEV. OF SYSTEM TIMES OF Pa.L OBSERVED
VEHICLES
TIME = TIME ON RAMP AS FIR IT-IN-LINE I'EHICLE
WAITING FOR ACCEPTABLE GAP
= TIME AT V.'HICH RAMP VEHICLE CAN GET TO
ENTRY POINT .'\ND FROM WHICH NEXT SHOULDER
LANE ARRIV.AL IS SCALED TO DET"".RMINE
AVAIL.!iBLE SHOULDER LANE GAP
= SHOULDER-LANE HEADWAYS RETUF.NED BY
SHLANE
= NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS THE D AND

















































NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS
SHOULDER LANE HEADWAYS
SHOULDER LANE VOLUME CALLED FOR
SHOULDER LANE VOLUME GENERATED
NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT PERFORMS A PUSH-
DOWN SORT ON FLO'.TING-rOINT OUANTITIES
NAME OF SUBROUTINE TH'^T PERFORMS A ^^USH-
DOV.T^ SORT ON FIXED-POINT '"UANTITIES
NAMES OF SUBROUTINES THAT RETURN RANDOM
NUMBERS TO SAMPLE SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
DISTRIBUTIONS. SINCE THERE ARE FIVE SUCH
DISTRIBUTIONS, * TAKES A V aLUE OF 1, 2,
3, ^, AND 5
RANDOM NUIffiER RETURNED BY THE SUBROUTINE
SRAND*
service time of the l-th observed vehicle
service time of the j-th vehicle th ^t
does not wait for a oueue
service time of the k-th vehicle that
waits for a cueue
shoulder lane speed
distance from stop line to point of entry
into shoulder lane
system time of the l-th observed vehicle
system time of the j-tk vehicle that does
not wait for a cueue
system time of the k-th vehicle that
waits for a queue
total time a vehicle loses in the system
name of v\riable used as clock
ma:'':imum time simulator can run
time loss during deceleration
time loss during acceleration
TIMl + TIM2
TOTAL TIME LOSS F0U14D BY ADDING TMLOSS +
SYSTEM TIME
TIME AT WHICH 1-ST IN LINE POSITION
BECOMES AVAILABLE FOR OCCUPANCY BY I-TH
VEHICLE
ACCELER-.TION TIME DURING MOVEMENT FROM
2ND TO IST-IN-LINE ^OSITION
DECELERATION TIME .DURING MOVEi-^TENT FROM
2ND TO IST-IN-LINE "^OSITION
VF,HICLE LENGTH
V.^RI \NCE OF SERAriCE TIMES OF VEHICLES











































VARIANCE OF SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR A OUEUE
VARIANCE OF SERVICE TIMES OF l\LL OBSERVED
VEHICLES
VARIANCE OF SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR A QUEUE
VARIANCE OF SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR A C^UEUE
VARIANCE OF SYSTEM TIMES OF ALL OBSERVED
VEHICLES
V.^RI.'INCE OF WAIT TIMES OF ALL OBSERVED
VEHICLES
VARIANCE OF WAIT TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR A ?UEUE
VARIANCE OF WAIT TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR A OUEUE
FLOATING POINT CONVERSION OF OBSERVED
OUEUE LENGTH
TIME ON RAilP WHILE IN THE N,N-1,
. . ,^,3,
AND 2 POSITIONS IN A OUEUE
WAIT TIME OF THE K-TH VEHICLE TH^T WAITS
FOR A OUEUE
WAIT TIME OP THE L-TH OBSERVED ^/EHICLE
SUM OF OBSl^R^/ED ^UEUE LENGTHS
FLOATING ^01 NT CONVERSION OF NUMBER OF
VEHICLES OBSERVED
FLO=\TING '"OINT CONVERSION OF TOTAL NUI1BER
OF VEHICLES THAT DO MOT WAIT FOR A OUEUE
FLOATING ^OINT CONVERSION OF TOTAL NUMBER
OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR A OUEUE
FLOATING ^OINT CONVERSION OF NUMBER OF
RAMP VEHICLE DEPARTURES
FLOATING OOINT CONVERSION CF NUMBER OF
SHOULDER-LANE VEHICLES GENERATED PAST
THE RAMP
FLOATING POINT CONVERSION OF NUMBER OF
VEHICLES DELAYED LONGER THAN *^ SECONDS
WHERE ** TAKES ON VALUES OF 30,60,90,120,
150, AND 180.
NEGATIVE OF DIFFERENCE BET'-*/EEN MEAN AND
MINIMUM SHOULDER LANE HEADWAYS
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DIMENSION STORAGE
DIMENSION RAT(1300) ,TRWAIT(1300) ,BATFC(1300)
,
IRDT ( 1300 ) ,WAIT2( 1000) ,WAIT(1000) ,SRTIM1( 1000 )
,





^ \VRITE (6,5) NOSIMS
5 FORMAT (1H1,14X,9HN0SIKS = ,11)
INPUT DATA FOR SII-IULATION RUN
READ ( 5 , 1 ) SHLVOL , R AMVOL
1 FORMAT (F5.0, F6.0)
6 WRITE (6,7) SHLVOL,R AMVOL
7 FORMAT(15X,9HSHLVOL = ,F5 .0
,
















































1000 ACLTIN = (S5PD-3S^D)/ACCL
1001 ACLDST = ( (SST=D**2. )-(RS^D**-2.) )/{2.-»ACCL)
1002 DCLTIM = RS^D/DECL
1003 DCLDST = (0.5*(RS"D^*2. ) )/DECL
1004 IF ( A CLDST-DCLDST ) 1005 , 10 10 , 1 015
1005 TIMl = DCLTIM-ACLTIN-(DCLDST-ACLDST)/SSPD
100? GO TO 1020
1010 TIMl = DCLTIM-ACLTIM
1012 GO TO 1020
1015 TIMl = DCLijCIM-ACLTIM+(ACLDST-DCLDST)/SS?D
1020 TIM2 = (SS^D/ACCL) -CLEAR
1025 TMLOSS = TIM1+TIM2
8 TIMMAX = 2.*(1300./RAMVOL)
CALL RPDATA (RAMVOL, RAl, RTl, RDl, RA2 , RT2 , RD2)
CALL SHDATA(SHLV0L, D, Z)
C OUTPUT CONSTANTS OF RAM? AND SHOULDER LAN^ HEADV/AY
C DISTRIBUTIONS
9 VfRITE(6,10) R.AMV0L,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2,SHLV0L,D,Z
10 FORMAT (15X,9HRAMV0L = ,F5.0,5X,
16HRA1 = ,F5.3,5X,6HRT1 = F6.3,5X,6HRD1 = ,F5.2/
234X6HRA2 = ,F5.3,5X,6HRT2 = ,F6
.3 ,5X ,6HRD2 = ,F5.2/
315X,9HSHLVCL = ,F5.0,5X,4HD = ,F4.2,8X,4HZ = ,F5.2)
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C ROUTINE TO GENERATE FLOW OF 300 PRELIMINARY VEHICLES
C THUS LOADING THE SIMULATOR BEFORE VEHICLES FOR
C OBSERVATION ARE GENERATED
C
C INCREMENT TOTAI. VEHICLE COUNTER
800 1=1+1
C CALL IN 2 RANDOM NUMBERS TO SAMPLE RAM^ HEADWAY DIST.
810 GO TO (812,814,816,818,820) ,NOSI MS
812 RRDNOl = RRAMDl(DUMMY)
813 riRDN02 = RRANDK DUMMY)
GO TO 822
814 RRDNOl = RRAND2( DUMMY)
815 RRDN02 = RRAND2 (DUMMY)
GO TO 822
816 RRDNOl = RRAND3 (DUMMY)
817 RRDN02 = RRAND3 (DUMMY)
GO TO 822
818 RRDNOl = RRAND4 (DUMMY)
819 RRDN02 = RRAND4( DUMMY)
GO TO 822
820 RRDNOl = RR.\ND5(DUMMY)
821 RRDN02 = RR .AND5 (DUMMY)
C GENERATE NEXT RAMP HEADWAY
822 RH = RAMP(RRDNC1,RRDN02,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2)
C CALCULATE RAMP ARRIVAL TIME
IF (I-l) 825,825,826
825 RAT(l) = RH
GO TO 840
826 RAT(I) = HAT (I-l) + RH
C DETERMINE IF CUEUE EXISTS
82? IF(HAT(I)-RELTIM(I-1) ) 832, 828, 828
828 IF(RAT(I)-RDT(I -1) ) 829,840,840
829 IC = 2
C QUEUE EXISTS
C CALCULATE TERraNATION-OF-WAIT TIME
TRWAIT(I) = RDT(I-l)
C CALCULATE ARRIVAL TIME AT IST-IN-LINE POSITION
830 RATF^'(I) = TRWAIT(I)
831 GO TO 834
83 2 IC=2
C QUEUE EXISTS
C CALCULATE TERMINATICN-CF=V,'AIT TIME
TRV'AIT(I) = RDT(I-l)
C CALCULATE ARRIV'.L TIME AT IST-IN-LINE POSITION
833 RATF^(I) = TRWAIT(l)-CLEAR+PIEV+HOP
C CALCULATE POSSIBLE TIME OF ENTRY INTO LAG
834 SFGT = RATFC(I)+BEGTIM
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C ASSUME DRIVER FACES LAG
836 LAG - 1
838 GO TO 846
840 IC=1
C NO CUEUE EXISTS
C CALCULATE TERMINATICN-CF-V/AIT TIME
TRWAIT(I) = RAT(I)
C CALCULATE ARRIVAL TIKE AT IST-IN-LINE 'OSITIGN
842 RATFC(I)=TRWAIT(I)
C CALCULATE POSSIBLE TIME OF ENTRY INTO LAG
844 SPOT = RATFCCD+BEGTIM
C ASSUME DRIVER FACES LAG
845 LAG = 1
C DETERMINE IF LAG EXISTS IN SHOULDER LANE
C IF LAG EXISTS, DRIVER FPCES LAG. IF NOT HE FACES GAP
846 IF(3FGT-SAT2) 868,848,848
C CALL IN R.ANDOM NUMBER TO SAMPLE
C SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY DISTRIBUTION
848 GO TO (850,852,854,856,858) ,N0SIMS
850 3RDN0 = SRANDK DUMMY)
GO TO 860
852 SRDNO = SR ANT)2 (DUMMY)
GO TO 860
854 SRDNO = 3RANT)3( DUMMY)
GO TO 860
856 SRDNO = SRAND4 (DUMMY)
GO TO 860 ^
858 SRDNO = SRAND5( DUMMY)
C GENERATE NEXT SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
860 SH=SHLANE (SRDNO, SHLVOL, D, Z)
C INCREMENT SHOULDER LANE VOLUME COUNTER
861 NSy.THsNSVEH + 1
C UP-DATE SHOULDER-LANE ARRIVAL TIMES
862 SAT1=SAT2
864 SAT2=SAT2 + SH
866 GO TO 846
C CALCULATE LENGTH OF AVAILABLE GAP
868 ASG=SAT2-SFGT
C CALL IN -.ANDOM NUMBER TO S \M^LE ACCET^TANCE
C DISTRIBUTION
870 .ARDNO = .ARAND(DUMflY)
C DETERMINE IF GAP IS ACCEPTABLE
872 CALL ACCEPT (ASG, ARDNO, ACPTNO)
874 IF (ACPTNO) 880, 680, 876



































DETERMINE IF RUNNING TIME LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEED.
IF IT HAS BEEN, OUTPUT TR.\FFIC
CONDITIONS .\ND STOP MESSAGE
IF(TIME-TIMM/\:0 888, 889, 889





892 RAMV^H = XNHDE^/TIME
893 'aTRITE (6,401)
894 WRITE (6,403) NSVEH, SHL\rPH, NRDEPT, RAMVPH, TIME
895 VJRITE (6,896)
896 FORMAT ( IRQ, /////, 13X,
148HSIMULAT10N RUN TERMIN-^TED DURING LO,\DING OF R^MP,
21X,47HAHSA PREVIOUS TO OBSERVATION OF RAMP OPERATION./
313X,39HRE-RUN USING A RAM^ VOLUME EQUAL TO THE,
4 IX, 33 HOBSERVED RAMP VOLUME OF THIS RUN.)
898 GO TO 500
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C BEGIN SIMULATION OF 1000 VEHICLES FOR OBSERVATION
C C.ikLh IN 2 RANDOM NUMBERS TO SAMPLE RAPf' HEADWAY DIST.
11 GO TO (12,14,16,18,20) ,NOSIMS
12 RRDNOl = RRANDl (DUMMY)
13 RRDN02 = HRANDl (DUMMY)
GO TO 22
14 RRDNOl = RRAND2 (DUMMY)
15 RRDN02 = RRAND2(DUMi'^IY)
GO TO 22
16 RRDNOl 4- RRAND3 (DUMMY)
17 RRDN02 = RRAND3 (DUMMY)
GO TO 22
18 RRDNOl = RRAND4( DUMMY)
19 RRDN02 = RRAND4(DU.^MY)
GO TO 22
20 RRDNOl = aRAND5 (DUMMY)
21 RRDN02 = RRAND5 (DUMMY)
C GENFJiATE NEXT RAMP HEADV.'AY
22 RH = RAr>T?( RRDNOl, RRDN02,"nAl,RTl,RDl,RA2,RT2,RD2)
C INCREMENT TOT.AL VEHICLE COUNTER
24 1=1+1
C INCREMENT OBSERVED VEHICLE COUNTER
L = L + 1
C CALCULATE RAMP .ARRIVAL TIME
30 RAT(I)=RA^(I-1)+RH
C DETERMINE ^UEUE LENGTH
35 DO 37 IM=1, 1500, 1
IN = I - IM
36 IF(RAT(I) - RDT(IN)) 37,38,38
37 CONTINUE
C ENTER QUEUE LENGTH IN GUEUE LENGTH SUMM.'VRY
38 L^(L) = IM-1
C ACCUMULATE SUM OF CUEUE LENGTHS
C TO BE USED TO CALCULATE AVERAGE CUEUE LENGTH
39 v; = IM - 1
40 ''fOL^WCL + W
C DETERMINE IF ^UEUE E-CISTS
50 IF(RAT(I)-RELTIM(I-1) )60, 52,^^2
52 IF(RAT(I)-RDT(I-1) )54,125,125
54 IC = 2
C rUEUE EXISTS




•^^ TRWAIT(I) = RDT(I-l)
CALCULATE ARRIVAL TIME AT IST-IN-LINE ^OSITICN
56 RATFC(I) = TRV:AIT(I)
58 GO TO 64
60 IC = 2
CUEUE EXISTS
INCREI^NT REST--ICTED l^HICLE COUMTER











CALCULATE AHRIV.AL TIME AT IST-IN-LINE POSITION
HATPT (I ) = TRV-'AITd ) -CLE.\R+^IEV+HO?
CALCULATE POSSIBLE Tli^ OF ENTRY INTO LAG
SFGT = RATFC>(I)+BEGTIK




no queue exists ^









A:^iHIVAL TIME AT IST-IN-LINE
RATFC_(I) = TR'v'AIT(I)
CALCULATE POSSIBLE TIME OF ENTRY INTO LAG
SFGT = ratf:::(i)+begtim
ASSUME drifter FACES LAG
LAG = 1
DETERMINE IF LAG EXISTS IN SHOULDER LANE
IF LAG EXISTS, DRIVER FACES LAG. IF NOT HE FACES GAP
IF(SPGT-S.'.T2)155,133,133
CALL IN RANDOM NUMBER TO SAMPLE
SHOULDER LANE HE.ADWAY DISTRIBUTION
133 GO TO ( 13^,135, 136, 137, 13 £) .NGSIMS
13^ SRDNO=SR ANT)1( DUMMY)
GO TO 140
13 5 SRDN0=SRAND2 (DUMMY)
GO TO 140





13 8 SRDN0=SRAND5 ( DUMI-T )
173
C GENERATE NEXT SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
1^0 SH=SHLANE(SRDNO, SHLVCL , D, Z)
C UP-DATE SHOULDER-LANE ARRIVAL TIMES
li^3 SAT1=SAT2
145 SAT2=SAT2+SH
C INCREMENT SHOULDER LANE VOLUME COUNTER
146 NSVEH=N5VEH+1
150 GO TO 130
C CALCULATE LENGTH OF AVAILABLE GAP
155 ASG=SAT2-SFGT
C CALL IN RANDOM NUMBER TO SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE DISTRIBUTION
160 ARDNO=ARAND( DUMMY)
C DETEKKINE IF GAP IS ACCEPTABLE
165 CALL ACCEPT( ASG,;iRDNO,ACPTNO)
170 IF(;-.C:^TN0)200,200,171
C CALCULATE POSSIBLE TIME OF ENTRY INTO GAP
171 SFGT=SAT2
LAG =
C DRI\n^.R FACES G.AP
172 GO TO 133
C INCREMENT RAMP VOLUME COUNTER
200 NRDE^T=NRDE^T+1
C DETERMINE IF GAP OR LAG WAS ACCEPTED
201 IF(LAG-1)1201, 2201, 2201
C CALCULATE RELEASE TIME
1201 RELTIM(I) = 5FGT-BEGTIM+0.5
GO TO 202
C CALCULATE RELEASE TIME
22 01 RELTIM(I) = SFGT-BEGTIM
C C_ALCULATE DE^ARTUR- TIKE •
202 RDT(I) = RELTIM{I)+CI.E.AR
C CONTINUE \CCORDING TO QUEUE CONDITION VEHICLE FOUND
C ON R M'^P U^ON ARRIV.AL
203 GO TO (204,220) ,IC
C U^-DATE WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME AND
C DELA^'-TIME SUMMARIES
204 WAIT(L) = 0.
205 SRTIMKJ) = RDT(I)-Tii'.-,'AIT(I)
206 A3RTM1=ASRTM1+5RTIM1( J)
207 ASSRT1=AS iRTl+SRTIMl(J)**2.
208 SHTIM(L) = SRTIMl(J)
209 ASRTIM= ASRTIM h SRTIM(L)
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210 ASSRTM = ASSRTM + SRTIM(L)**2.
211 SYSTMKJ) = RDT(I)-^AT(I)
1211 ASYTMl = ASYTMl+SYSTMK J)
2211 ASSYTl = ASSYT1+SYSTM1{J)**2.
3211 SYSTIM(L) = SYSTMl(J)
212 ASYTM = ASYTM+SYSTIM(L)
213 ASSYTM = ASSYTM + 3YSTIM(L)**2.
214 DELAY = SYSTM1(J)+TML0S3
215 GO TO 240
C UP-DATE WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME AND
C DELAY-TIME SUMMARIES
220 WAIT2(K)=TRWAIT(I)-PxAT(I)
221 AWAIT2 = AWAIT2+VJAIT2(K)
222 A5VJT2=ASVJT2+WAIT2(K)**2.
223 WAIT(L) = yAIT2(K)
224 AWAIT = AWAIT + VJAIT(L)
225 ASWAIT = ASWAIT + WAIT (L)** 2.
226 SRT I M2 ( K ) =RDT ( I ) -TRW AI T ( I
)
22? ASaTM2=ASRTM2+3RTIM2(K)
228 ASSRT2=ASSRT2+SRTI M2 ( K ) ^^''2 .
229 SRTIM(L) = SRTIM2(K)
230 ASRTIM = ASRTIM + SRTIM(L)
231 ASSRTM = ASSRTM + SRTIH(L)**2.
232 SYSTM2(K) = RDT(I)-RAT(I)
233 ASYTM2=ASYTM2+SYSTM2(K)
234 ASSYT2=ASSYT2+SYSTM2(K)**2.
235 SYSTIH(L) = SYSTM2(K)
236 ASYTM = 4SYTM + SYSTIM(L)
237 ASSYTM = ASSYTM + SYSTIM(L)*«-2
.
238 DELAY = SYSTM2(K) +TMLOSS










C UP-DATE TIME CLOCK
250 TIME=RDT(I)/3600.
C DETERMINE IF SIMULATION TIME LIMIT IS EXCEEDED
255 IF(TIME-TIMMAX)260,515,515
C DETERMINE IF TOT^L SAM'pLE HAS BEEN OBSERVED
260 IF(NRDE^T - 1300) 11, 264, 264
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C CALCULATE PERCENTAGES BY LENGTH OF DELAY
26U- XVW30 = NVW30
rvw30 = (XVW30/1000.)
265 XVW60 = NVVI60
PVW60 = (XW60/1000.)
266 x\riV90 = NVW90
PVV/90 = (XVW90/1000.)
267 XVW120 = NWa20
^VVJ120 = (XVW120/1000.)
268 XVW150 = NVW150
PVW150 = (XVW150/1000.)
269 XVW180 = NV'JIBO
PVW180 = (XW180/1000. )
C CALCULATE NUMBERS OF RESTRICTED
C AND NON-RESTRICTED VEHICLES
270 XK=K
271 XJ=J
C CALCULATE MEANS, VARIANCES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

















288 VRSRT = ( ASSRTM- ( A3RTIM^-"Z. )/1000. )/999.
289 SDSHT=S'.:RT( VRSRT)
290 AVSYTl = ASYTMl/XJ
291 VRSYTl = (ASSYTl-{ASYT:a-*2. )/XJ)/(XJ-l.)










300 TOTLOS = AVSYT+TI^OSS
C SORT WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME, AND









CALCULATE SIMULATED RAMP AND SHOULDER-L.ANE VOLUMES
330 XNSVEH=NSVEH
332 3HLVPH = (XNSVEH/SAT2)*3600.
336 RAMVPH = (ia)0./(HAT(1300)-RAT(300) ))*3600.







350 lgma:: = Lc(iooo)
177
: l«ITE OUTPUT FROM SIMULATION RUN
'fl-OO WRITE (6, 401)
401 FORMAT (IHl, 3 7X,
144H1^AMP CAPACITY AN.ALYSIS BY DIGITAL SIIWLATION,/
251X,17HST0P-SIGN CONTROL)
402 WRITE (6, 403) NSVEH, SHLVPH, NRDEPT, RAMVPH, TIME
403 FORMAT (///1H0,54X,12HTRAFFIC DATA,//
113X,6HNUMBER,5X,2H0F,9X,13HSH0ULDER LANE,1LX,6HNUMBER,
211X,13HRAHP VOLUME, 9X,10HSIMULATI0N,/
313X,13HSHOULDER LANE , 12X ,6HV0LUME, l4x ,8H0F RAM^ ,/




510X,13HVEH. PER H0UR,9X,10HTIME (HRS),//
6l6X,I5,18X,F6.0,l6X,l4,l6X,F5.0,12X,F8.4^/)
404 WHITE (6,406)J,AVPL, P85, P90, P95, LCMAX
406 FORMAT (///1H0,47X,23HCUEUING CH'^JlACTERISTICS ,//
113X,11HNUM3ER 0F,4X,11HAVG. LENGTH, 5X,
213H85 TH PERCENT, 4X, 13 H90 TH PERCENT, 5X,





513HOUEUE LENGTH, 4X, 13 H'^UEUE LENGTH, 5X,
613HCUEUE LENGTH, 4X,12H^'UEUE LENGTH,//
717X,I3,9X,F5.2,12X,F5.0,12X,F5.0,1I?:,P5.0,13X,I4,/)
40^VJRITE(6,410)
410 FORMAT (///1H0,48X,22HDEL AY CHARACTERISTICS)
411 \.JRITE(6,l4ll) TIM1,AV5YT,TIM2,CLEAR,T0TL0S
1411 F0RMAT{1H0,12X,12HTIME LOSS ,9X, 13HTIME L0SS,9X,
112HTIME LOSS,9X,13HTIME LOSS ,9X ,9HTIME LOSS, /
213X,12HRAM.SPD-STOP,9X,13H3EG.STOP-EXIT,9X,
' 312HEXIT-SHL.SPD,9X,13HENb STO^^-EXIT ,1LX ,5HT0TAL,//
415X,F6.2,15X,F6.2,16X,F6.2,15X,F6.2,14X,F6.2^ // )
412 i'miTE(6 , 4i4 )pvw30 ,PVv/6o ,pvw90 ,pvwi2o ,PV/;i50 ,p\rwi80
414 F0RM-nT(lH0,12X,
151HP ROBABILITY THAT DELAY,











4l6 WRITE (6,418) NVW, J, ATa'AIT, AVV.T?2, VRV,'T2 , SDWT2
418 FORMAT (///1H0,12X,14HWAIT TIME DATA,//
113X,8HNO. OF,7X,6HNO. OF,7X,9HAVG. WAIT,8X,
212HAVG. "AIT,7X,12HVAR. OF WAIT, 7X , 12HSTD . DEV. OF/






9HF0R y\LL , 8X
,









612HTHAT WAIT,7X,12HTHAT WAIT,7X ,12HTHAT WAIT,
7//l5X,I3,llX,I3,10X,F7.2,llX,F7.2,13X,F6.2,13X,F6.2/)
420 WRITE (6, 401)
i^'22 WRTTT^f'^ ,410)
424 'WRITE (6, 426)
426 F0RMAT(1H0,12:'C,34HSERVICE time (-^ERO W^IT VEHICLES))
178
^28 WRITE ( 6 , ^3 )X J , AVSRTl , VHSRTl , SOSRTl






















3 13X , 8HVEHI CLSS , 22X , 4HTIME , 25X , 4HTI ME , 25X , 4HTIME , //












6HSYSTEM , 2i^X ,6HSYSTEM
, /
313X,8HVEHICLES,22X,4HTIME,25X,4HTIME,25X,4HTIME, //
4l4X , F5 . , 23X , F7 . 2 , 22X , F7 . 2 , 23X , F7 . 2 , /
)
432 v;rite(6>3^)
434 f0r,^at(/]hq12x,32hservice time (^'aiting vehicles))
43 6 wri te ( 6 , 43 ) 7j<: , avsrt2 , vrsrt2 , 3dsrt2
438 WRITE (6, 440)
440 F0RMAT(/1H0,12X,28HSERVICE TIME (ALL VEHICLES))
442 Iv-RITEC 6
,
43 )XI , AV3RT , VRSRT , SOSRT
444 '../RITE (6, 446)
446 F0RMAT(/1H0,12X,33HSYSTE;1 time (zero wait VEHICLES))
448 WRITE( 6 , 431 )XJ , AVSYTl , VRSYTl , SD3YT1
450 WRITE (6, 452)
452 FORMAT( /IHO, 12X,31HSYSTEM TIME (WAITING ^TEHICLES))
45't--'':rite ( 6 , 43 1 ) yj<: , hVsyt2 , vrsyt2 , sdsyt2
456 WRITE(6,458)
458 FORMAT ( /IHO, 12X,27HSYSTEM TIME (ALL VEHICLES))
460 i/.rRITE ( 6 , 43 1 ) XI , AVSYT , VRSYT , SDSYT
462 WRITE (6, 464)




















































7X , 4HTIME , 8X , 4HTI ME , 8X
,
7HSUMMARY )
465 DO 466 1=1,1000,1
466 '•^ITE(6,468) I,WAIT2(I) ,SRTIM2(I) ,SY3T:':2(I) ,SRTIX1(I)
,
ISYST Ml ( I ) , 3 RTI M ( I ) , SYSTI M ( I ) , L^ ( I
)
468 FORM AT ( lOX , 14 , 2F11 . 2 , 2F1 2 . 2 , 2F11 . 2 , F12 . 2 , 8X , I4
)
470 •/RITE(6,4-72) RAMVOL, RAl , RTI, RDl, RA2, RT2, RD2
472 FORMAT (1H1,16X,4HRAM^~,7X,7H?0RTI ON, 6X,9HAVG. FREE,
16X
,

























3 7HHEADWAY , 7X , lOHRESTEAINED , 7X , 7HHEAD'-:AY , 8X , 7HHEADWAY , /




















CALCULATIONS FOR OUTPUT V/KEN TIME LIMIT IS EXCEEDED
515 XNSVEH = NSVEH
516 SHLVTH = 3600.*XNSVEH/SAT2
517 XNRDEP = NRDEPT
518 RA:-^\^H = 3600.^((XNRDE^-300.)/(HDT(I)-EDT(300) ))
OUTT^UT WHEN TIME LIMIT IS EXCEEDED
519 vmiTE(6,401)
520 \sFRITE(6,403) NSVEH, S:iLVPH,N^.DE'^T,RAr'TV?H, TIME
525 v/RITE(6,530)
53c FORMAT (IHO. /////, 13X^
l^SHSIMUL-.rfON Rim TE-^MINATED DUE TO TIME LIMITATION)
535 STOP
END
C STJBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF A GA^ OF A GIVEN LENGTH
C IS ACCEPTABLE TO A STC^PED FIRST -IN-LINE RAI'T' VEHICLE
$IBFTC ACCE-^T









C THE REMAINDER OF THE ^^ROGRAM IS COMMON TO THE STOP-SIGN
C YIELD-SIGN, AND ACCELERATION -LANE SIMULATORS .AND IS
C GIVEN IN -APPFJ^JDIX B.4
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APPENDIX B.2
Program for Simulation of Freeway On-Bamp
With No Acceleration Lane and Yield-Sign Control




P.A^P CAPACITY BY DIGITAL SIMULATION
NO ACCELE:^.\TI0N lane ~ YIELD-SIGN CCNTHOL
DEFINITIONS
ABSTxlACT CONSTANTS -- A,B,C
FOR THE DECL-ACCL WITHOUT '^TOF CONDITION
T1+T2 = AVLTIM
AND RS^D*Tl-0 . 5^^DECL-T1*T1+ ( RS^D-DECL*T1 ) *T2
+0.5^^'vCCL*T2i:-T2 = A\rLD3T
OR 0.5* ( ACCL+DECL ) ^^T1*T1- AVLTIM* ( ACCL+DECL ) --"Tl
+ ( (:.^S^D*AVLTIM)+0.5* ( ACCL*AVLTIM"^'2 .
)
-AVLDST) =
THEREFORE A = .5* ( ACCL+DECL)
3= -( AVLTIM) ^^( ACCL+DECL)
C = ((RS^D* AVLTIM) +0.5"\^CCL*AVLTi:v"--"-2.
-AVLDST)
ACCL = ACCELE-.ATION RATE
AC^TNO = NUMBER RETURNED BY ACC'-^T, IF ACPTNO IS
MINUS OR ZERO, GAP IS ACCEPTABLE. IF
AC'TMO IS -POSITIVE, GA"^ IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.
ACT^Tl = NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF GA^ IS
ACCE-^TABLE TO A \^HICLE IN THE N-TH POSI-
TION TH\T DOES NOT STOP AT THE STC^ LINE
AC'^T2 = N'.ME OE SUBROUTINE TO DET^'r-lINE IF GA'^ IS
ACCEPTABLE TO A STC^PED, FIR"T-IN-LINE
ArsniCLE
/YDELAY = ACCUI^rjL^-T'ED DELAY TIME
ARAND = N\ME OF SUBRjUTINF, THAT GENER-.TES R.iNDOM
NUMBER'^ TO SAMPLE GA^ ACCE^TAJJCE
DISTRIBUTION
,ARDNO = R',N'")OM NUMBER GENERATED BY '.RAND
A3G = AV:\ILABLE SHOULDE ^. LANE G.A""
ASRTIM = ACCUMUL'TED SERVICE TIMES OF .ALL \^HICLES
ASRTMl = ACCUMULATED SERVICE Ti:^S OF VERI CLE^ THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR -"UE'-T?;
ASHTM2 = ACCUMULATED SERVICE TAMES OF A^EHICLES
























































ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF SERVICE TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR QUEUE
ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF SERVICE TIMES
VEHICLES TH.-T WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF SERVICE
ALL \rEHICLES
ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF V/AIT TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR CUEUE '
ACCUMULATED SCU/JiES OF SYSTEM TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF SYSTEM TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR QUEUE
ACCUMULATED SCUARES CF SYSTEM TIMES OF
ALL VEHICLES
ACCUMULATED SCUAPES OF WAIT TIMES OF P1.L
VEHICLES
ACCUMULATED S^U-".RES OF SERVICE TIMES
OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT
ACCUMULATED SYSTEM TIMES CF "^/EHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR QUEUE
ACCUMULATED SYSTEM TIME OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED SYSTEM TIMES OF ALL VEHICLES
DISTANCE FROM POINT OF GENERATION ON RAM°
TO POINT OF ENTRY INTO SHOULDER LANE
TIME AVAILABLE BETWEEN ARRIV.--.L TIME INTO
SYSTEM AND EARLIEST POSSTBLE DEP/lRTURE
TIME FROM SYSTEM
AVERAGE CUEUE LENGTH
AVERAGE SERVICE TII^ OF VEHICLES TH..T DO
NOT WAIT FOR CUEUE
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME OF VEHICLFS TH.AT WAIT
FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE SEi'VICE TIME FO ALL VEHICLES
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF VEHICLES THAT DO
NOT WAIT FOR CUEUE
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF VFi^ICLES THAT
WAIT FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME
AVERAGE WAIT OF ALL
OF .ALL VEHICLES
VEHICLES
AVERAGE WAIT OF VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT
FOR CUEUE
AVERAGE WAIT OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR
CUEUE
ACCUMULATED WAIT Tir^,S OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED WAIT TIMES OF PJuL VEHICLES
RECUIRED BRAKING DISTANCE AT RAMP SPEED
TIME REQUIRED TO BRAKE FROM RAi-TP S^EED
SPEED OF RAMP VEHICLE AT ^CINT OF ENTRY
INTC SHOULDER LANE WHEN VEHICLE IS ABLE






















































TIME ilEPUIRED TO TRA^/EL FROM -^OINT OF
/iRRIV.AL ON RAMP TO FCINT OF ENTRY INTO
SHOULDER LANE USING IMMEDIATE ACCELERATION
DISTANCE TRAVELED IN SHOULDER LANE WHILE
ACCELERATING FROM ENTRY SPEED TO SHOULDER
LANE S'^EED AFTER STOP ON RAMP
TO TRA\^L FROM POINT OF
TO T^OINT OF ENTRY INTO












TIME REC^UIRED TO ACCELERATE
SPEED OF ENS^'D3 TO SHOULDER
AFTER STO^. (TIME TO TRAVEL ;
OF C3DST)
TII1E REQUIRED TO TRA'TEL C3nST
LANE S^EED
TIME LOSS DUE TO ACCELERATION THAT IS
UNDERGONE IN THE SHOULDER LANE
C3TIM1 - C3TIM2
MINIMUM HEADWAY IN SHOULDER LANE STREAM
DELAY INCURRED BY THE LTH OBSET/ED VEHICLE
DECELER AT I ON R ATE
ME.AN DEL^Y FOR 1000 OBSEJ.VED AURICLES
DISTANCE TRAVELED IN SHOULDER LANE 'aTIILE
ACCELERATING FROM ENTRY SPEED OF ENS^D2
TO SHOULDER LANE S'^EED WHEN VEHICLE DOES
NOT ENTER FROM STO^^ED IST-IN-LINE ^OSITION
A DUMMY VARi;-^LE USED TO SATISFY FORTRAN
IV RULES FOR C,.\LLING SUBROUTINES
EARLIEST DEPARTURE TIME WITHOUT ENCROACH-
ING U^ON MINIMUM ALLOV/ABLE TIME SPACING TO
LEADING RA:^ VEHICLE
ENTRY SPEED OF PREVIOUS RAMP VEHICLE
ENTRY SPEED OF VEHICLE PRESENTLY UNDER
OBSERV\TION
DISTAl<iCE FROM IST-IN-LINE POSITION TO
POINT OF ENTRY INTO SHOULDER L.ANE
INDEX OF VEHICLE GENERATED
INDEX OF OPERATING CONDITION
1 - IMMEDIATE ACCELERATION
2 - DECELERATION-ACCELERATION
3 - STOP AND START AS IST-IN-LINE VEHICLE
4 - STOP AND START AS NTH-IN-LINE ^.TIHICLE
INDEX OF FOLLOWING CONDITION
1 - NOT UNDER INFLUENCE OF LEAD VEHICLE
2 - FOLLOWING RAMP VEHICLE AT MIN. HEADWAY
3 - FOLLOWING SHOULDER. L^AN^^: VEHICLE AT
MINIMUM HEADWAY
I>mE:< OF ^UEUE CONDITION
1 - NO ^UEUE
2 - ^UEUE
























































= index used in determining cueue length
= inde:< for vehicles not waiting for cueue
= iitoex for vehicles waiting for cueue
= INDEX for observed VEHICLES
= QUEUE EXISTING AS LTH VEHICLE ENTFJiS
SYSTEM
= M.AZIMUM QUEUE OBSER\rED
= NUMBER OF SIIWLi.TION RUN
- NUMBER OF VEHICLES BY ^UEUE AND OPERATING
CONDITIONS V/HERE C* :..ND IC* CODES ARE AS
INDICATED .\BOVE FOR IC ANT> IC
= NUiffi^.R OF RA?P VEHICLE DEPARTURES
= NUrfflER OF SHOULDER L.\NE VEHICLES GENERATED
^AST R\r-r? ENTRANCE
= NUMBER OF VEHICLES THAT WAl^" FOR A CUEUE
= NUMBER OF VEHICLE^^ WAITING LONGER THAN **
SECONDS vm^RE ** HAS VALUES OF 30, 60,
90, 120, 150 .WD 180
= NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF
VEHICLES BY j.,ZNGTH OF DELAY
= PRCB/£ILITY OF ACCE-^TING GAP
= TIi^IE FOR PERCEPTION, INTELLECTION, AND
VOLITION AS INFLUENCED BY EMOTION.AL STATE
= PERCENT OF VEHICLES DELAYED LONGER THAN
** SECONDS WHERE -* HAS VALUES OF 30, 60,
90, 120, 150 AND 180
= 85-TH PERCENTILE CUEUE LENGTH
= 90-TH PERCENTILE QUEUE LENGTH
QUEUE LENGTH
USED TO DETERMINE LENGTH
AS NEW VEHICLE AQRI\^S
TMTS
RAl = PORTION UNDER RESTRICTED CONDITION
RTl = MS.A^ RESTRICTED HEADWAY
RDl = MINIMU.M RESTRICTED HEADV/AY
riA2 = PORTION UlvIDER FREE CONDITION
RT2 = MEAN FREE HEADWAY
RD2 = MINIMUM FREE HEADWAY





ON DATA C \RD
ITH VEHICLE
HEADWAYS
RAr4^ VOLUME CALLED FOR
RAI^ VOLUME GENERATED
TIPTE OF DEPARTURE OF THE
FROM THE SYSTEM
RAMP HEADWAY GENFR \TED BY
NAME OF SUBRCUTINE THaT R
RDl, RA2, RT2, and RD2
DISTANCE REQUIRED FOR ACCELERATION FROM
';4MP SPEED TO SHOULDER L:\NE S^EQD
Tire REQUIRED FOR ACCELERATION FROM RAMP
-EED TO SHOULDER LANE SPEED
NAMES OF SUBROUTINES THAT RETURN RANDOM




















































































SINCE THERE ARE FIVE SUCH DISTRIBUTIONS
» TAKES ON VALUES OF 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 5
A RANDOM NUMBER RETURNED BY RRAND* TO BE
U.SED TO SELECT EITHER THE RESTRICTED OR
THE FREE PORTION OF THE R-.M? HEADWAY
DISTRIBUTION
A RANDOM NUMBER RETURNED BY RRAND* TO BE
USED TO SAFTLE EITHER THE RESTRICTED OR
THE FREE -PORTION OF THE RAMP HE.aDWAY













DO NOT WAIT FOR A
STD. DEV. OF V/AIT
FOR A CUEUE
DEV, OF SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES
DO NOT WAIT FOR A iLUEUE
DEV. OF SYSTEM TIMES OF 'VEHICLES
FOR A CUEUE
OF SYSTEM TIMES OF ALL OBSSR^/ED
VEHICLES
IME ON RAr>TP AS FIRST IN LINE VEHICLE
WAITING FOR ACCEPTABLE GAP
TIME AT WHICH RAPP VEHICLE
ENTRY ^OINT AND FROM WHICH
LANE ARRIVAL IS SCALED TO DETERMINE
AVAILABLE SHOULDEa LANE GAP
SHOULDER-LA.NE HEAD'-JAYS RETURNED BY
SHLANE
NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS THE D AND
Z PARAMETERS OF THE SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
DISTRIBUTION
NAME OF SUBROUTINE TH \T RETURNS
SHOULDEr: LANE HEAD^^^AYS
SHOULDER L'^E VOLUME CALLED FOR
SHOUl.DER-LAN--^ VOLUME GENERATED
NAMt: OF SUBROUTINE THAT PERFORMS A "^USH-
DOWN SCAT ON FLOATING-^OINT OU.\NTITIES
NAME OF SUBR UTINE THAT ^ERFORMS A ^USH-
DOk'N SCAT ON FIXED-POINT QUANTITIES
N w'lES OF SUBROUTINES THAT RETURN RANDOM
NUMBERS TO SAMPLE SHOULDER LANE HE>\DWAY

































































DISTRIBUTIONS, * TAKES A VALUE OF 1, 2,
3, ^, AND 5
R.\I>IDOM NUMBER RETURNED BY THE SUBROUTINE
SR\ND*
SERVICE TIME OF THE L-TH OBSERVED VEHICLE
SERVI'JE TINE OF THE J-TH VEHICLE THAT
DOES NOT VJAIT FOR A CUEUE
SERVICE TIME OF THE K-TH \'EHICLE TH^iT
WAITS FOE A -UEUE
SHOULDER L.ANE SPEED
SYSTEM TIME OF THE L-TH OBSERVED VEHICLE
SYSTEM TIME OF THE J-TH VEHICLE THAT DOES
NOT WAIT FOR A CUEUE
SYSTEM Tir-iE OF THE K-TH VEHICLE THAT
WAITS FOR A :.,UEUE
TOTAL TIME A VEHICLE LOSES IN THE SYSTEM
NAME OF V/iRI.^LE USED AS CLOCK
TIME REQUIRED TO ACCELER--,TE FROM ENTRY
SPEED OF ENS"'D2 TO SHOULDER L.^VNE SPEED
AFTER DECL-A:CL BUT NO STOP. (TIME TO
TRAVEL THE DIST'-.NCE - D3T)
TIME REQUIRED TO TRAVEL THE DISTANCE. DST,
AT SHOULDER L^JJE SPEED
TIME LOST DUIING ACCELERATION AFTER
EImTERING SHOULDER LANE
MAXIMUM TIME SIMULATOR CAN RUN
TIME OF DECELERATION FOR DECL-ACCL WITHOUT
STOP CONDITION
TIME OF ACCELERATION FOR DECL-ACCL WITHOUT
STQ"° CONDITION
VEHICLE LENGTH
VARIANCE OF SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR A ^UEUE
VARIANCE OF SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR A rUEUE
VARIANCE OF SERVICE TIMES OF ALL OBSERVED
A^EHICLES
VARIANCE OF SYSTEM TIMES OF A^^HICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR A CUEUE
VARIANCE OF SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT W.AIT FOR A CUEUE
V'lJilANCE OF SYSTEM TIMES OF .ALL OBSEP.YED
A^HICLES
VARIANCE OF WAIT TIMES OF ALL OBSERVED
VEHICLES
VARIANCE OF WAIT TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR A CUEUE
VARI.AXCE OF WAIT TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR A -UEUE
FLOATING ^OINT CCK^ERSION OF OBSERVED
CUEUE LENGTH
Tli'IE ON RA:^ V/HILE IN THE N,N-1, . . ,^,3,























VJAIT TIME OF THE K-TH VEHICLE THAT "WAITS
FOR A rUEUE
wait ti:^e of the l-th observed vehicle
sum of observed c:ueue lengths
flo^aTINg point conversion of number of
vehicles observed
flo'.ting point conversion of total number
of vehicles that do not wait for a ;ueue
floating point conversion of total number
of vehicles that wait for a cueue
ft.oating point conversion of nui©er of
r.amp vehicle dep.lrtures
floating point conversion of number of
shoulder-lane vehicles generated pa"t
THE 3.M1P
FLOATING POINT COInTVERSION OF NUMBER OF
VEHICLES DELAYED LONGER THAN ** SECONDS
VJHERE ^* TAKES ON VM.UES OF 30,60,90,120,
150, AND 180.
NEG^TI\7E OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN AND










DI>EKSION RAT(1300) ,3DT(1300 ) ,WAIT2 (1000) ,WAIT(1000)
,
ISRTIMl(lOOO) ,SRTIM2(1000) ,SRTIM(1000) ,SYSTM1( 1000 )
,
2SY"TM2(1000) ,SYSTIM( 1000 ) ,L'(1000) ,DDELAY(1000)
BEGIN SIMULATION RUN
DO 500 N0SInS=l,5,l
WRITE (6, 1003) NOSIMS
FORMAT (1H1,14X,(9HN0SIMS^ =^ ,11)
INPUT DATA FOR SIi-TULATION HUN
RE_'\D(5,1005) SHLVOL,RA^^VOL
F0RMAT(F5.0, F6.0)
WRITE (6, 1007) SHLV0L,RAMV0L











































c calculation of program constants
1039 RSPD =44.0
1040 SSPD = (1. 47)^(52. 0-0. 008*SHLVCL)
1041 ACCL =7.5
1042 DECL =9.0
1043 A = 0.5^^(ACCL+DECL)
1044 RC_ACTM = {SST'D-RSPD)/ACCL
1045 RQACDT = (RSPD^^RC;,ACTM)+0.5*ACCL*{RC:ACTM**2.)
1046 if(r^acdt-2oo.)io47, 1050, 1053
1047 CITIMS = RCACTyi+( 200. -RCACDT) /SSPD
1048 CIENSP = SSPD
1049 GO TO 1055
1050 CITIME = RQACTM
1051 CIEXSP = SS^D
1052 GO TO 1055
1053 CITIHE = {-RSPD+S^RT(R5^D^^*2.4-3000. ) )/7.5
1054 CIENSP = RS^^D+ACCL^CITIKE
1055 3RKTIM = HS^D/DECL
1056 BRKD3T = 0.5*DECL*3RKTi:';**-2.
1057 AVLD3T = 200.
1058 ENTDoT = AVLDST-3RKD5T
188
1059 C3TIME = RS^D/DECL+SCRT(2.»ENTDST/ACCL)
2059 C3ENSP = SQJ?T(2.*ACCL^ENTDST)
3059 C3TIM1 = (SSPD-C3ENSP)/ACCL
4059 C3DST = C3ENSP^^C3TIM1+0.5*ACCL*C3TIM1**2.
5059 C3TIM2 = C3DST/SS^D
6059 C3TL0S = C3TIM1-C3TIM2
TIMMAX = 2.*(1300./HAMVOL)
1060 CALL R^DATA (RAMVOL, RAl, RTl , RDl, RA2 , RT2 , RD2)
1061 CALL SHDATA(SHLVOL, D, Z)
C OUTPUT CONSTANTS OF RAMP AND SHOULDER LANF, HEADWAY
C DISTRIBUTIONS
1062 K^ITE(6,1063) RAMVOL, BAl, RTl, RDl,RA2,RT2,RD2,SHLV0L,D,Z
1063 F0RM\T(15X,9HRAMV0L = ,F5.0,5X,
I6HRAI = ,F5.3,5X,6HRT1 = F6.3,5X,6HRD1 = ,F5.2 /
234X,6HRA2 = ,F5.3,5X,6HRT2 = ,F6
.3 , 5X ,6HRD2 = ,F5.2 /
315X,9HSHLVOL = ,F5.0,5X,i^HD = ,F4.2,8X,4HZ = ,F5.2)
C
C
C ROUTINE TO GENERATE FLOW OF 3OO PRELIMINARY VEHICLES
C THUS LOADING THE SIMULATOR BEFORE VEHICLES FOR
C OBSERVATION ARE G^'NERATED
C
C INCREMENT TOTAL VEHICLE COUNTER
800 1=1+1
C CXLL IN 2 RANDOM NUMBERS TO SAP^PLE RAM^ HEADWAY DIST.
810 GO TO (812,814,816,818,820) ,NOSI.••IS
812 RRDNOl = RR>WD1( DUMMY)
813 RRDN02 = RRAND 1( DUMMY)
GO TO 822
814 RRDNOl = RRAND2( DUMMY)
815 RRDN02 = RRAND2( DUMMY)
GO TO 822
816 RRDNOl = RRAND3 (DUMMY)
817 RRDN02 = RRAND3 (DUMMY)
GO TO 822
818 RRDNOl = RR.\ND4( DUMMY)
819 RHDN02 = RRAND4( DUMMY)
GO TO 822
820 RRDNOl = RRAND5( DUMMY)
821 RRDN02 = RRAND5 (DUMMY)
C GENERATE NEXT RAMP HEADWAY
822 RH = RAMP(RRDN01,RRDN02,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2)
C DETERMINE IF THIS IS THE FIRST VEHICLE TO BE GENERATED
C AND PROCEFJD ACCORDINGLY
IF (I-l) 825,825,826
C CALCULATE RAMP A'lRIVAL TIKE
825 RAT(l) = RH
C C'U.CULAT?. DE^'\RTURE TIME IF RAMP W.HICLE ACCELERATES
C IMMEDIATELY U^ON ARRIVAL INTO SYSTEM
1825 RDT(I) = RAT(I)+C1TIME
C CALCULATE E.ARLIEST POSSIBLE DEPARTURE TIME WITHOUT
C OVERTAKING LEADING RAMP VEHICLE
189
2825 EDE^TM = 0.
3825 GO TO 830
C CALCUt^TE RAIT' ARRIVAL TII'TE
826 RAT(I) = RAT(I-l) + RH
C CALCULATE DEPARTURE TIME IF RAMP ^/EHICLE ACCELERATES
C IMMEDIATELY U^ON ARRIVAL INTO SYSTEM
82? RDT(I) = RAT(I)+C1TIME
C CALCULATE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DEPARTURE TIME WITHOUT
C OVERTAKING LEADING EArTP VEHICLE
828 EDE--TM = RDT(I-l)+2.0
C DETERMINE IF CUEUE EXISTS
829 IF(RDT(I)-RDT(I-1))864,830,830
830 IP=1
C NO QUEUE EXISTS
C DETERMINE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS WHILE IN SYSTEM
1830 IF(RDT(I)-EDEPTM)831,^831,'^831
831 IF=2
C OBSERVED VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING LEADING RAMP VEHICLE
C AT MINIMUM HEADWAY
1831 IC=2
C DECELERATION-ACCELERATION
C CALCULATE RAMP DEPARTURE TIME ASSUMING ^TEHICLE IN
C QiUESTION WILL FOLLOW A LEADING VEHICLE AT
C A MINIMUM HEADWAY
2831 RDT(I) = RDT(I-l)+2.0
C CALCULhTE time AVAIL/i3LE FBOM TIME OF ARRIVAL ON RAMP
C TO NEXT POSSIBLE DEPARTURE TIME
AVLTIM = RDT(I)-RAT(I)
3831 GO TO 832
4831 IF = 1




C DETERMINE IF LAG EXISTS IN SHOULDER LANE
C IF ONE DOES, GO AHE ' D TO DETERMINE LENGTH, IF NO LAG
C EXISTS, GENERATE A GAP.
832 IF(RDT(I)-SAT2)848,833 ,833
C CALL IN R.ANDOM NUMBER TO SAI^LE
C SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY DISTRIBUTION
833 GOTO (83'+,836,838,840,842) ,NOSIMS
83 4 SRDNO = SRANDK DUMMY)
835 GO TO 843
836 SRDNO = SRAND2( DUMMY)
837 GO TO 843
838 SRDNO = SRAND3 (DUMMY)
839 GO TO 843
840 SRDNO = SR;vND4( DUMMY)
841 GO TO 643
842 SRDNO = SRAND5 (DUMMY)
C GENERATE NE>:T SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
843 SH=SHLANE( SRDNO, SHLVOL, D, Z)
190
C UP-DATE SHOULDER-LANE ARRIVAL TIMES
8^^ SAT1=SAT2
8^5 SAT2=SAT2 + SH
C INCREMENT SHOULDER LANE VOLUME COUNTER
846 NSVEH=NSVEH + 1
8^7 GO TO 832
C CALCULATE LENGTH OF AVAILABLE GAP
848 ASG = SAT2-RDT(I)
C CALL IN RANDOM NUMBER TO SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE
C DISTRIBUTION
849 ARDNO = AHAND( DUMMY)
C DETERMINE IF G.AP IS ACCEPT.ABLE AFTER SELECTING THE
C PROPER DECISION MODEL DEPENDENT UPON THE
C OPERATING CONDITION
C IF G.\P IS ACCEPT.ABLE, t^ROCEED AHEAD TO UPDATE RAMP
C VOLUME COUNTER. IF NOT CALCULATE NEW POSSIBLE
C DEPARTURE TIME
850 GO TO (851,851,853,851) ,IC
851 CALL ACPTl (ASG, ARDNO, AC^TNO)
852 GO TO 854
853 CALL ACPT2( ASG, ARDNO, ACPTNO)
854 IF (ACPTNO) 884,884,855
855 RDT(I) = SAT2+0.5
IF=3
C OBSERVED VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING 'A LEADING SHOULDER LANE
C VEHICLE AT MINIMUM HEADVIAY
C DETERMINE A:10UNT OF AVAILABLE TIME TO EARLIEST
C DEPARTURE TIME AND THE RESULTING OPERATING
C CHARACTFJilSTICS.
856 AVLTIM = RDT(I)-RAT(I)
857 IF (AVLTIM-C3TIME) 858,858,860
858 IC=2
C DECELERATION-ACCELERATION
859 GO TO 833
860 IC = 3
C DECELERATION TO STOP AS IST-IN-LIN^ VEHICLE
861 GO TO 833
864 ic:=2
C QUEUE EXISTS
C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE TIME TO EARLIEST
C DEPARTURE TIME AND THE RESULTING OPERATING
C CH.AHACTERI3TICS.





C OBSERVED VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING LE^VDING RAMP VEHICLE
C AT MINIMUM HEADWAY
868 GO TO 873
869 IC=4
C DECELERATION TO STOP AS NTH-IN-LINE VEHICLE
870 IF=2
191
C OBSERVED VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING LEADING RAMP VEHICLE
C AT MINIMUM HEADWAY
C DETERMINE NEVJ POSSIBLE RAI^ DEPARTURE TIKE
873 RDT(I) = RDT(I-l)+2.0
874 GO TO 832
C INCREMENT RAMP VOLUME COUNTER
884 NRDE^T=NRDE?T + 1
C DETERMINE SPEED OF ENTRY INTO SHOULDER LANE DEPENDENT
C UPON QUEUE CCIvroiTION, FOLLOV/ING CONDITION, AND
C OPERATING CONDITION
885 GO TO (1886,1888,1903,1905) ,IC
1886 ENS^D2 = CIENSP
1887 GO TO 1914
1888 B=-AVLTIM*(ACCL+DECL)
1889 C = RS^D*AVLTIM+0.5*ACCL*( AVLTIM**2.)-AVLDST
1890 Tl = (-3-SCRT(B*B-4.^-*A*C) )/(2.*A)
1891 T2 = AVLTIM-Tl
1892 ENS:'D2 = R3PD-DECL*T1+ACCL*T2
1893 GO TO (1894,1897) ,IQ
1894 IF(ENST'D2-SS?D) 1914,1895,1895
1895 ENS^D2 = SS?D
1896 GO TO 1914
1897 GO TO (1898,1898,1899) , IF
1898 IF(ENSPD2-ENSPD1)1900, 1900, 1899
1899 ENSPD2 = ENSPDl
1900 IF (ENS^D2-SSPD) 1914, 1901, 1901
1901 EN5^D2 = SSPD
1902 GO TO 1914
1903 ENSPD2 = C3ENSP
1904 GO TO 1914
1905 ENSPD2 = ENSPDl
1906 IF(ENSPD2-SS?D) 1914, 1907, I907
1907 ENS'^D2 = SSPD
C SINCE VEHICLE IS LEAVING SYSTEM DEFINE IT TO BE THE
C PREVIOUS ^/EHICLE AND ESTABLISH PREVIOUS-VEHICLE
C ENTERING SPEED
1914 ENSPDl = ENSPD2
C UP-DATE TIME CLOCK
886 TIME = RDT(I)/3600.
C DETERMINE IF RUNNING TIME LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEED.
C IF IT HAS BEEN, OUTPUT TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 'J^D STOP
C MESSAGE
887 IF(Ti:^-TIHMAY ) 888,889,889
C DETERMINE IF SIMULATOR LOADING IS COrTLFTED
888 IF(I-300)800,900,900
C OUTPUT TRAFFIC DATA AND INFORMATION MESSAGE WHEN THE




892 R.AI'IVPH = XNRDE-'/TIME
893 VJRITE (6,401)
894 Vv'RITE (6,403) NSVEH, SHLVPH, NRDE^T, RAMV^H, TIME
192
895 vrRITE (6,896)
896 FORMAT (IHO, /////, 13X,
148HSIMULATI0N RUN TERMINATED DURING LOADING OF RAMP,
21X,47HAREA PREVIOUS TO 03ERSVATI0N OF RAMP OPERATION./
313X,39HRE-RUN USING A RAMP VOLUME ECUi^-L TO THE,
4lX,33HOBSERVED RAMP VOLUME OF THIS RUN.)
898 GO TO 500
C BEGIN SIMULATION OF 1000 VEHICLES FOR OBSERVATION
C CALL IN 2 RANDOM NUMBERS TO SAMPLE RAMP HE/vDWAY DIST.
900 GO TO (901,903,905,907,909) ,NOSIMS
901 RRDNOl = RHANDK DUMMY)
902 RRDN02 = RRANDK DUMMY)
GO TO 915
903 RRDNOl = RRAND2 (DUMMY)
90i»- RRDN02 = RRAND2( DUMMY)
GO TO 915
905 RRDNOl = 3RAND3 (DUMMY)
906 RRDN02 = RRAN D3 (DUMMY)
GO TO 915
907 RRDNOl = RRAND^ (DUMMY)
908 RRDN02 = RRAND4 (DUMMY)
GO TO 915
909 RRDNOl = RRAND5( DUMMY)
910 RRDN02 = RRAND5( DUMMY)
C
,
GENERATE NEXT RAMP HE.ADV.'AY
*915 RH = RAM^( RRDNOl, RRDN02,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2)
C INCREMENT TOTAL VEHICLE COUNTER
916 1=1+1
C INCREMENT OBSERVED VEHICLE COUNTER
917 L = L + 1
C CALCULAT" RAMP ARRIVAL TIFffi
1 RAT(I) = RAT(I-l)-fRH
C CALCULATE DEP \RTUr;E TIME IF RAMP VEHICLE ACCELERATED
C IMMEDIATELY UPON ARRIVAL INTO SYSTEM
2 RDT(I) = RAT(I)+C1TIME
C CALCULATE E.^LIEST POSSIBLE DEPARTURE TIKE WITHOUT
C OVERTAKING LEADING RAM? VEHICLE
3 EDEPTM = RDT(I-l)+2.0
C DETERMINE IF CUEUE EXISTS
4 IF(RDT(I)-RDT(I-1))30,6,6
6 1Q=1
C NO CUEUE EXISTS
C DETERMINE OPEr^ATING CHARACTERISTICS VJHILE IN SYSTEM
1116 IF ( RDT ( I ) -EDEPTM ) 7 , ^117 ,^117
7 IF=2
C OBSERVED VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING LEADING RAMP VEHICLE
C AT MINIMUM HEADWAY
1117 IC=2
C DECELERATI ON-ACCELERnTION
C CALCULATE RAMP DEP-^iiTURE TIME ASSUMING VEHICLE IN
C QUESTION WILL FOLLOW A ].EA.DING 'AEHirLE »^.T
C A MINIMUM HE.ADWAY
19 3
211? RDT(I) = RDT(I-l)+2.0
C CALCULATE Tir-IE AVAILABLE FROM TIME OF ARRIV.AL ON RAMP
C TO NEXT POSSIBLE DEP.-XRTURE TIME
AVLTIM = RDT(I)-RAT(I)
3117 GO TO 8
4117 IF=1




C INCREMENT NON-RESTRICTED VEHICLE COUNTER
8 J=J+1
C ENTER QUEUE LENGTH IN QUEUE LENGTH SUMMARY
9 LO(L)=0
C DETERMINE IF LAG EXISTS IN SHOULDER L.ANE
C IF ONE DOES, GO AHEAD TO DETERMINE LENGTH. IF NO LAG
C EXISTS, GENERATE A GAP.
12 IF(RDT(I)-SAT2)36, 14,14
C CALL IN RAiroOM NUMBER TO SAMPLE
C SHOULDE'^. LANE HEADWAY DISTRIBUTION
14 GO TO (16,18,20,22,24) ,NOSIMS
16 SRDN0=SRAND1( DUMMY)
17 GO TO 26
18 SRDN0=SRAND2( DUMMY)
19 GO TO 26
20 SaDN0=SRAND3(DUMiMY)
21 GO TO 26
22 SRDN0=SRAND4( DUMMY) *-•
23 GO TO 26
24 SRDN0=SRAND5 (DUMMY)
C GENERATE NEXT SHOULDER L.ANE HEADVJAY
26 SH=3HLANE(SRDN0, SHLVOL, D, Z)
C UP-DATE SHOULDER-LANE ARRIVAL TIMES
28 SAT1=SAT2
30 SAT2=SAT2+SH
C INCREMENT SHOULDER LANE VOLUME COUNTER
32 NSVEH=NSVEH+1
34 GO TO 12
C CALCULATE LENGTH OF AVAILABLE GA?
36 ASG = SAT2-RDT(I)
C CALL IN R.ANDOM NUMBER TO SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE
C DISTRIBUTION
37 ARDNO=AR AND (DU «:>«)
C DET^RXINE IF GAP IS ACCEPTABLE AFTE.'i SELECTING THE
C PROPER DECISION MODEL DEPENDENT UPON THE
C OPERATING CONDITION
C IF GAP IS ACCEPTABLE, 'T'ROCEED AHEAD TO UPDATE RAMP
C VOLUME COUNTER. IF NOT CALCULATE NEW POSSIBLE
C DEPARTURE Tllffi
38 GO TO (39, 39, 41, 39), IC
39 CALL ACPT1(ASG,ARDN0,AC^TN0)




43 RDT(I) = SAT2+0.5
IF = 3
C 0B3ERVKD VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING A LEADING SHOULDER LANE
C VEHICLE AT MINIMUM HEADWAY
C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF AVAIL/\3LE TIME TO EARLIEST
C DEPARTURE TIME AND THE RESULTING OPERATING
C CH'.RACTERISTICS.




4? GO TO 14
48 IC = 3
C DECELERATION TO STOP AS IST-IN-LIME VEHICLE
49 GO TO 14
C INCREMENT RAM^^ VOLUME COUNTER
53 NRDEPT = NRDE^T+1
C PROCEED DEPENDENT UPON CUEUE AND OPERATING CONDITIONS
54 GO TO (55,100) ,IQ
55 GO TO (56, 60, 75), IC
c update cueue-operating coitoition counter
56 nj:.iici = nq,iici+i
c calculate entering speed
57 enspd2 = ciensp
c calculate acceleration time loss
58 TMLOSS = 0.
59 GO TO 203
C UPDATE '^lUEUE-OPERATING CONDITION COUNTER
60 NQ1IC2 = NQ1IC2+1
C C.'U.CULATE ENTERING S^^EED
61 B = -AVLTIM* (ACCL+DECL)
62 C = RS^D*AVLTIM+0.5*ACCL*(AVLTIM^**2.)-AVLDST
63 Tl = (-B-SQRT(B*B-4.^'tA*C) )/(2.*A)
64 T2 = AVLTIM-Tl
65 ENS^D2 = RSP0-DECL*T1+ACCL*T2
66 IF(ENS^D2-5S^D)70,67,67
67 ENSPD2 = SSPD
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION TIM>: LOSS
68 TMI.OSS = 0.
69 GO TO 203
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION TIi-TE LOSS
70 TIMl = (SS^D-ENS^D2)/ACCL
71 D3T = ENSPD2*TIM1+0.5*ACCL*TIM1**2.
72 TIM2 = DST/SS^D
73 TMLOSS = TIM1-TIK2
74 GO TO 203
C UPDATE eUEUE-OPE'-.ATING CONDITION COUNTER
75 N01IC3 = NC1IC3+1
C CALCULATE ENTERING S^EED
76 ENSPD2 = C3ENSP
195
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION TIME LOSS
'7'} TMLOSS = C3TL0S
C SINCE VEHICLE IS LEAVING SYSTEM DEFINE IT TO 3E THE
C PREVIOUS VEHICLE AITO ESTABLSIH PREVIOUS-VEHICLE
C ENTERING S^EED
203 ENSPDl = ENS-^Da
C UP-DATE WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME AND
C DELAY-TIME SUMMARIES
20^ WAIT(L) = 0.
205 SRTIMl(J) = RDT(I)-(RAT(I)+C1TIME)
206 ASRTM1=ASRTM1+SRTIM1(J)
20? ASSRT1=ASSRT1+SRTIM1 ( J) **2
.
208 SxRTIM(L) = 3RTIM1(J)
209 ASRTIM = ASHTIM + SRTIM(L)
210 ASSRTM = ASSRTH + SRTIM(L)**2.
211 SYSTMKJ) = RDT(I)-(RAT(I)+C1TIME)
212 ASYTMl = ASYTMl+SYSTMKJ)
213 ASSYTl = ASSYTl+SY3TMl(J)->*2.
21^+ 3YSTIM(L) = SYSTMKJ)
215 ASYTM = ASYTM+SYSTIM(L)
216 ASSYTM = ASSYTM + SYSTIM(L) **2
.
217 DELAY = SYSTl'a(J)+TML05S
1217 ADELAY = ,^ELAY+DELAY
2217 DDELAY(L) = DELAY
218 GO TO 240 *-•
80 ICi=2
C O.UEUE EXISTS
C INCREMENT RESTRICTED ^TEHICLE COUNTER
81 K=K-t-l
C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF AVAIL.ABLE TII'IE TO EARLIEST
C DEPARTUl^E TIME
82 AVLTIM = EDEPTM-R ;.T ( I
)
C DETERf-HNE QUEUE LENGTH
83 QITIME = R^TCD+ClTir^lE
84 DO 87 I'"L1=1, 1300,1
85 I^L2 = I-ICLl
86 IF(C^ITIME-RDT(I^L2) )87,87,88
87 CONTINUE
C ENTER QUEUE LENGTH IN C^UEUE LENGTH SUMMARY
88 LC^(L) = IOLl-1
C ACCUMULATE SUM OF ^UEUE LENGTHS
89 W = I^Ll-1
90 WCL = VJOL+W





C OBSER\^D VEHICLE IS FOLLOWING LE -.DING R IM^ '-/EHICLE
C AT MINIMUM HEADVIAY
94 GO TO 98
95 IC=4
196
C DECELERATION TO STOP AS NTH-IN-LINE VEHICLE
96 IF=2
C OBSERVED VEHICLE IS FOLLOVJING LEADING RAM? VEHICLE
C AT MINIMUM HEADWAY
C DET^-RMINE NEW POSSIBLE RAM" DEPARTURE TITffi
98 RDT(I) = RDT(I-l)+2.0
99 GO TO 12
C PROCEED DEPENDENT UPON OPERATING CONDITION
100 GO TO (102,102,104,106) ,IC
C UPDATE QUEUE-OPERATING CONDITION COUNTER
102 NC2IC2=NC2IC2+1
C CALCULATE ENTERING SPEED
1102 B = -AVLTIM*(ACCL+DECL)
2102 C= RSPD*AVLTIM+0.5*ACCL*(AVLTIM**2.)-AVLDST
3102 Tl = (-B-SQRT(B*B-4.*A-^C) )/(2.-«^A)
4102 T2 = AVLTIM-Tl
5102 ENSPD2 = RSPD-DECL*T1+ACCL*T2
115 GO TO (116,116,11?) , IF
116 IF(SMS'D2-ENSPD1)118,118,117
117 ENSPD2 = E^ISPDl
103 GO TO 118
C UPDATE CUEUE-OPEAATING CONDITION COUNTER
104 NQ,2IC3 = NQ2IC3+1
C CALCULATE ENTERING SPEED
2104 ENSPD2 = C3ENSP
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION TIME LOSS
3104 TMLOSS = C3TL0S
105 GO TO 219
C UPDATE QUEUE-OPERATING CONDITION COUNTER
106 NC2IC4 = N(r2IC4+l
C CALCULATE ENTERING S^EED
107 ENSPD2 = ENS^Dl
118 IF(ENSPD2-SSPD)122,119,119
119 ENSPD2 = SSPD
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION TIME LOSS
120 TI4L0SS =0.
121 GO TO 219
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION TIME LOSS
122 TIMl = (SSPD-ENS'"D2)/ACCL
123 DST = ENSPD2*TIM1+0.5*ACCL*(TIM1**2.)
124 TIM2 = DST/SSPD
125 TP'ILOSS = TIM1-TIM2
C SINCE VEHICLE IS LEWING SYSTEM DEFINE IT TO BE THE
C PREVIOUS '/EHICLE .AND EST;\3LISH PREVICUS-'/EHICLE
C ENTERING SPEED
219 ENSPDl = ENSPD2
C UP-DATE WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME AND
C DELAY-TIME SUMMARIES
220 WAIT2(K) = R:jT(I-1) - (R-\T(I )+ClTIME)
221 AWAIT2 = AWAIT2+WAIT2(K)
222 ASWT2=ASV;T2+WAIT2 (K ) **2 .
223 WAIT(L) = WAIT2(K)
224 AWAIT = AWAIT + WAIT(L)
225 A'^.WAIT = ASWAIT + WAIT(L)**2.
197
226 SRTIM2(K) = aDT(I)-RDT(I-l)
227 ASRTM2=ASRT«2+SRTIM2(K)
228 ASSRT2=ASSHT2+SRTI M2 ( K ) **2
.
229 SRTIM(L) = SRTIM2(K)
230 ASRTIM = ASRTIM + SRTIM(L)
231 ASSRTM = ASSRTM + SRTIM(L)**2.
23,2 SYSTM2(K) = RDT(I)-(RAT(I)+C1TIME)
233 ASYTM2=ASYTM2+SySTM2(K)
23^ ASSYT2=ASSYT2+SYSTM2(K)^*2.
235 SYSTIM(L) = SY3TM2(K)
236 ASYTM = ASYTM + SY3TIM(L)
237 ASSYTM = ASSYTiM + SYSTIM(L)^*2.
238 DELAY = SY3TM2(K)+TML0S3
1238 ADELAY = ADELAY+DELAY
2238 DDELAY(L) = DELAY







C UP-D\TE TIME CLOCK
250 Tir4E=RDT(I)/3600.
C DETERMINE IF SIMULATION TIME LIMIT IS EXCEEDED
255 IF(TIME-TIMMAX)260,515,515
C DETERMINE IF TOTAL SAMPLE HAS BEEN OBSERVED
260 IF(NRDEPT-1300)900,264,264
C CALCULATE PERCENTAGES BY LENGTH OF DELAY
.
264 XVIOO = NVi>r30
?v\Ar30 = (x\r»oo/iooo.
)
265 XV^/J60 = NVW60
p^^^J6o = (x\r//6 0/1000.
266 XV\aJ90 = NVi;90
PV,'J90 = (XVW90/1000
.
267 XV,-7120 = NW120
PW120 = (XVW120/1000.)
268 XVWI50 = NV'/J150
PVWI50 = (XV/JI5O/IOOO.)
269 XVlNflSO = NVlNfl80
PW180 = (XW180/1000.)
C CALCULATE NUMBERS OF RESTRICTED
C AND NON-RESTRICTED A/EHICLES
270 XK=K
271 XJ=J
C C<\LCULATE ME.-.NS, VARIANCES .AND STAND \RD DEVIATIONS





276 VR'.-/T2= ( AS'';T2- ( A\ JAIT2^*^2 . ) /XK) / (XK-1 . )
277 SDyT2=SrRT ( VRVT2
)
278 AT-.'AIT='V/;AIT/1000 .
279 VRVAIT=( AS- 'AIT- ( AWAIT *«2 . )/1000 . )/999 .
280 SDWAIT=SrRT(VRVJAIT)
281 AVSRT1=ASRTM1/XJ
282 VRSRT1= ( ASSRTl-( ASRTM1**2
.




285 VRSRT2=( AS'^^RT?-^ A'^RTM2<^*2.)AK)/(XK-1.)
286 SDSRT2=SCRT(VHSRT2)
28? AVSRT=ASRTIM/1000.
288 VR3RT = (ASSRTM-(ASRTIM**2.)/1000.)/999.
289 SDSRT=5CRT(VRSRT)
290 AVSYTl = ASYTMl/XJ
291 VR3YT1 = (A55YT1-(A:1YTM1**2.)/XJ)/(XJ-1.)








1298 DELAYM = ADELAY/1000.
299 XI=1000.
C SORT WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME, AND
C CUEUE-LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS INTO AN INCREASING ORDER
305 CALL S0RT1(J,SRTIM1)
306 CALL SORTK J,SYSTM1)
307 CALL S0RT1(K,WAIT2)
3 08 CALL S0RT1(K,SRTIM2)
309 CALL S0RT1(K,SYSTM2)
311 CALL S0RT1(1000,SRTIM)
31Z CALL SORTK 1000, SY3TIM)
313 CALL S0RT2(LQ)
31^ CALL SORTK 100 0,DDEL AY)
C CALCULATE SirWLATED RAM? .AND SHOULDER-L.ANE VOLUMES
330 XNSVEH=NSA7EH
332 SHLVPH = (XNSVExVSAT2)*3600.
336 RAMVPH = (1030./(RAT(1300)-RAT(300)) )*3600.
3^1 NV^/;=XK






350 L^nPCi = LO(IOOO)
C WRITE output FROM SIMULATION RUN
400 '<'RITE(6,401)
401 F0RMAT(1H1,37X,
144HRAMP CAPACITY ANALYSIS BY DIGIT.^xL SIMULATION,/
251X,18HYIELD-SIGN CONTROL)
402 ''.'RITE (6, 403) NSVEH, SHLVPH, NRDEPT, RAMVPH, TIME









13 HSHOULDER LANE , IIX , 6HNUi'BER
,
211X,13HRAr'TP VOLUME, 9X,10HSIMUL:iTI0N,/















510X,13H^7EH. -^EH HOUR ,9X ,10HTIME (HRS),//
199
6l6x,I5,l8X,F6.0,l6x,I^,l6x,F5.0,l2X,F8.^,/)
40^ WHITE (6,406)J,AVCL, r85,""90, P95, LQM.W
k06 FORMAT (/ 1H0,47X,?3HQUFUING CH ARACT^HISTICS , //
113X,11HNUMBER 0F,4X ,11HAVG . LENGTH, 5X,
213 H 85 TH rERCENT,4X,13H90 TH PERCENT, 5X,
313H95 TH PERCENT, 7X.7HMAXI MUM,/
4l3X,llHZER0 CUEUES,4x,llH0F ^UEUE,5X,
513HCUEUE LENGTH, 4X, 13 HCUIEUE LENGTH, 5X^
613H^UEUE LENGTH, 4X,12H^UEUE LENGTH,//
717X,I3,9X,F5.2,12X,F5.0,12X,F5.0,13X,F5.0,13X,I4,/)
^08 ''fRITE(6,4lO)
410 FORMAT (/1H0,48X,22HDELAY CHARACTERISTICS )
412 i^ITE(6,4l4)PVW30,P\rAf60,PVW90,PVi/F120,PW150,PV\'fl80
414 F0RMAT(1H0,12X,
151H^ ROBABILITY THAT DELAY,















1415 FORMAT ( / ,1H0,12X,21HSYSTEM TIME CONSTANTS, //
113X,4lHTIME FOR IMMEDI'.TE ACCELERATION CONDITION,
27X,10HAVG. DELAY, ax,
329HTIME FOR EXACT STOP CONDITION, //
43OX
,
F6 . 2 , 27X , F6 . 2 , 24X , F6 . 2
)
419 WRITE(6,1419) NQ,1IC1,NQ1IC2,N0.1IC3 ,NQ2IC2,N02IC3,NQ2IC4
1419 FORMAT (/ 1H0,12X,




9HIMMEDIATE , 6X , 12HDECELFR ATION , 8X ,4HST0P
,
4I]X,12HDECELERATI0N,5X,10HST0P VEH 1,6X,10HSTOP VEH N/








416 ^ffilTE (6,418) NVW, J, AVWAIT,A\^''T2,VRVT2,SDWT2
418 F0RMAT(/1H0,12X,14HWAIT TIME DATA,//
113X,8HNO. OF,7X,6HNO. 0F,7X,QHAVG. WAIT , 8X
,
212HAVG. WAIT,7X,12HVAR. OF WAIT
,
7X , 12HSTD . DEV. OF/






9HF0R ALL , 8X
,





5HWAITS , 8X , 8H\^HICLES
,
9X
612HTHAT WAIT,7X,12HTH'.T WAIT, 7X ,12HTH .T WAIT,
7//15X
, 1 3 , 1IX , 13 , lOX , F7 . 2 , IIX , F7 . 2 , 13X , F6 . 2 , 13X , F6 . 2/
)
420 i«,rRITE(6,401)
422 WRITE (6, 410)
424 VRITE(6,426)
426 format (1h0,12x, 3 4hservice time (zero wait vehicles))
428 Incite ( 6 , 43 )xj , avskti , vrsrti , sdsrti
430 FORMAT (1H0,13X,6HNUI4BER,22X,7HAVERage,
121X,8HVARIANCE,21X,9HSTD. D-.V. ,/
































3 13X , 8HVEHICLES , 22X , i+HTlME , 25X , 4HTI 'AE , 25X ,4nTI ME , //
4l^X,F5.0,23X,F7.2,22X,F7.2,23X,F7.2,/)
^4-32 VJRITE(6,43^)
-^+34 FOFiMAT{/lHO 12X,32HSERVICE TII^ (WAITING VEHICLES))
436 WRITE ( 6 ,43 )XK , AVSRT2 , VR3RT2 , SDSRT2
438 VJRITE(6,440)
440 FORMAT (/1HG,12X,28HSERVICE TIME (ALL VEHICLES))
442 \ffiITE ( 6 , 43 ) XI , AVSRT , VRSRT , SDSRT
444 v,TiITE(6,446)
446 FORMAT ( /IHO, 12X, 33 HSYSTEM TIME (ZERO VJAIT VEHICLES))
448 VJRITE(6,431)XJ,AVSYT1,VRSYT1,SDSYT1
450 VJRITE(6,452)
452 FORMAT ( /IHO, 12X, 3 IHSYSTEM TIME (WAITING VEHICLES))
454 V/RITE(6,431)XK,AVSYT2,VRSYT2,SDSYT2
456 V,'RITE(6,458)
458 FORMAT ( /IHO, 12X,27HSYSTEM TIME (ALL \^HICLES))
460 VJRITE ( 6 , 43 1 ) XI , AVSYT , VRSYT , SDSYT
462 WRITE (6,464)


























































4HTIME , 8X , 4HTIME , 8X , 7HSUMM AJiY , 4X , 5HDIST . )
465 DO 466 1=1,1000,1




ISYSTMld) ,SRTIM(I) ,SYSTIM(I) ,LC(I) ,DDELAY(I)




470 VJRITE (6, 47 2) RAMVOL, RA1,'RT1, RDl, RA2 , RT2 , RD2

















9X , 7HHS ADWAY , 8X





515 XNSVEH = NSVEH
516 SHLV^H = 3600.-«XNSVEH/SAT2
517 Xi^IRDEP = NRDEPT
518 RAMVPH = 3600.*((XNRDEP-300.)/(RDT(I)-RDT(300) )
)
519 VjRITE(6,401)
520 WnITE (6,403) NSVEH , SHLVP H , NRDEPT , R AMVF H , T I ME
525 V/RITE(6,530)
530 FORMAT (IHO, /////, 13X,




C •SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF A GAP OF A GIVEN LENGTH
C IS ACCEPTABLE TO A MOVING RAI'T' VE:!ICLE
H>IBFTC ACPTl
SUBROUTINE ACPTl ( ASG , ARDNO , AC^Tl iO
)
1 IF(ASG-2.0)15,15,5
5 PAG = l.-(EX-"(-(ASG-2.0)/(5.0-2.0) ))
10 GO TO 20
15 PAG = 0.
20 ACT^TNO = ARDNO-PAG
25 RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO DETEI-.MINE IF A GAP OF A GIVEN LENGTH
C IS ACCEPTABLE TO A STOPPED FIRST IN LINE RAriP VEHICLE
•U-IBFTC ACPT2
SUBROUTINE ACPT2 ( ASG , ARDNO , ACPTNO)
1 IF(A^G-3.30)15,15,5
5 PAG = l.-(EX^(-(ASG-3.30)/(6.50-3.30)))
10 GO TO 20
15 PAG = 0.




C THE REMAINDER OF THE PROGRAM IS COMMON TO THE STOP-SIGN,
C YIELD-SIGN, ."UD ACCELERATION-LANE SIMULATORS AND IS




Prop:ram for Simulation of Freeway On-Ramp







RAMP CAPACITY BY DIGIT^X SIMULATION




















MINUS OR ZERO, GAP
AC^TNO IS POSITIVE,
ACCENT. IF ACPTNO IS
IS AC CE-^TABLE. IF
GAP IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.
NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF GAP IS
ACCEPTABLE TO A VEHICLE IN THE N-TH POSI-
TION THAT DOES NOT STOP AT THE STOP LINE
NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF GA? IS
ACCEPTABLE TO A STOPPED, FIRST-IN-LINE
VEHICLE
NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT GENERATES RANDOM
NUMBERS TO SAMPLE GAP ACCEPTANCE
DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBEB GENERATED BY ARAND
AVAILABLE SHOULDER LANE GAP
ACCUMULATED SERVICE TIIIES OF ALL VEHICLES
ACCUMULATED SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
DO NOT WAIT FOR "UEUE
ACCUMULATED SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR 7UEUE
ACCUMULATED SOU.^.RES OF SERVICE TIMES OF
VEHICLES THAT DO NOT V.'AIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED SQUARES OF SERVICE TIM.ES OF
VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATF.D S^U-vRES OF SEfiVICE TIMES OF
.^ILL VEHICLES
ACCUMULATED S:UAxRE"' OF WAIT TI^^S OF
^/EHICLES THAT WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATED S UARES OF SYSTEM TIMES CF
^TEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR CUEUE
ACCUMULATFD SCUARES OF SYSTE,^ TIMES OF
































































SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES THAT
FOR 7UEUE
SYSTEM TIME OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FOR C:UEUE
ACCUMULATED SYSTEM TIMES OF .ALL VEHICLES
DISTANCE FROM "^CINT 0? GENERATION ON RAM^
TO "01NT OF ENTRY INTO SHOULDER LANE
•\T THE END OF THE ACCELERATION LANE
TIME AVAIL.ABLE B'^TWEEN ARRIV.AL TIME INTO
SYSTEM AND EARLIEST ^'OSSIBLE DEP/iRTURE
TIME FROM SYSTEM
AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH
AVERAGE SERVICE TII-IF OF VEHICLES TH.\T DO
•;0T WAIT FOR OUEUE
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME OF VEHICLES THAT WnIT
FOR QUEUE
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME 0}
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF
NOT WAIT FOR CUEUE
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF VEKICL
WAIT F'OR ^UEUE
AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME OF ALL VEHICLES
AVERAGE WAIT OF ALL \^HICLF.S
AVERAGE WAIT OF VEHICLES TH.-.T DO NOT WAIT
FOR CUEUE
AVERAGE WAIT OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR
CUEUE
ACCUMULATED WAIT TIiMES OF VEHICLES THAT
WAIT FO;^. CUEUE
ACCUMULATED WAIT TIMES OF ALL VEHICLES












































































CRITICAL SHOULDER L.'JiE SPEED
TIME FOPl VEHICLE TO 'TRA^/EL FROM ^OINT OF
GENERATION TO POINT C? ENTRY INTO SHOULDER
LANE AFTER IM-'-IEDI/iTE ACCELERATION
Tirffi FCr: VEHICLE TO TRAVEL FROM ^CINT OF
GEI>IERATION TO '^OINT ENTRY INTO SHOULDER
LAN^' AFTER MA-XIMUM DELAYED ACCELERTION
TIME FOR VEHICLE TO TRAVEI. FROM -^OINT OF
GENERATION TO ^01 NT O?' ENTRY INTO SHOULDER
LAN' AFTER "TOPT^ING FOR ZERO TIME
MINIMUM HE\~-':AY in SHOULDER LANE STREAM
DECELERATION RATE
DISTANCE TRA\n5LED IN SY!^.TEM AT RAf^- S^^EED
DISTANCE TRA\^LED DURING TRANSITION FROn
RAMP SPEED TO SHOULDER LANE S^EED
DISTANCE TRWF.LED IN SYSTEM AT SHOULDER
LANE S""EED
A DUMMY VARIABLE USED TO SATISFY FORTRAN
IV RULES FOR CALLING SUBROUTINES
EARLIEST DE^'ARTURE TIME '.aTHCUT ENCROACH-
ING UPON MINIMUM ALLOWABLE TIME S^'\CING TO
LEADING RAMP VEHICLE
INDEX OF VEHICLE GENERATED
INDEX, OF OPERATING CG:;DITI0N
1 - IMMEDIATE ACCELERATION
2 - DELAYED ACCELERATION
3 - DECELEiATION-ACCELERkTION
4 - STOP AND START AS 1-ST-IN-LINE VEHICLE
5 - STO^ AND START AS N-TH-IN-LINE VEHICLE
.INDEX OF AUEUE CONDITION
1 - NO QUEUE
2 - QUEUE
inde:: used in detee>"ining -ueue length
INDEX used in determining QUEUE LENGTH
index FOR VEHICLES NOT WAITING FOR AUEUE
index for VEHICLES WAITING FOR CUEUE
INDEX FOR OBSERVED VEHICLES
QUEUE EXISTING AS L-TH VEHICLE ENTERS
SYSTEM
M.\:<:irwM queue obser^/ed
NUMBT^R OF SIMULATION RUN
NUMBER OF ^/EHICLES BY CUEUE AND O^ER.\TING
CONDITIONS aHIERE Q* AND IC» CODES ARE AS
INDICATED .^^OIT; FOR IQ AK^D IC
NUMBER OF RAMP VEHICLE DE^ARTUliES
NUMBER OF SHOULDER LANE VEHICLES GENERATED
PAST RAI^ ENTRANCE





























NUKBEa OF ^/EHICLES WAITING LONGER THAN **
SECONDS WHERE ** HAS VALUES OF 30, 60
,
90, 120, 150 and 180
NAME OF SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF
VEHICLES BY LENGTH OF DELAY
PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING G.AP
TIME FOR PERCEPTION, INTELLECTION, AND
VOLITION AS INFI.UENCED BY EMOTION.XL STATE
PERCENT OF VEHICLES DEL--.YED LONGER THAN
** SECONDS WHERE ** HAS V.-LUES OF 30, 60
,




USED TO DETERMINE LENGTH
AS NEW VEHICLE ARRIVES
DISTRIBUTION CONSTANTS
RAl = PORTION UNDER R'^STRICTED CONDITION
iTl = MEAN RESTRICTED HSAD'v'.iY
MINIMUM RESTRICTED HEADWAY
PORTION UNDER FREE CONDITION
ME./\N FREE HEADWAY
MINIMUM FREE HEADWAY
OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS RAMP
AYS
VOLUME CALLED FOR ON DATA CARD
VOLUME GENERATED
Or DEPARTURE OF THE I-TH VEHICLE
THE SYSTEM
HE..DW^.Y GENER^TITD BY RAM? SUBROUTirsIE
OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS RAl, RTl,
RA2, RT2, AND RD2















numbers to sample head'/ay
since there are fi^/e such




, 3, ^, AND 5
A RANDOM NUMBER RETURNED BY RRAND^^ TO BE
USED TO SELECT EITHER THE RESTRICTED OR
THE FREE "'ORTION OF THE RAMP HEADWAY
DISTRIBUTION
= A RANDOM NUMBER RETURNED BY RRANT)* TO BE
USED TO SA>PLE EITHER THE RESTRICTED OR
THE FREE PORTION OF THE R\I-P HEADWAY
DISTi'ilBUTION AS DEFINED BY RHDNOl
= RAilP S^EED
= ARRIVAL TIl^lE OF LA"T SHOULDER LANE VEHICLE





























DEV. OF SERVICE TIMES OF '/EHICLES
DO NOT WAIT FOR A rUEUE
DEV. OF SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES
FOR A '-UEUE
OF SERVICE TIMES OF ALL OBSERVED


























DO MOT WAIT FOR A
STD. DEV. OF WAIT
FOP. A rUEUE
DEV. OF SYSTEM TIMES OP VEHICLES
DO NOT WAIT FOR A ^UEUE
DEV. OF SYSTEM TIMES OF
FOR A CUSUE
OF SYSTEM TIMES OF
VEHICLES
= TIME ON RAr^r A3 FIRST IN
'.'AITING FOR ACCE-^TABLE GAP
TIME AT WHICH RAMP VEHICLE
ENTRY POINT .AITO FROM WHICH
L.INE ARRIV\L IS SCALED TO DE" ERMINE
AVAILABLE SHOULDER LANE GXP -*-
SHOULDER-LANE HEADWAYS RETU'-J^ED BY
SHLANE
NA:1E of SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS THE D ,\ND
Z P.ARAMETE.-IS OF THE SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
DISTRIBUTION
NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT RETURNS
SHOULDER-LAI^IE HEADWAYS
SHOULDER-LANE VOLUME CALLED FOR
SliOULDER-LANE VOLUME GENER.ATH)
NAME OF SUOaOU''"INE THAT PERFORMS A ^USH-
DOWM SOFiT ON FLO illNG-^OINT QUANTITIES
NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT P^FORMS A ^USH-
DO'wN SO.KT ON FIXED-POINT ^U.A^ITITIES
NAMES OF SUBROUTINES THAT RETURN RANDOM
NUT43ERS TO SAMPLE SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
DISTRIBUTIONS. SINCE THERE ARE FIVE SUCH
DISTRIBUTIONS, * TAKES A V.ALUE OF 1, 2,
3, ^, AND 5
RANDOM NUMBER RETURN" D BY THE SUBROUTII^IE
SRAND^-
SEliVICE TIME OF TtiE L-TH OBSERVED VEHICLE
SERVICE TIME OF THE J-TH VEHICLE THAT





SRTIM2(K) = SERVICE TIME' OF THE K-TH ^/EHICLE THAT
WAITo FOR A rUEUE
SS^D = SHOULDER LANE SPEED
SYSTIM(L) = SY^.TEM TIME OF THE L-TH
SYSTMI(J) = SYSTEM TIME OF THE J-TH
NOT WAIT FOR A '"UEUE
SYSTM2(K) = SYSTEM TIM^ OF THE K-TH ^7?:HICLE THAT
V/AITS FOR A CUEUE
SY3TM - TOTAL TIME A VEHICLE LOSES IN TH^
Tir-IE = NAME OF VARI.ABLE USED AS CLOCK
TIMMAX = M.A:'-ir'lUM TIME SIMULATOR CP^ RUN
TMACCL = TIME TO ACCELERATE FROM STOP TO SHOULDER-
LANE S"EED
TMRS-'D = TIME AT RAMP S^^EED
TMRSSS = TIME TO TRANSITION FROM RAMP S'^EED TO
SHOULDER-LANE SPEED
TMSSPD = TIME AT SHOULDEli-LANE SPEED
TMSTOP = TIME TO DECELERATE TO STOP FROM RAMP SPEED
^/EHLTH = VEHICLE LENGTH
VRSRTl = VAJilANCE OF SERVICE TIMES OF VEHICLES















V;RI.AJICE OF service TIMES OF 'VEHICLES
THAT WAIT FOR A QUEUE





SYSTEM TIMES OF VEHICLES TH'-iT
FOR A QUEUE
SYSTEM TIM'S OF VF.HICLES
THAT WAIT FOR A CUEUE
V^^RIANCE OF SY^^TEM TIMES OF ALL OBSER^/ED
A^EHICLES












)F 03-ErWEDFLOATING "OINT CONVERSION
OUEUE LENGTH
TIME ON RA:^ WHILE IN THE N,N-1,. . ,^,3,
AND 2 POSITIONS IN A ^UEUE
WAIT TIME OF THE K-TH VEHICLE THAT WAITS
FOR A "UEUE
'WAIT TIME OF THE L-TH OBSERVED VEHICLE
SUM OF OBSERVED CUEUE LENGTH
FLOATING ~OINT CONVERSION OF NUr-TBER OF
VEHICLES OBSERVED
209
C XJ = FLOATING POINT CONVERSION OF TOTAL NUMB^.R
C OF VEHICLES THAT DO NOT WAIT FOR A "UEUE
C XK = FLO ''TING -^OINT CONVERSION OF TOTAL NU.'-BEH
C OF VEHICLES THAT WAIT FOR A CUEUE
C XNRDE? = FLOATING ^01 NT CONVERSION OF NUMBER OF
C RAfT VEHICLE DEPARTURES
C XNSVEH = FLOATING ^OINT CON'/ERSION OF NUI'BEli OF
C SHOULDER-LANE VEHICLES GENERATED PAST
C THE R:\7il>
C XVV/** = FLOATING POINT CONVERSION OF NUMBER OF
C VEHICLES DELAYED LONGER THAN *"* SECONDS
C V.^iERE ** T'.KES ON V/iUES OF 30,60,90,120,
C 150, AND 180.
C Z = NEGATIVE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN AND
C MINIMUM SHOULDER LANE liE.ADWAYS
C DIMENSION STOR.\GE
1000 DIMENSION RAT(1300) ,RDT(1300) , VJAIT2(1000 ) ,WAIT(1000)
,
ISRTIMl(lOOO) ,SRTIM2(1000) ,SRTIM(1000) ,SYSTM1( 1000)
,
2SYSTM2(1000) ,SYSTIM( 1000) ,LQ(1000)
209
BEGIN SiriULATION RUN
1001 DO 500 N0SIMS=1,5,1
1002 ••JR ITE ( 6 , 1 03 ) NCS I MS
1003 F0KMAT(1H1,14X,9HN0SIMS = ,11)
IN?UT DATA FOR SIMULATION RUN
1004 READ (5,1005) SHLVOL,RAKVOL
1005 FoR[-UT(F5.0, F6.0)
1006 VRITE ( 6 , 1007 ) SHLVOL , R AMVOL














































c c/.lLCul:Tion of phograk constants
1039 R3PD = 4^.0

























1060 CALL RPDATA (RAIIVOL, RAl , RTl , RDl , RA2, RT2, RD2)
1061 C.\LL SHDATA(SHLVOL, D, Z).
C OUTPUT C0N3TA1^TS OF RAF^ AND SHOULDER LANF. HEADV.'AY
C DISTRIBUTIONS
1062 V;RITE( 6,1063) RA:-TV0L,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2,SKLVGL,D,Z
1063 F0RHAT(15X,9HRAMV0L = ,F5.o,5X,.
16HRAI = ,F5.3,5X,6HRT1 = F6.3,5X,6HPD1 = ,F5.2 /
234X,6HRA2 = ,F5.3,5X,6;P.T2 = ,F6.3,5X,6HRD2 = ,F5.2 /
315X,9H3HLV0L = ,F5.0,5X,4HD = ,F4.2,8X,4HZ = ,F5.2)
211
C ROUTINE TO GENERATE FLOV: OF 3 00 ^RELIMIN.-^Y VEHICLES
C THUS LOADING THE SIMULATOR BEFORE VE\ICLES FOE
C OBSERVATION .vRE GENERATED
C
C INCREi'TENT TOTAL RA;^ VEHICLE COUNTER
800 1=1+1
C
C CALL IN 2 RANDOM NUMBERS TO SAMPLE RAK!^ HEADWAY DIST.
810 GO TO (812,814,816,818,820) ,NOSIMS
812 RRDNOl = IIRANDK DUMMY)
813 RRDN02 = RRAND1(DUM:1Y)
GO TO 822
Sl4 RRDNOl = ^AND2(DUM:'1Y)
815 RRDN02 = RRAND2(DUI-KY)
GO TO 822
816 RRDNOl = :1RAND3 (DUMMY)
817 RRDN02 = RR.AND3 (DUMMY)
GO TO 822
818 RRDNOl = .RAND4(DUM^r1:)
819 RRDN02 = RRAND4 (DUMMY)
GO TO 822
820 RRDNOl = RR AND5 ( DUMriY
)
821 RRDN02 = RRAND5(DUM:'!Y)
C
C GENERATE NEXT RAI^ HEADWAY
822 RH = RAMP(RRDII01,RRDN02,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2)
C
C DETERMIITE IF THIS IS THE FIRST VEHICLE TO BE GENERATED
C AND PROCEED ACCORDINGLY
IF (I-l) 825,825,326
C CALCULATE RAMP ARRIV.AL TIME
825 RAT(l) = RH
C
C CALCULATE DEl'/VRTURE TIME IF RAMP VEHICLE ACCELERATED
C IMMEDIATELY UPON APRIV/lL INTO SYSTEM
1825 RDT(I) = RAT(I)+C1TIME
C
C CALCULATE E.A:iLIE3T POSSIBLE DEPARTURE TIME WITHOUT
C OVERTAKING LEADING RAMP \rEHICLE
2825 EDE^TM = 0.
3825 GO TO 830
C
C CALCULATE RA^TP ARRIVAL TI^TE
826 RAT (I) = RAT (I-l) + RH
C CALCULATE DE^^.RTURE TIME IF RA^P V" HICLE ACCELERATED
C IMMEDIATELY U^ON A^.AIVAL INTO SYSTEM
827 RDT(I) = RAT(I)+C1TIME
212
C CALCULATE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DEPARTUP.E TIME WITHOUT
C OVEHTM^vIMG LEADING HAMP WMICLE
828 EDE-^TM = HDT(I-1)+1.8
C
C DETEliMINE IF QUEUE EXISTS
829 IF(RDT(I)-RDT (I -1)86^,830,830
830 ir=l
C
C NO PUEUE EXISTS
C DETERMNE Qt^ERATING CHARACTERISTICS VHIILE IN SYSTEM
1830 IF( RDT (I )-EDE-^TM) 1831, ^83 1,^831
1831 IC=2
C
C NO DECELERATION, 3UT DELAYED ACCELERATION
C CALCUL\"^E RAM? DE^A.TURE TIME ASSUMING \^HICLE IN
C OUESTION VJILL FOLLOW A LEADING VEHICLE AT
C A MINIMUM HE .ADWAY
C
2831 RDT(I) = RDT(I-1)+1.8




C DETERMINE IF LAG EXISTS IN SHOULDER L/iNE
C IF ONE DOES, GO AHEAD TO DETE"l;!I :iE LEIIGTH. IF NO LAG
C EXISTS, GENER.4TE A GAP.
C
83 2 IF (RDT ( I ) -3 AT2 ) 8^6 , 833 , 833
C CALL IN RANDOM NTTMBER TO SAMPLE
C SHOULDER LANE HE/iDWAY DISTRIBUTION
833 GO TO ( 83^,836, 838, 840, 8^2 ),NOSIMS
834 3RDNC = SRANDl (DUMMY)
835 GO TO 843
836 SRDNO = SRAI>ro2(DUMMY)
837 GO TO 843
838 SRDNO = SR.\ND3( DUMMY)
839 GO TO 843
840 SRDNO = SRAND4( DUMMY)
841 GO TO 843
842 SRDNO = SRAND5( DUMMY)
C
C GENERATE NFXT SHOULDER LANE HEADV/AY
843 SH=SHLANE( SRDNO, SHLVCL, D, ^.)
C UP-DATE SHOULDER-LANE ARRI\M.L TIMES
844 SAT1=S.\T2
845 SAT2=SAT2 + SH
213
C INCREMENT- SHOULDER-LANE VOLUTIE COUNTER
846 NSVEH=NSVEH + 1
84? GO TO 832
C CALCULATE LENGTH CF AVAILABLE GA?
848 ASG = SAT2-RDT(I)
C CALL IN RANDOM NUT'13ER TO SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE
C DISTRIBUTION
849 ARDNO = ARAND(DU:i?IY)
C DETERMINE IF GAP IS ACCEPTABLE AFTER SELECTING THE
C PROPER DECISION MODEL DEPENDENT UPON THE
C OPERATING CONDITION
C IF G.A? IS ACCE-!^Ta3LE, ^ riOCEED AHEAD TO UPDATE RArIP
C VOLUME C..UNTER. IF NOT CALCULATE NEW POSSIBLE
C DEPARTURE TIME
850 C^ TO (851,551,851,853,851) ,IC
851 CALL ACPTK ASG, ARDNO, A1,B1,ACPTN0)
852 GO TO 854
853 C.ALL ACPT2(ASG,Ar.DNC,A2,B2,A'CPTN0)
854 IF(AC'^TN0)884,984,855
855 RDT(I) = 3AT2+0.5
C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE TIME TO EARLIEST
1& DEP.:RTURE TIME AND THE RESULTING OPERATING
C CH\RACTERISTICS.
856 AVLTIM = RDT(I)-RAT(I)
857 IB(AVLTIM-C2TIME)858,858,860
858 IC=2
C NO DECELERATION, BUT DELAYED ACCELERATION
859 GO TO 833
860 IF( AVLTIM-C3TIME) 861 , 86l , 862
861 IC=3
C DECELERATION, P'OLLOV/ED BY ACCELERATION 'ITiiOUT A STOP
1861 GO TO 833
862 IC=4
C DECEL'Ti \TION TO STOP. V^.'lICLE LEAVE^' FROM
C l^T-IN-LINE POSITION




C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF WAIL/iBLE TIME TO EAri,II':ST
C DEPnRTURE TII^X AND THE RESULTING OPERATING
C CfI-\RACTERISTICS.
865 AVLTIM = EDE"TK-K-\T(I)
866 IF ( AVLTI M-C2TIME ) 86? , 86? , 869
86? IC=2
C NO DECELERATION, BUT DELAYED ACCELERATION
868 GO TO 873






C DECEL?.RATION, FOLLO-/."ED BY ACCELER.\TION V.'ITIIOUT A STOP
871 GO TO 873
872 IC=5
C DECELERATION TO STO^ . VEHICLE LE.iVES FROM
C HTH-IN-LII\[E POSITION
C DETERMINE NEW POSSIBLE R.nMP DET.LRTURE TIME
873 RDT(I) = RDT(I-1)+1.8
87-^ GO TO 632
C INCREMENT RAMP VOLUME COUNTER
:84 NRDE^T=NRDE^T + 1
C U^-DATE TIME CLOCK "*
886 TIME = RnT(l)/36oo.
C DETERMINE IF RUNNING TIME LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEED.
C IF IT HAS BEEN, OUTPUT TRAFFIC D\TA AND
C INFORMATION CONCERNING STOP THAT FOLLOWS.
887 IF(TIME-TIMMA.X) 888,889,889





892 RAIWPH = XNRDE^/TIME
893 "'^ITE (6,^C1)
89^ '-.'RITE (6,403) N.^VEH, SHL'^H, NRDE^T , RAI'IV^H, Ti:4E
895 '-'RITE (6,89^^)
896 FORMAT (1^0, /////, 13X,
148HSIMULAT10N RUN TERMINATED DURING LOADIN.-: OF RAI'IP,
21X,47HAREn PREVIOUS TO OBSERVATION OF RA>P OPERATION./
313-^,39IffiE-RU>I USING A RAMP VOLUME EQU.AL TO THE,
4lX,33H0BSEriVED RAMP VOLUME OF TA'IS RUN.)
898 GO TO 500
215
C BEGIN SIMUL.:TION OF 1000 VF-HICLES FOR 035->E.^VoTICN
C CALL IN 2 RANDOM NUMBFRS TO SAPTLE R\m> HEADWAY DI^T.
900 GOTO (901,903,905,907,909) ,NOSIMS
901 RRDNOl = RRAND 1 (DUMMY)
902 RRDN02 = rrandi(dum::y)
GO TO 915
903 RRDNOl = RRAND2 (DUMMY) ^
904 RRDN02 = RRAND2( DUMMY)
GO TO 915
905 RuDNOl = RRAND3 (DUMMY)
906 RRDM02 = ^:;RAiro3 (DUMMY)
GO TO 915
907 RRDNOl = :iR.-\I^T)4( DUMMY)
908 RRDN02 = xRRANT)4(DUM-iY)
GO TO 915
909 RRDNOl = RRAND5 (DUMMY)
910 RRDN02 = RRAND5(DUMm:)
C GENER '-.TE NEXT RA^P HE ADVJAY
915 RH = RA?'P('aRDNC1,3RDN02,RA1,RT1,RD1,RA2,RT2,RD2)
C INCREMENT TOTAL RA^^ VEHICLE COUNTER
916 1=1+1
C INCREMENT 03SERA/ED RAM^^ ^/EHICLE COUNTER
917 L = L + 1
C C.'VLCULATE RAMP /il^RIV.^X TIME
1 R'\T(I) = ?. iT(I-l)+RH
C CALCULATE DE^ \RTUaE TIME IF RA."'P VEHICLE ACCELERATED
C IMMEDI -TELY U'^ON ARRIV'vI, INTO SYSTEM
2 RDT(I) = RAT(I)+C1TIME
C CALCULATE EA^.LIEST POSSIBLE DEr.AR~URE TIME V.-ITHOUT
C OVERTAKING LE.JDING RAM^ VEHICLE
3 EDET^TM = RDT(I-1)+1.8
C DETERMINE If fUEUE EXISTS
4 IF(RDT(I)-RDT(I-1))30,6,6
6 ir=l
C NO CUEUE EXISTS
C DETERMINE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS WHILE IN SYSTEM
1116 IF(RDT(I)-EDE^TK)7, 3117, 3117
7 10=2
C NO DECELERATION, BUT DEL.nYED ACCELERATION
C C/vLCULATE R;,MP DEPARTURE TIME ASSUMING VEHICLE IN
C "UE^TION '.;ILL FOLLOW" A LE.iDINO VEHICLE AT
C A MINIMUM HEADWAY
1117 RDT(I) = EDT(I-1)^1.8
2117 GO TO 8
3117 IC=1
216
C IMMEDI .TE ACCELERATION
C INCilE^iENT MON-HESTHICTED '".iT/HICLE CGUl^JTr.H
8 J=J+1
C ENTER QUEUE LENGTH IN QUEUE LENGTH SUMMARY
9 LQ(L)=0
C DETERMINE IF LAG OCISTS IN SHOULDER LAKE
C IF ONE DOES, GO AHEAD TO DETERMINE LENGTH. IF NO LAG
C EXISTS, GENER \Tj, A GA^ .
12 IF(RDT(I)-SAT2)36,l4,l4
C CALL IN RANDOM NUI^ER TO SAMPLE
C SHOULDER LANr. HEADWAY DISTRIBUTION
14 GO TO (16,18,20,22,2^) ,NOSIMS
16 SRDN0=SRAND1 ( DUMMY
)
17 GO TO 26
18 SRDN0=SRAKD2( DUMMY)
19 GO TO 26
20 SRDN0=3RAND3 (DUMMY)
21 GO TO 26
22 SRDN =SR AND iJ-( DUMMY)
23 GO TO 26
2^ SRDN0=SRAfJD5 (DUMMY)
C GENERATE NEXT SHOULDER LANE HEADWAY
26 SH=SHLANi^(SRDNO, SHLVOL , D, Z)
C UP-DATE SHOULDER-LANE ARRIVAL TIMES
28 SAT1=SAT2
30 SAT2=SAT2+SH
C INCREMENT SHOULDER-LANE VOLUME COUNTER
32 N3',^K=NSVEH+1
34 GO TO 12
C CALCULATE LENGTH OF AVAILABLE GAP
36 ASG = SAT2-RDT(I)
C CALL IN RANDOM NUMBEii TO SA^PPLr. ACCEPTANCE
C DISTRIBUTION
3 7 A-:.DN0=/J1AND (DUM^IY)
C DETERMINE IF GAP IS ACCE'^TABLE AFTER SELECTING THE
C PROPER DECISION MODEL DE-^ENDENT U-^ON THE
C OPERATING CONDITION
C IF GAP IS ACCEPT-ABLE, PROCEED AHEAD TO U'^DATE RAMP
C VOLUME C::UNTER. IF NOT C^iCULATE NEW POSSIBLE
C DP'^ARTURE TIME
38 GO TO (39, 39, 39, 41, 39), IC
39 CALL AC'^T1(A'"G,ARDN0,A1,B1,AC^T':0)
40 GO TO 42
41 CALL AC^T2(ASG,ARDN0,A2,B2,A'^'^T>'0)
42 IF(AC^TNO)53,53,43
43 ROT (I) = SAT 2+0.
5
217
C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE TIME TO EARLIEST
C DEPARTURE TI I'S AKD THE RESULTING OPEliATING
C CH.mACT5RI3TICS.
kk .^VLTIM = RDT(I)-RAT(I)
45 IF(AVLTIM-C2TIME)^6,46,^8
46 IC=2
C NO DECELERATION, BUT DELAYED ACCELERATION
47 GO TO 14
48 IF(AVLTIM-C3TIKE)49,49,51
49 ic=3
C DECELERATION, FOLLOWED BY ^CCELE:-:.\TI ON JITHOUT A STOT
50 GO TO 14
51 IC=4
C DECELKHATION TO STO^. ^/EIIICLE LEA\^S FROM
C IST-IN-LINE POSITION
52 GO TO 14
C INCREMENT RAM^ VOLUME COUNTER
53 NRDE'T = NRDE"^T+1
C U^-DATE OUEUE-GFERATING CONDITION
54 GO TO (55,100) ,10
55 GO TO (56,5e,6o,62) ,ic ^.
56 N^lICl = N^lICl+1
57 G-0 TO 204
58 N01IC2 = N01IC2+1
59 GO TO 204
60 NC,1IC3 = NC1IC3+1
61 GO TO 204
62 NC,1IC4 = NC1IC4+1
C UP-DATE WAIT-TIME, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME AND
C DELAY-TIME SUI-IMARIES
204 WAIT(L) =0.
205 SRTIMl(J) = ;iDT(I)-(RAT(l)+ClTir^)
206 A3RTM1=ASRTM1+SRTIM1 (J)
207 ASSRT1=ASCRT1+SRTIM1 ( J ) * "'2 .
208 SRTIM(L) = SRTIMl(J)
209 A3?.TIM = ASRTIM + SRTIK(L)
210 A3f.RTM = ASSRTM + S ATIM(L)-"-^^2
.
211 SY3TM1(J) = R0T(I)-(RAT(I)+C1TIME)
212 ASYTKl = ASYTMl+SYSTMKJ)
213 ASf^YTl = AS3YT1+SY3TM1( J)--=^2.
214 SY3TIK(L) = SY3TM1(J)
215 A-YTM = A3YTM+SYSTIM(L)
216 ASSYTM = AS3YTM + SYr-TIM(L) *"2
.
217 SYSTM = SYSTMl(J)




C INCREMENT RESTRICTED VEHICLE C'lUNTER
81 K-:K+1
C DETERMINE AMOUNT OF ^VMLABLE TII^ TO EARLIEST
C DEPARTUIiE TII*!E
82 AVLTIM = EDE'^TM-R T(I)
C DETERMINE CUEUE LENGTH
83 '^ITIME = RAT{I)4-C1TIME
84 DO 8? ICLl=l,130r,l
85 ICL2 = I -I '"LI
86 IF(0ITIME-RDT(I^L2) )87,87,88
87 CONTINUE
C ENTER rUEUE LENGTH IN ^UEUE LENGTH SUMM.ARY
88 L?(L) = I^Ll-1
C ACCUMULATE SUM OF ^UEUE LENGTHS
89 W = IOLl-1
90 WCL = v/QL+v;
C DETERMINE OPERATING CHA-.ACTERISTICS
91 IF (avltim-C2ti;';e) 92,92,94
92 IC=2
C NO DECELERATION, BUT DELAYED ACCELERATION
93 GO TO 98
94 IF(AVLTIM-C3TIME)95,95,97
95 IC=3
C DECELERATION, FOLLC'ED BY ACCELERATION "ITHOUT A STOP
96 GO TO 98
97 IC=5
C DECELERATION TO STOP. ^/EHICLE LEAVES FROM
C NTH-IN-LINE POSITION
C DETERMINE NEW ^OSSIBLE RAM? DEPARTURE TIME
98 RDT(I) = RDT(I-1)+1.8
99 GO TO 12
C UP-DATE ^UEUE-O^^ERATING CONDITION COUNTERS
100 GO TO (102, 102, 104,106, IDS) ,IC
102 NC21C2=NC-21C2+1
. 219
103 GO TO 220
104 N02IC3=N02IC3+1
105 GO TO 220
106 NQ2IC4=NC2IC4+1
107 GO TO 220
108 N02IC5sNC2IC5+l
C UP-DATE WAIT-TIME, SSR'^ICE-TIME , SYSTEM-TIME AInID
C DELAY-TIME SUMMARIES
220 WAIT2(K) = aDT(I-l)
-
(RAT(I ) +C1TIME)
221 AVJAIT2 = AVJAIT2+V;AIT2(K)
222 ASWT2=ASWT2+V/AIT2(K)*-'^2.
223 VJAIT(L) = VJAIT2(K)
224 AWAIT = AWAIT + VAIT(L)
225 ASWAIT = ASWAIT + •'.•/AIT(L) •*2
.
226 SHTIM2(K) = iiDTd )-RDT( I-l)
227 ASRTM2=A5nTM2+SRTIM2 (K
)
228 AS5RT2=ASSRT2+SRTIK2 (K) "^-2 .
229 SRTIM(L) = SRTIM2(K)
230 ASRTIM = ASRTi:^^ + SHTIM(L)
231 ASSRTM = ASSRTK + SRTIM(L)**2.
232 SYSTM2(K) = ROT (I) - (RAT (I ) +C1TIME)
233 ASYTM2=ASYTM2+SYSTM2 (K)
234 ASSYT2-.-.SSYT2+SYST::2 ( K ) *-2
.
235 SYSTIM(L) = SYST>I2(K)
236 ASYTII = ASYTM 4 SYSTi:^(L)
237 ASSYTM = ASSYTM + SYSTI>U L) *-"-2
.
238 SYST?'i=S^:'STM2(K)
C INCREMENT DELAY-? ^.RIOD COUNTERS
240 C .\LI . :•!' ^-'GT ( DELAY
,
NV^;J3 , NV.-J6 ,
lNV/'90 ,NT>J120 ,N\nAfl50 ,NVW180)
C U"-DATE TIME CLOCK
250 TIME=RDT(I)/3600.
C DETERMINE IF SIMUi-.vTlON TIME LIMIT 13 E:<CEEDED
255 IF(TIME-TIMM.AX)260,515,515
C DETERMINE IF TOTAL SAMPLE HAS 3EEN OBSERVED
260 IF(NRDE-T-1300)900,264,264
220
CALCULATE PERCENTAGES 3Y LENGTH OF DELAY
264 XVlv'30 = NAr.^J30
PVV.'30 = (XV;.'30/100C.
)
265 XYj^60 = NW60
PVW60 = (xvv:6o/iooc
.
266 XVW90 = NW90
PV.'J90 = (XVVJ90/1000.)
267 XVW120 = NTi'/iaO
PV'/a20 = (XVt</12 0/1000.)
268 x-\rAfi5o = N\r.-/i50
PATJISO = (XVV.'150/IOOO.)
269 y^T.-lldO = NV'.'ISO
FW180 = (XVW180/1000.)
C CALCULATE TTUI-BEIS OF R"STRICT:^D
C A:ro NON-RESTRICTED VEHICLES
270 XK=K
271 XJ=J
C GALCUL/\TE MEANS, VARIANCES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS





276 VR'.';T2 = ( ASVJT2- ( AV: AIT2*-2 . ) /XK ) / ( XK-1 . )
277 SD^"T2 =S - RT ( VR VJT2
)
278 AV',-; a IT =AWAIT/ 10 .




2S2 VRSRT1=(ASS •Tl-( ASRTMl*-'>2 . )/XJ)/ (XJ-1. )
2£3 SDSRT1=S".RT(VRS1T1)
284 AVSRT2=A3RTM2/XK






288 VRSHT = (ASSRTM-(ASflTIM-''^*2.)/1000.)/999.
289 3DSRT=SQRT(VriSaT)
290 AVSYTl = ASYTMl/XJ
291 \TiSYTl = (AS3YTl-(A3YTHl*^^-2.)/X.J)/(XJ-l.)
292 SDSYTl = S"RT(VR3YT1)
293 AVSYT2=ASYTM2/XK
29^ VRSYT2 = (A5SYT2-( ASYTH2-=^*2. )/XK)/(XK-l. )
295 SDSYT2=SGnT(VR3YT2)
296 AVSYT=ASYTM/1000.
297 VR3YT=( A33YTM-( A3YT>r-*2 . ) /lOOO . )/999.
298 SDSYT=SrRT(VR3YT)
299 XI=1000.
C 30FiT VJAIT-TIMS, SERVICE-TIME, SYSTEM-TIME, AMD







312 CALL 3 0RT1(1000,SY3TIM)
313 CALL S0RT2(Lr
)
C.ALCUL.\TE SIIWLATED RAH? AI^JD SHOULDER-LANE VOLUMES
330 XNSVEH=NSVEH
332 SKLVPH = (XNSVEH/SA:r2)-«-36oO.
336 RA.'iVPH = (1000./(RAT(13O0)-R/.T(3O0) ))*3600.
3^1 NV'/=XK






350 L-'M.VX = L^dOGO)
222
\-miTE OUTPUT FROM SIMULATION RUN
^00 •..rRITE(6,401)
401 FORMAT (IHl, 37",
l^^HRAK^ C,\?ACITY AN;\LY3IS BY DIGITAL SIMULATION,/
24'^X,31HACCELT^RATI0N LANE — NO CONTROL, / )
402 w.iiTE (6, 403) nsve:^, shlwh, np.de'^t, ramv^h, time









$7. , 13HS:iCULDER L:\WZ , ILX , 6HNUM35R
,
2 IIX




lOHS I MUL ATI ON
, /
3 13X , 13 HSHOJLDER LAN" , 1 2X , 6HV0LUME , l4x , 8H0F RAi^ , /
41 5X , 8HVEi HOLES , 12X , I3HVEH . -PER HOUR , lOX , SH^/EHI CLES ,
510X,13HVEH. PER H0IJR,9X,10HTIME (HRS),//
6l6X,I5,l8X,F6.0,l6X,l4,l6X,F5.0,12X,P8.4,/)
404 VfRITE (6,4o6)J,AV^L, ""85, "^90, ^95, L^M.-tt
406 F0:^.MAT(/ 1H0,47X,23H'^UEUING CH -.•'. X ••TERISTICS ,//




213H85 TH '^ERCENT,4X,13H90 TH ^E1CSNT,5X,
313H95 TH PERCENT, 7X,7HH.\::iMUM,/
4l3X , IIHZERO OUEUES , 4X , IIHOF rUEUE
,
5X






410 F0RMAT(/1H0,48X,22HDELAY CH/\IiACTERISTICS )
412 l-ffiITE(6 ,4l4)PV','30 ,PVW60 ,?VW90,PVyi20,?V'''15C ,PVVJ180
414 F0RHAT(1HG,12X,
I5IHP ROB ABILITY THAT DELAY,
27X,37HI S GREATER THAN,/










6X ,llH150-^-EC JNDS ,6X
,
511H180-SEC::NDS ,//3X ,6F17 .3 ,/)
415 WRITE (6, 1415) C1TIME,C2TII^,C3TIME
1415 F01M-\T( / ,inO,12X,21HSYSTEH TIME CONSTANTS, //
113X,22HTIME FOR IMMEDIATE ,19X
,
222HTIME FOR EXACTLY NJ ,18X ,l4HTI^!E FOR EXACT, /
313X,22HACCELER-TION CONDITION, I9X
,
422HDECELERATI0N CONDITION, IS:^^ 14H5T0-[' CONDITION, //
521X,F6.2,35X,F6.2,30X,F6.2)
223
^19 VJRITE(6,li+19) NClICl,N0,lIC2,:riIC3 ,N"1IC4,
1N':.2IC2 , NQ2IC3 , NC.2IC4 , NQ2IC5
)
l^a9 FORMAT(/ 1H0,12X,


















7H0ELAYED , 4X , 12HDECELERATI0N , 2X
,





















, // 3X , 8I13
)
Ul6 '.'miTE (6,^18) NW, J, AT 'AIT, AAr-'T2 , VRWT2 , SD''T2
^18 F0RMAT(/1H0,12X,14HWAIT TIME DATA,//
113X,8HN0. OF,7X,6HNO. 0F,7X,9HAVG. WAIT , 8X
,









9HFCR ALL , 8X
,













612HTHAT '>jAIT,7X,12HTHAT WAIT,7X ,12HTH. T VJAIT,
7//15X,I3,llX,I3,10X,F7.2,llX,F7.2,13X,F6.2,13X,F6.2/)
420 WRITE (6, 401)
422 V/RITE(6,410)
424 WRITE (6, 426)
426 F0PJ1AT(lHC,12X,34n3EnVICE TIXE (ZERO WAIT '/EHICLES))
428 WRITE ( 6 , 43 ) X J , AVS .AT1 , VR - RTl , S ^"^^ A'T
1





























4HTIHE , 25X ,4HTIKF , 25>: , 'i-HTI^^ ,//
4l4X,F5.0,23X,F7.2,22::,F7.2,23X,F7.2,/)




















22X, 4HTIME , 25X ,4HTI>F., 25X ,4HTIME,//
4l4X , F5 .
,








if34 FORMAT (/inO,12X, 3 2HSERVICE TIME (WAITING VEHICLES))
436 V.rRITE(6 ,^30)XK,AVSRT2,VRSRT2,SDSRT2
438 ',«JRITE(6,440)
kkO FORMAT (/1K0,12X,28HSERVICE TIME (ALL \^RICLES))
U-kZ V/::ITE(6,430)XI,AVSRT,VRSRT,SDSHT
li-k^- VJRITE(6,^46)
4^6 F0RMAT(/1H0,12:':,33HSYSTEM TIffi (ZERO WAIT V^.HICLES))
kkQ VHITE ( 6 , 43 1 )XJ , AVSYTl , VRSYTl , SDSYTl
450 'i^ITE(6 ,452)
452 F0RMAT'(/1H0,12X,31H'^YSTEM TIME (VAITING -/EHICLES))
454 '.ffiITE(6,431)XK,AV'^YT2,^7RSYT2,Sn^rYT2
456 WRITS (6, 458)
458 FORMAT (/1H0,12X,2?HSYSTEK TIME (ALL VEHICLES))
460 VSITE ( 6 , 43 1 )X I , AVSYT , VR':^^YT , 3DSYT
462 WRITE (6,464)











































































67X ,4hV.'AIT,7X ,4HTIME, 8X ,4HTIME, S< ,7HSUMM<vHY )
465 DO 466 1=1,1000,1
466 V.-RITE(6,468) I,VJAIT2(I ) ,SRTIM2(I) ,3YSTM2(I) ,SZTi::i(I) ,
1SY3TM1 ( I ) , SliTI M ( I ) , SYST I M ( I ) , L ; ( I
)
468 FO?.MAT( lOX , 14 , 2F11 .2 ,2F12 . 2 , 2F11 . 2 ,F12 . 2 , 8X , l4)
470 v;RITE(6,472) RAiMVOL, RAl.RTl, RDl, RA2, RT2, RD2








16X,9HMIN. FREE,8:^: ,7HPClTICN,7>v ,9HAVG.RES. ,6X
,












C C/vLCULATIQNS FO?x OUTPUT •'jEN TIME LIMIT IS KXCEEDBD
515 XNSVE'I = N-y-.H
516 SHLV^H = 3600.*XN3VEH/SAT2
517 XNRDE- = NHDEPT
518 R.'VW^H = 3600.*((XNRDE^-300.)/(RDT(I)-RDT(300) ) )
C OUT"^UT Vn-iEN TIf'TE LI?^IT 15 K'CCEEDED
519 WRITE (6, ^01)
520 WRITE(6,403) NS^/EKjSKLVRHjNRDE^T.RAmn^H.Tirffi
525 ''JRITEC 6,530)
530 f:rmat(ihc, /////, 13X,
l48H5IffJLATI0N RUN TERMINATED DUE TO TIi^E LIMITATION)
535 STOP
E!rt)
C SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF A GAP OF A GI^'EN LENGTH
C IS ACCEPTABLE TO A MOVING EA/r' VEHICLE
:!tl3FTC ACPTl
SUBROUTINE AC^T1(A3G, ^RONO, Al ,B1 , AC~TKO)
1 IF(ASG-^.00)5,30,30
5 IF(A^.G-1.00)10,10,20
10 PAG = 0.
15 GO TO 35
20 ^AG = A1*AL0G( \SG)-A1*B1
25 GO TO 35
30 :=AG = 1.0
35 AC^TNO = .^iDNO-"^AG
40 RRTUxRN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE IF A GAP OF A GIVEN LENGTH
C IS ACCEPTABLE TO A STOPPED FIR-.T IN LIN" RAIIP VEHICLE
SIBFTC ACPT2




10 PAG = 0.
15 GO TO 35
20 PAG = A2*.AL0G(ASG)-A2*B2
25 GO TO 35
30 PAG = 1.




C THE REM\INDER OF ^^HE -^ROGR'M IS COMMON TO THE STO^-SIGN,
C YIELD-SIG\, ';ND ACC^LER.'.TION-L'.N^ SIMULATORS AND 13
C GIVEN IN APPE^.'DIX B.4
226
APPENDIX B.4
C SUBROUTINES COMMON TO THE STOP-SIGN, YIELD-SIGN, AND
C ACCELERATION-L.^E SIMULATORS
C SUBROUTINE TO SOL\^ FOR I^YPER-EXPONENTI AL HEADWAY
C MODEL PARAMETERS USING KELL'S STATISTICAL ESTIMATORS
SJ^IBFTC RPDATA
SUBROUTINE RPDATA(RAIWOL , RAl.RTl, RDl , RA2 , RT2, SD2)
C1=4827.9/(RAMV0L**1.024)
A=-0.046 - 0. 04^1.8* ( RAMVOL/100. )
























30 RT1=C1 + RDl




C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR PARAMETERS OF








SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE RAMP HEADWAYS
IIBFTC R.AMP





1 RAMP = -(RT1-RD1)*AL0G(HRDN02)+RD1
GO TO 3
2 RAM? = -(RT2-RD2)*ALOG(RRDN02)*RD2
3 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE SHOULDER-LANE HEADWAYS
.ftlBFTC SHL/^E
FUNCTION SKLANE(SRDNO,SHLVOL,D,Z)




SUBROUTINE TO INCREMENT DELAY-? ERIOD COUNTERS
tIBFTC NVWGT






2 NVW160 = Nvvaso+i
3 GO TO 5
^ IF(SYSTIM-150.)7,5,5
5 NW.'i5o=NVVJi50+i
6 GO TO 8
7 IF(SYSTIK-120.)10,8,8
8 NVW120=NVW120+1
9 GO TO 11
10 if(systim-90.)13,11,11
11 n"\Av'90=kv'a;90+i
12 GO TO Ik
13 IF(SYSTIM-60.)l6,l4,l4
14 NVW60=NW60+1











1 DO 7 I'l.M.'LXl,!
MINI =1+1







9 MIN2 = N+1








1 DO 7 1=1,999,1
MIN = I+l









C SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE RANDOM NUMBERS TO SAMPLE
















































NYU UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR.
THIS GENERATOR HAS BEEN CODED AS A MAP
ROUTINE FOR USE V7ITH A MAIN PROGRAM CODED IN
THE FORTRAN IV LANGUAGE. ARDNO = ARAND( DUMMY)
SETS AJIDNO EOUAL TO THE NEXT RANDOM NUMBER.
DUMMY IS A DUMMY ARGUMENT USED TO SATISFY THE
FORTRAN IV REQUIREMENT THAT ALL FUNCTIONS
HAVE AT LEAST ONE ARGUMENT.
METHOD OF GENERATION.
A-*R**N IS COMPUTED FOR N = 1, 2, 3
...2**27, WHERE A IS ANY ODD NUMBER AND R IS
A RANDOM NUMBER OF THE FORM 8*-K+5 — K BEING
ANY INTEGER. AFTER MULTIPLICATION AT EACH
LEVEL OF N, ALL E>:CE?T THE 30 LOV.'EST ORDER
BITS ARE DROPPED. FROM EACH 30 LOVJ-OHDER BIT
PORTION OF A*R**N, THE 2? HIGHEST ORDER BITS
ARE USED TO FORM THE NEXT R.M^JDOM NUMBER, AND
ARE CONVERTED TO FLOATING ^OINT FORM. THE
RESULTING DISTRIBUTION OF RANDOM NUMBFiiS IS
UNIFORM OVER THE INTERV/^i (0,1), AND THE SEQ-
UENCE DOES NOT REPEAT UNTIL 2**2? RANDOM NUM-
BERS HAVE BEEN GENERATED. THE APPROXIMATE















c FIVE SUBROUTINES TO (
































































































c FIVE SUrBROUTINES TO '
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